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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous catalytic reactors can be designed in a wide 
variety of configurations? usually the catalyst is in the 
form of pellets or particles to be placed in packed or 
fluidised beds. In all situations where intrinsic 
reaction kinetics are fast there is the possibility that 
actual reaction rates are mass transfer, or diffusion, 
limited.

The objectives of this research are to present the 
catalyst in a highly accessible geometry and actively to 
transport the reactants to the catalyst surface? hence the 
name "Active Transport Catalytic Reactor". This can be 
accomplished by placing a novel type of static mixing 
element within a catalyst coated tube. The intention is 
that these elements will promote high rates of radial 
transport whilst simultaneously resulting in little axial 
mixing. This idea is general but is applied specifically 
to the catalytic treatment of synthetic car exhaust gases.

The performance of our novel static mixer design (UCL) 
has been compared with the performance of those 
commercially available from Sulzer and Kenics. Initial 
experiments were conducted to determine the goodness of 
mixing and the pressure drop in the 3 types of static 
mixers. This was achieved by blending hot and cold water 
streams and measuring the point temperature at the mixer
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outlet. Not much information could be extracted from this 
type of experiment regarding the effectiveness of the 
mixers since at number of elements (n) > 2, an essentially 
homogeneous mixture was produced. However, the pressure 
drop across the UCL mixer was the highest.

Mixing characteristics in the 3 mixers have also been 
expressed in terms of Residence Time Distribution (RTD) 
recovered from two-station tracer tests. The one 
parameter tanks-in-series model was used to characterize 
non-ideal flow within each of the 3 static mixer systems. 
The RTD experiments have shown the performance of the 3 
types of mixers to be comparable at Re range (200-400), 
while at Re > 400 the Sulzer and Kenics mixers
outperformed the UCL mixer.

Chemical reaction within a tubular wall-coated reactor 
into which the static mixing devices were introduced was 
studied. The model reaction used was the oxidation of 
carbon monoxide, on a platinum/rhodium catalyst. Enhanced 
conversion with the static mixers in place relative to 
that from the empty tube was observed.

Finally the FLUENT computational fluid dynamics package 
has been used to simulate flow, pressure drop, heat 
transfer, and by analogy mass transfer, in the novel 
tubular reactor. An attempt was made to optimise the 
geometry of the mixing elements, but further optimisation 
is necessary.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Role of catalysis in the process industries

As the demand for more refined substances with specific 
properties grows, so too does the complexity and cost of 
their production. This has given rise to a new generation 
of chemical plants where energy considerations and other 
economic factors have a vital influence on what chemical 
process route should be taken and what equipment must be 
used.

In the early 19th century, chemical reactions which were 
thermodynamically favourable (ie a high yield of product 
was potentially available) but for which the rate at which 
the reaction proceeds was inherently slow, were 
disregarded, especially when the reaction only proceeded 
at extreme values of operating conditions such as 
temperature and pressure. However, the introduction of 
catalysis has made a significant impact on overall plant 
design and, in particular, chemical reactor design.

A catalyst was used industrially for the first time by 
Roebuck in the manufacture of lead chamber H2S04 in 174 6 
(Leach, 1983) . At that time, Berzelius had not yet used 
the word "catalysis” - that came in 1836, when he co
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ordinated a number of disparate observations on chemical 
transformations by attributing them to a catalytic power 
which breaks down the normal resistances that inhibit the 
reaction of molecules? hence, catalysis is the phenomenon 
of a catalyst in action.

A catalyst does not, of course, affect the position of 
equilibrium for a given reaction, but merely controls the 
rate at which that equilibrium may be approached. At 
present, it has been estimated that 90% (Hegedus, 1987) of 
all chemical manufacturing processes in use throughout the 
world involve a catalyst at some stage, to persuade the 
reaction to proceed at the desired rate.

There are two types of catalytic systems: when the
catalyst is of the same phase as the reactants and no 
phase boundary exists, we speak of homogeneous catalysis, 
as for example, when nitrogen oxide catalyses the 
oxidation of sulphur dioxide. However, when a phase 
boundary separates the catalyst from the reactants, we 
speak of heterogeneous catalysis? a number of phase 
combinations can then occur as, for example, in ammonia 
synthesis, decomposition of hydrogen peroxide,
polymerization of alkenes and hydrogenation of 
nitrobenzene. There are no a priori guidelines to 
indicate in advance whether a homogeneous catalytic
process will be more or less economical than a
heterogeneous process, but for expensive industrial
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catalysts, extremely high catalyst recoveries, preferably 
in a form that can be readily reused, must be achieved. 
This is often accomplished by placing the catalyst in a 
separate phase from the reactants and products.

1.1.2 Mixing in the process industries

In addition to the heterogeneous catalysis which 
represents one aspect of this research work, one of the 
oldest and most widely encountered industrial processes is 
mixing.

The term mixing is applicable to operations which tend to 
reduce non-uniformities or gradients in composition or 
properties, such as temperature, of material in bulk.

Conventional fluid mixers are often vertically mounted in 
cylindrical tanks, which typically will be filled to a 
depth equal to about one tank diameter. Impellers 
(propellers, turbines, etc) are usually mounted on a 
vertical shaft inside the tank. The power requirement of 
a rotating impeller is examined, which represents the rate 
of energy dissipation within the fluid, so enabling the 
sizing of the motor and gearbox unit for a specific mixing 
duty.

In recent years, an entirely new process technology has 
developed which presents an alternative to the traditional 
agitated vessel? this is known as the static or motionless
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mixer. These form an ordered set of static, flow-
diverting elements installed within a flow stream. By 
changing velocity profiles, they redistribute fluid across 
the flow channel and thus rearrange the temperature and 
composition distributions. Static mixers offer a number 
of advantages as compared with classical rotational 
mixers. For example, they can be installed in the
existing pipeline, they involve no moving parts and need 
no mechanical seals, they require 10 to 100 times less 
energy than the shaft driven impellers for a given duty 
and thus offer low investment, maintenance and operating 
costs. The power required for mixing is derived from the 
pressure drop across the static mixer. About 35 different 
static mixers are commercially available today; the actual 
design, construction, generated flow patterns and 
performance of the mixers vary considerably, but the basic 
mechanism of these mixers remains similar, which is 
splitting, distribution and redistribution of the fluid 
stream.

Combining the above two processes (heterogeneous catalysis 
and static mixing) will form the core of our novel reactor 
design.

1.1.3 The background and objectives of the research

Many industrial processes have at their heart 
heterogeneous catalytic steps. Frequently, the catalyst
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is prepared on a porous material or support which is, or 
has been, pressed or extruded to produce particles or 
pellets to be placed in packed or fluidised beds. 
Reactants are then passed through the reactor bed and 
arrive at the catalytically active surface following 
extra- and intra-particle diffusion steps? the resistance 
of these can be significantly greater than that of 
the chemical reaction step, so that potentially high 
intrinsic reaction rates are limited by diffusion and mass 
transfer.

The catalytic treatment of car exhaust gases is a £1.5 
billion/year industry, and is considered to be the largest 
single application of catalysis worldwide. Unlike the 
conventional pelleted catalyst (Satterfield, 1980 and Lee, 
1985), the exhaust gas monolithic converter consists of a 
block of essentially non-porous tubes, the walls of which 
are coated with washcoat and catalyst (platinum, palladium 
and rhodium). Gases flow through the tubes under laminar 
conditions (Re * 150) and the reaction rates are mass 
transfer limited (ie the only means of mass transfer from 
bulk to the catalyst surface, is by molecular diffusion 
which is inherently slow).

The purpose of this research is to present the catalyst in 
a highly accessible geometry and actively to transport the 
reactants to the catalytic surface (hence the name 'Active 
Transport Catalytic Reactor1, or ATCR). This can be
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accomplished by placing a novel type of static mixing 
element within a catalyst coated tube. The intention is 
that these elements will promote high rates of radial 
transport whilst simultaneously resulting in little axial 
mixing.

Active transport can be significantly faster than the 
diffusion process, and so reaction rate enhancement per 
unit surface area of the catalyst can be achieved. This 
idea is general but is applied specifically to the 
catalytic treatment of synthetic car exhaust gases.

The objectives of the present study are:

1) Experimentally to obtain the radial mixing 
efficiency, residence time distribution (RTD) and 
pressure drop in a novel mixer design and to compare 
these with data on static mixers commercially 
available from Sulzer and Kenics.

2) To determine the enhancement of conversion within an 
ATCR (operating under similar conditions to a single 
channel of the monolith) relative to that in an empty 
catalytic tube.

3) To simulate the flow, heat transfer and, by analogy, 
mass transfer, in the ATCR, using the FLUENT 
computational fluid dynamics package.
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1.2 Literature Survey

As previously pointed out, the Active Transport Catalytic 
Reactor "ATCR” is simply a number of static mixing 
elements inserted in a catalytically coated tube or in 
other words, a static mixer of which the housing is 
catalytically coated. Since it is a novel reactor design, 
little work has been published on this type of reactor. 
McCorquodale (1985) suggested coating the static mixing 
elements with catalyst to be employed as a catalytic 
reactor for the oxidation of organic matter. Houzelot and 
Villermaux (1977) have shown that annular reactors (in 
which a first order heterogeneous reaction is taking place 
at the wall) exhibit a mass transfer (conversion) 
efficiency which is noticeably higher than that of empty 
tubes.

The following literature search consists of two parts: the 
first main part deals with the types of motionless mixers 
that are available, as well as the investigations that 
have been conducted into their application in several 
chemical process operations; the second part gives the 
reader a background on the comparatively new technology of 
the catalytic treatment of car exhaust gases. Some other 
means of enhancing heat and mass transfer are also 
discussed.
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1.2.1 Static mixers

The idea of using stationary baffles in a flowing fluid to 
bring about mixing is generally thought to have been 
developed in 1928 when Morrell and Bergman (1928) used 
orifice columns to obtain intimate contact between oil 
distillates and the chemical reagents used for treating 
them. Compared with other types of mixers (Raschig ring, 
baffle and propeller-shaped plates), the orifice mixer in 
the authors' experience was found to be most satisfactory. 
They concluded that to achieve the most efficient action 
per orifice plate, a fairly high pressure drop had to be 
created and the orifice area should be divided into 
several small holes. Then, in 1958, Scott et al (1958) 
and McDonough et al (1960) used orifice plates in a 
circular pipe to produce the dispersion of one immiscible 
liquid in another (water in kerosene).

In these plates, it was required to maintain a high 
Reynolds number (Re) at the orifice to achieve dispersion. 
The interfacial area formed was proportional to the change 
in kinetic energy across the orifice and far downstream of 
the orifice they found that the dispersion coalesces 
rapidly. Stevens (1973) highlights that a mixer without 
moving parts was in fact patented as far back as 1895, but 
it was only in the 1960s that static mixing was 
scientifically developed to the extent that performance 
could be accurately predicted for any given application.
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It appears that static mixers were originated to overcome 
particular types of mixing problems. As Shintre (1981) 
points out, the development of stationary mixers is needed 
mostly when the viscosities of the fluids to be mixed are 
very high as in the case of polymer melts. In these 
situations, maintaining a turbulent fluid flow is an 
impossibility and conventional equipment (impeller mixing) 
fails. Even the screw extruder was not the answer as 
problems arose due to leakage, high shear force and energy 
consumption. In order to eliminate these problems, 
recourse must be made to the stationary baffles, but these 
must be properly designed so that the fluid*s kinetic 
energy is utilized efficiently in such laminar flow 
conditions (Uhl and Gray, 1966) .

The earliest of all in-line static mixers was the mixing 
plate developed by Ingles in 1961 (ICI, internal report). 
The exploitation of this design [angled tubes drilled in 
a solid to re-orientate fluid elements] was later 
developed by BASF and Dow Chemicals to overcome the 
problem of how efficiently to disperse delusterants such 
as Ti02 and silicates within a viscous polymer prior to 
spinning it into textile fibres. This design is now 
marketed by Ross and is called the Interfacial Surface 
Generator (ISG).

Sluijters (1963) designed what is known as the AKZO multi
flux mixer. This consists of baffles essentially like an
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orifice plate developed to improve the spinning properties 
of textile fibres, especially rayon. This mixer has never 
been available commercially, though it is protected by 
their current patents.

Three years later, Armeniades et al (Shintre, 1981) 
initiated the idea of a segmented helix (which in a sense 
is a derivative of Sluijter's design) to be incorporated 
in a circular pipe and patented the design of Arthur J. 
Little. This formed the basis of a widely used commercial 
mixer marketed by the Kenics Corporation which developed 
the patented design and termed it the "Static Mixer" to 
be marketed as the Kenics Static Mixer (KSM) . A few years 
later, a Sulzer design emerged, not to overcome a 
particular mixing problem, but simply because the Swiss 
company saw great potential in static mixing (Stevens, 
1973) .

Since then, the number of static mixers designs has grown 
progressively. A survey by Pahl and Muschelknautz (1982) 
showed that there were about 30 different types of 
motionless mixers, while a recent paper by Cybulski and 
Werner (1986) claims that about one hundred different 
patents on static mixers are in existence, twenty of which 
cover Polish constructions.

The multitude of motionless mixer designs that are 
available commercially is a result more of an attempt to 
avoid patent infringement than of genuine improvements.
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Three basic stages in the static mixing process can 
usually be distinguished: division, distortion and
recombination, which are subsequently repeated. However, 
it is possible to define two clearly different categories 
amongst the available patterns on the basis of the 
multiplicity of division imposed on the flow stream.

Almost all the mixers that divide the stream in two or 
three distort the flow by forcing a helical motion on the 
fluid. Examples of helical mixers are: Kenics, Lightnin, 
Ross (two types, LPD or LLPD) (Heywood, 1985), whereas 
alternative designs use a cross-connected honeycomb matrix 
to achieve homogenisation; for example, Ross ISG and 
Sulzer SMX and SMV (ICI, internal report).

Nauman (1982) divided the static mixers according to their 
functions. When the purpose of the mixer is to homogenize 
an initially non-homogeneous fluid, and the heat transfer 
or chemical reaction accompanying the process is 
negligible, it is called passive; on the other hand, when 
mixers are used to minimise temperature and/or 
concentration gradients which may develop in an initially 
homogeneous fluid (as in a laminar flow system) they are 
called active.

From the above two classifications of motionless mixers, 
it is understood that helical mixers are passive i.e. more 
like flow dividers where each element in the system will 
reduce the scale of segregation to half. After successive



repetition for a binary split, a scale of molecular 
dimension is expected (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1). 
Honeycomb designs are active i.e. the mixing within each 
element is important, and standard designs will be about 
half the length of a helical mixer, but the pressure drop 
per unit length is higher. Both mixer types can be used 
for single or multiphase applications and in either 
laminar or turbulent flow regimes provided that the mixing 
length is sufficiently long. There are, however, 
particular areas of application where each has advantages. 
The most common of these mixers are Kenics and Sulzer. A 
detailed description of both mixers will be given in 
chapter two as they are included in the experimental 
section of this thesis for comparison purposes with the 
novel mixer design.

A description of all other mixer types is beyond the scope 
of this chapter. However, there are papers and 
manufacturers' bulletins providing general information 
about the respective mixers and information regarding 
operation, construction and pressure drop (see for 
example, Chen (1972), Chen and Macdonald (1973), Stevens 
(1973), Craig and Jenkins (1978), Nadkarni and Chavan 
(1982), Kenics, Lightnin, Ross and Sulzer brochures).

Twelve mixer types are briefly described by Pahl and 
Muschelknautz (1979, 1982) and applications of static
mixers in the polymerization, petroleum, chemical and food
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industry are summarised by Rosenzweig (1977).

A recent review by Heywood (1985) describes the mixing 
action of most of the commonly available static mixers? 
for laminar mixing applications these mixers are compared 
and ranked on the basis of minimum energy requirement and 
minimum mixer length required to achieve a given mixture 
quality.

Static mixers are not only applied to produce more uniform 
mixtures of components. In some cases, an important part 
of the mixing operation is movement or transfer of 
materials between phases. The objective might be to bring 
different molecular species together in order to obtain a 
chemical reaction or to promote heat transfer when 
temperature difference exists within a bulk fluid or 
between an equipment surface and the fluid. Therefore, a 
large amount of work was put into experimentally 
determining the performance characteristics of static 
mixers including mixing efficiency and pressure drop, heat 
and mass transfer enhancement and residence time 
distribution. These will be discussed in sections 
1.2.1.1, 1.2.1.2 and 1.2.1.3.

Due to the complex geometry involved, which gives rise to 
a complicated three-dimensional flow in most motionless 
mixers, little theoretical work has been done to solve the 
fluid mechanics within the motionless mixer. Solutions of 
the velocity fields of Kenics mixers have been published
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by Tung (1976), Arimond (1985) and notably Dackson (1987), 
while Shintre (1983) has put forward a flow model of the 
Sulzer SMV mixer.

1.2.1.1 Mixing and blending

Static mixers were initially developed for mixing and 
blending purposes. Therefore, several investigations 
focused upon the evaluation of their performance in these 
operations.

1.2.1.1.1 Solids mixing

Until the late 60's, mixing of solids was conventionally 
a batch type process with dynamic mixers. Hence, 
considerable theoretical and experimental work has been 
conducted on batch mixers, while little has been reported 
on continuous (static) mixers.

One of the first experimental studies was conducted by Fan 
et al (1970) in which irradiated grains of wheat were used 
as tracer particles for evaluating the performance of a 
Kenics mixer. They found that there existed a number of 
elements beyond which improved axial dispersion did not 
occur. However, the degree of mixing improved with the 
number of passes through the mixer.

Axial mixing in static mixers appeared to be less 
appreciable than the transverse mixing. This is important
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when the mixer is used as a continuous in-line mixer. In 
this case, maximum transverse mixing with some axial 
mixing is often desired to ensure a uniform property of 
the mixture.

Chen et al (1971) considered radial mixing in the Kenics 
mixer. The mixer reduced the expanded volume (axial 
dispersion) of wheat and 3/16 inch lucite by 20 and 40% 
respectively.

As the flow pattern of particles in static mixers is 
usually too complex to predict theoretically, there has 
been major emphasis on the construction of models that are 
capable of simulating the behaviour of particulate system 
during the mixing process.

Chen et al (1972) evaluated the axial mixing performance 
of a Kenics Static Mixer (KSM) by flow modelling the 
process: they used a stochastic approach. By applying a 
Markov chain model (in this chain a transition probability 
is used to describe the movement of tracer from one state 
to another) experimental results were in good agreement 
with the model up to seven steps of the Markov chain 
(equivalent to 7 passes through the mixer) after which 
deviations developed which were attributed to the static 
electricity generated as the solid particles flowed 
through the mixer successively. The same stochastic 
approach was also employed by Wang and Fan (1977) to the 
mixing of a heterogeneous particle system. Others have
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used a deterministic model. Chen et al (1973) tried the 
axial dispersed plug flow (PF) model. By comparing the 
results with the model, they found that the data would be 
best fitted with an apparent Peclet number in the range of 
70-220. They report that long mixers and small particles 
exhibit a high apparent dispersion coefficient. These 
results were consistent with their early work on radial 
mixing (Chen et al, 1971).

Assuming that mixing and demixing can be described 
independently, Fan et al (1975) presented a mechanistic 
kinetic model which is similar to the mechanistic model of 
two complex reactions in series. The model can reasonably 
describe experimental mixing curves of particles differing 
in size and/or density. There was a noticeable increase 
in the rates of mixing and segregation when particles 
differed in both density and size, and the mixing progress 
was dependent on the initial arrangement of the particles.

Fan and Chang (1977) formulated a modified coalescence 
dispersion model to describe the axial mixing. Unlike the 
four parameter kinetic model proposed by Fan (1975), this 
two parameter model is capable of generating concentration 
distributions as a function of time and its applicability 
is not constrained by the initial concentration 
distribution in the mixer.

Because of the particulate nature of the material 
involved, Wang and Fan (1976) used discrete models with



either a deterministic or random walk (similar to the 
Markov chain model used by Chen, 1972). Both models 
fitted the data (measured by the same procedure as Fan, 
1970) for the Sulzer SMV mixer quite well.

While all the above investigations have been carried out 
on the mixing of free-flowing particles, Lai and Fan 
(1976) studied the radial dispersion of flour, which is a 
non-free flowing powder. Their results indicate that five 
passes through two Sulzer SMV elements were sufficient to 
obtain a homogeneous mixture. Although the apparent 
mixing mechanism in the mixer is convection, the authors 
claim that the large number of splittings and 
recombinations of the particle streams, and the irregular 
motion imparted to the material by vibration, would lead 
to apparent diffusive mixing. Hence, a single parameter, 
the dispersion coefficient, was employed.

Recently, Boss et al (1986) tested four types of static 
mixers (Kenics 90° and 180#, Komax and Lamellar) for 
longitudinal mixing of grains differing in size. The 
equilibrium degree of mixing obtained after 25-35 passes 
through ten elements was inversely proportional to the 
grain diameter ratio and increased slightly with the mixer 
diameter. This was important for scaling up processes. 
The Lamellar mixer showed the highest and Kenics the 
lowest equilibrium degree of mixing.

Herbig and Gottschalk (1986) suggested a new type of
27



static mixer in which there is the smallest possible 
interaction between mixer and bulk, in order to suppress 
the tendency towards segregation of the bulk. This mixer 
(which consists of ten ranks of poles arranged in two 
staples twisted mutually at right angles) showed good 
performance for mixing free-flowing segregated particles, 
with only little influence of differences in grain size up 
to a ratio of 1:10, when slight demixing was measured. 
The effect of particles with both size and density 
differences was not tested.

1.2.1.1.2 Laminar mixing

In connection with the development of continuous 
processing of highly viscous materials, motionless mixers 
are often used for mixing and blending operations. They 
serve as a technique to minimize non-uniformities of 
concentration and temperature which is essential in the 
mixing and processing of thermoplastics where the flow is 
often laminar, giving rise to poor radial mixing. This 
type of mixing is known as distributive, in which the 
prime mechanism involves the cutting and displacement of 
the constituents.

As mentioned earlier, most of the work done with 
motionless mixers has been experimental. Pressure drop 
correlations have been developed and several techniques 
to assess the improvement in mixture quality have been
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used. The latter have been reviewed recently by Grosz 
Roll (1980), and principles of scale up have been 
discussed by Boss and Czastkiewicz (1982).

Chen (1975) studied the post extruder mixing and thermal 
homogenization of low density polyethylene 'L.D.P.E'. The 
Kenics mixing elements were inserted in a barrel with 
heater bands? hence, the unit is called a thermogenizer. 
A characteristic flattening of the melt temperature 
profiles was noted when the mixer was installed. He also 
investigated the mixing of incompatible polymer systems 
(polypropylene and polystyrene) and the dispersion in 
samples in both axial and radial directions showed much 
improvement. Pressure drop within a mixer of the same 
length and diameter as that of empty tube was determined 
by multiplying the pressure drop in the empty tube by a 
factor K which was > 4 and < 6 for most polymer processing 
operations. This K value (or as it is more commonly known 
Z value) is assumed to be a function of Reynolds number.

Cybulski and Werner (1986) summarize the values of Z for 
different mixers and some of the equations required to 
calculate it. Tauscher and Mathys (1974) used the so- 
called law of layer formations (the number of striations 
formed when mixing differently coloured strands of epoxy 
resin) as a criterion of mixing quality. The number of 
layers created by the Sulzer SMV mixer was estimated from 
the knowledge of the number of corrugations in the mixer
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and the number of mixing elements. This approach is 
limited by the number of layers that can be verified 
optically, and the assumption that all striations have 
uniform thickness.

Heywood (1985) lists some of the predictions of the number 
of striations produced for a selection of mixers. The 
goodness of mixing can also be assessed by the point 
measurement of the material property (temperature, 
concentration, electrical conductivity). Wilkinson and 
Cliff (1977) measured the diameteral variation of 
temperature at the Kenics mixer outlet when mixing two 
streams of different temperatures. They defined a new 
mixing index which was correlated with the main variables 
of the system but with a low degree of accuracy. Their 
results showed that the flow rate and flow ratio have more 
influence on mixing quality than the viscosity ratio, and 
an expression of the Ergun type satisfactorily correlated 
the pressure drop across the mixer.

A pressure drop correlation similar to that of Wilkinson 
and Cliff was proposed by Sir and Lecjaks (1982) who found 
that the worst performance of the mixer was at a Reynolds 
number of about 50; this was explained by the unfavourable 
influence of inertial effects on mechanisms of stream 
division. In contrast to Wilkinson and Cliff, no 
influence of volumetric flow ratios upon the mixer 
performance was observed and for a viscosity ratio
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exceeding one hundred, a significant increase in^number of 
elements was required.

Streiff (1979) used the variation coefficient to evaluate 
the mixture homogeneity (for most industrial mixing 
applications, the mixture is considered homogeneous when 
the variation coefficient is 0.05 or less) based on both 
conductivity and chemical reaction measurements. The 
mixer length for the same homogeneity is 30 to 40% longer 
than that predicted with the conductivity method. This 
demonstrates one of the drawbacks of using such methods. 
However, they are more reliable than the optical 
evaluation of layers. For the Sulzer mixers, the pressure 
drop is related to the Newton number which is a function 
of Reynolds number and mixer geometry.

A comparison with conventional mixers shows that the 
specific power requirement for Sulzer mixers (SMX and SMV) 
is an order of magnitude lower, and that the SMX requires 
lower power than the SMV elements.

Heywood et al (1984) used an autocorrelation technique to 
assess the mixture quality based on colour development. 
By comparing the performance of five mixer designs, the 
largest improvement in mixing quality per unit power 
consumption was obtained using the Kenics while Ross ISG 
ranked last. These results are essentially similar to 
those obtained by Pahl and Muschelknautz (1982), and 
Allocca (1982), using an electrical conductivity
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technique. When the mixer quality was compared in terms 
of the number of elements or mixer length the ranking was 
reversed, which demonstrates that rankings of mixer design 
are heavily dependent upon the performance criterion 
selected. Heywood (1984) shows the rankings of various 
mixer designs using pooled data from Allocca (1982) and 
Pahl and Muschelknautz (1982).

Novak et al (1985) also found that the Kenics mixer was 
the most efficient in the laminar region (using a 
decolorisation technique), but in the turbulent region 
their own design gave the best efficiency. They also 
reported the worst Kenics performance in the region 3 < Re 
< 50, which is in agreement with results reported by Sir 
(1982) and Hartung and Hiby (1975). Another index of 
mixing effectiveness adopted in the Polish research 
facilities is given by Cybulski and Werner (1986). This 
reference provides a good summary for some work that has 
been done on static mixers including mixing effectiveness, 
pressure drop, heat and mass transfer. Investigating five 
mixer types, the Kenics is again the most economical 
followed by Toray, SMV, Komax and Lightnin.

The effect of non-Newtonian fluid properties, on the 
performance of static mixers has yet to be assessed. A 
preliminary study by Ottino (198 3) has indicated that non- 
Newtonian fluid properties have a substantial effect on 
the relative performance of the Kenics and Ross mixers.
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In terms of a mechanical mixing efficiency parameter the 
Kenics was more effective than the ISG for Newtonian and 
dilatant fluids, whereas the ISG was more efficient for 
highly pseudoplastic fluids.

1.2.1.1.3 Turbulent mixing

The major purpose of many operations which produce and 
maintain dispersion is not dispersion per se, but mass 
transfer. This is the case, for example, in liquid-liquid 
extraction discussed in section 1.2.1.2.2. For cases in 
which the result of the operation is the production of a 
dispersed phase, such dispersion operations are generally 
considered as mixing. Two common static mixer
applications are the dispersion of gas into a liquid and 
the creation of liquid-liquid emulsions. In both these 
applications, the flow is turbulent and the result depends 
on the presence of sufficiently large shear and 
extensional stresses to break the dispersed phase up into 
progressively smaller gas bubbles or liquid droplets 
(Heywood, 1984).

Middleman (1974) measured drop size distribution in the 
Kenics mixer by producing dilute suspensions of six 
different organic liquids in water. The equilibrium data 
were correlated using some aspects of Kolmogoroff's theory 
of turbulence. Strong dependence on Weber number, number 
of elements and mixer pitch was observed, while a weak
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dependence on Re resulted and was ignored. Guiterez and 
Erickson (1978) present similar equations based on their 
studies of oil drop size and gas holdup data using the 
Sulzer mixer. Gas dispersion in water and in a viscous 
liquid with a Kenics mixer was examined by Smith (1978). 
The preliminary work showed that severe channelling and 
segregation occur in this mixer. In order to circumvent 
this tendency, a modified Kenics design with a 270* twist 
(instead of 180*) was developed and this performed well. 
Al Taweel and Walker (1983) dispersed kerosene in water in 
two different configurations of a Lightnin in-line mixer. 
As noted by Middleman (1974) , the average drop size was 
found to decrease on increasing the number of elements 
(residence time), gradually approaching an equilibrium. 
The element design did not exert an excessive effect on 
the magnitude of average drop, but it did influence the 
dispersion efficiency, which was found to be highest under 
conditions of high velocity and small number of elements. 
Recently, a new theoretical model which is based on 
turbulent dispersion of concentrated solution down to 
Kolmogoroff scale eddies coupled with molecular diffusion 
was developed by Goldshmid et al (1986) for the SMV mixer. 
Sembira et al (1986) have shown that the surface of the 
SMV elements is important in the process of drop break up 
and coalescence. At low liquid velocity, the Teflon 
surface element produced a larger drop mean diameter than 
the stainless steel. Berkman and Calabrese (1988)
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extended the work done by Middleman (1974) to include the 
effect of dispersed phase viscosity, which was found to 
cause broadening of the drop size distribution and an 
increase in the equilibrium mean drop size. Their results 
suggest that the methods of introducing the dispersed 
phase should be considered when evaluating mixer 
performance.

1.2.1.2 Heat and mass transfer

The well known analogy which exists between the transport 
of momentum, mass and energy immediately suggests that the 
enhanced mixing should also significantly improve the heat 
and mass transfer characteristics of a tube filled with 
static mixing elements.

1.2.1.2.1 Heat transfer

There have been a number of investigations, both 
analytical and experimental, studying the effect of swirl 
flow generators eg. coiled wires, spiral fins and twisted 
tapes, on forced convection heat transfer between the tube 
wall and the flowing fluid. It follows that the Kenics 
static mixer combines both reversed swirling and radial 
flow effect. In 1971, Grace (1971) presented heat 
transfer data for a Kenics static mixer in the laminar 
region. The data indicated that the inside film heat 
transfer coefficient could be increased by a factor of
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about 3 compared to an empty tube. Grace proposed a 
modified Sieder and Tate equation (Coulson and Richardson, 
1977) for heat transfer prediction. Preliminary work for 
the turbulent region has been completed by Grace and also 
by Chen (1972) who suggested that for turbulent flow, the 
mean Nusselt (Nu) number may be estimated by assuming a 
three-fold improvement over the conventional developed 
pipe flow correlation by Dittus and Boelter (1930). The 
improvement in heat transfer was at the expense of energy 
losses (pressure drop) which increase by a factor of about 
8 and 170 in the laminar and turbulent region 
respectively. Similar results are reported by Genetti and 
Priebe (1973) for cooling of motor oil. Morris and 
Proctor (1978) considered the equations given by Grace 
(1971) and Chen (1972) to be rather general since the 
performance of the device will probably depend on the 
number and corresponding aspect ratio of the elements used 

. and these factors are not accounted for by either Grace or 
Chen. They observed that the smaller the aspect ratio, 
the better the convection, but this is accompanied by an 
increase in the flow resistance. The effect of the number 
of elements was not tested. Lecjaks et al (1984) also 
studied the effect of aspect ratio but on a modified 
Kenics geometry (where the elements are not perpendicular 
to each other) which did not seem to outperform the 
original geometry. Their results agreed with those of 
Morris and Proctor and it was concluded that the use of
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helical elements for heat transfer intensification is more 
suitable at Re < 1300. Van Der Meer and Hoogendoorn
(1987) extended the Leveque solution for heat transfer by 
introducing what they call a refreshment length concept, 
and proposed a correlation for the SMV mixer predicting an 
average heat transfer coefficient five times that of an 
empty pipe. A group of investigators have concentrated on 
two phase flow heat transfer in tubes with a static mixer. 
Azer, Fan and Lin (1976) conducted a preliminary study to 
determine the effectiveness of Kenics mixer in augmenting 
the rate of heat transfer during condensation. Due to the 
limited amount of data collected in this study, no attempt 
to develop design correlations was made. Two years later, 
they extended the study and derived a surface renewal 
model of condensation heat transfer inside a condenser 
tube packed with Kenics mixers (Fan et al, 1978) . A 
dimensionless correlation has been developed which express 
the heat transfer enhancement as a function of the number 
of mixing elements and Re but additional data were needed 
to verify the applicability of the correlation to 
different fluids. The same group studied the use of the 
same mixer in augmenting the boiling heat transfer rate 
(Azer et al, 1980) which, according to a literature survey 
made by Bergles in 1976 had not been explored by other 
investigators. Their investigation concentrated on the 
heat transfer rate during transition between forced 
convection single phase flow and subcooled nucleate
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boiling inside an electrically heated tube with five 
different mixer arrangements. The results demonstrated 
that the mixers are effective in augmenting the rate of 
heat transfer while lowering the pumping power demand per 
unit heat transfer rate compared to smooth tubes. Similar 
to their work on condensation, they extended the study on 
boiling heat transfer to develop a simple stochastic model 
which gives rise to a dimensionless correlating equation 
including a correlation constant determined experimentally 
(Lin and Fan, 1982). Genetti (1982) compared two types of 
mixer units (Kenics and Ross LPD) when placed in the inner 
tube of a concentric pipe heat exchanger. Although the 
Ross inserts give rise to more enhancement than does the 
Kenics (Enhancement factors of 3.6 and 1.7 respectively) 
the ratio of the increase in heat transfer to the increase 
in pressure drop is about the same for each insert and 
always less than unity. Also, a new static mixer called 
Heatex was found to be effective in the Re range 100-1000 
where enhancement factors of up to 5 were reported (Oliver 
and Aldington, 1988).

Recently, Craig (1988) highlighted the inherent limitation 
in the use of conventional motionless mixers as industrial 
polymerization reactors of 0.58m diameter due to the 
development of an undesirably non-uniform axial mass 
temperature profile. He showed that the mixer design that 
embodies heat transfer surface within the mixing elements, 
such as Sulzer's SMR, would give better temperature
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control.

1.2.1.2.2 Mass transfer

Pitera and Middleman (1973) exploited the use of a Kenics 
static mixer as a convection promoter within a tubular 
desalination membrane rather than the more commonly used 
turbulence promoters (spheres, blades, discs) known to 
occupy a large volume fraction causing high frictional 
losses. The polarization concentration was reduced by 3 0% 
leading to improvement in permeate quality and a 35% 
increase in permeate flux. The same technique was applied 
by Copas and Middleman (1974) to improve the performance 
of an ultra filtration system. With 38 Kenics elements, 
the gel resistance was reduced by a factor of four and the 
permeate flux was five times higher than the unpromoted 
tube. Morris and Misson (1974) studied the relationship 
between mass transfer and pressure drop in a laminar flow 
situation. The mass transfer of naphthalene from the 
inner surface of a tube to air flowing inside the mixer 
increased by a factor of 3-5 by using only two elements 
and by a factor of 4-7 when using ten elements. A 
modified form of the Sieder and Tate equation accounting 
for number of elements fitted their data. Similarly, 
Morris and Benyon (1976) correlated their data with a 
modified Dittus-Boelter equation for turbulent flow. In 
both studies, the friction factor Re relationship was not 
strongly dependent on the number of elements but on their
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aspect ratio. Another study by Morris and Proctor (1977) 
looked at the effect of the aspect ratio on the convective 
mass transfer for open pipe Re in the range of 400-31000. 
They observed that the greatest enhancement in the mass 
transfer occurred at transition Re and for an aspect ratio 
of 1.5 (but at the expense of a high pressure drop). Only 
aspect ratios of 1.5 and 2 were used. Static mixers were 
also used as packings of bubble columns. Generally 
speaking, the gas hold up is always greater and the mean 
bubble size is smaller in a packed bubble column than that 
in an unpacked column; this leads to the higher effective 
interfacial area. Fan et al (1975) report a doubling of 
the mass transfer coefficient for an aeration (oxygen- 
water) system packed with Sulzer SMV elements. Wang and 
Fan (1978) extended the study to include an effect on 
liquid phase velocity and proposed a correlation involving 
the liquid side overall mass transfer coefficient, the 
liquid phase velocity and the gas hold up. Unlike the 
conventional packings such as Raschig and Pall rings, the 
SMV elements occupied a small volume (less than 4%) which 
caused a slight increase in pressure drop. Hsu et al 
(1977) found that sieve tray and SMV mixer columns are 
superior to the bubble column. The pressure drop was 
found to be primarily due to the liquid head in all three 
and highest in the sieve tray. Grosz-Roll et al (1982) 
reported the mass transfer data as number of transfer 
units, which was found to increase linearly with the
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liquid velocity but with an associated high pressure drop. 
The values of the mass transfer coefficients for the same 
mixer were 10 to 50 times higher than agitated draft-tube 
reactors and agitated vessels (Grosz-Roll et al, 1983).

Several authors investigated the application of static 
mixers as contactors for liquid***liquid extraction. For 
chemical extraction (such as solvent extraction of metals) 
conventional contacting equipment is not completely 
satisfactory because slow reaction rates limit process 
efficiency. In the differential extractive reactor 
studied by Tunison and Chapman (1978), the Kenics mixer 
gave conversions as high as 15% in a residence time of two 
seconds, but also the conversions were observed to 
increase with the throughput because of the increased 
interfacial area. Similar experiments by Merchuk et al 
(1980) have shown that SMV mixers are more effective than 
Kenics for similar residence time, but are associated with 
a larger pressure drop. For an equal amount of copper 
recovered, the static mixers and stirred vessels require 
similar power input, but as expected, the volume of the 
former was smaller by two orders of magnitude.

Static mixers have attracted interest in physical 
extraction. In a water-n-butyric acid-kerosene system, 
the aqueous phase has been found to have a higher tendency 
to be continuous and the material of construction of the 
KSM was found to be important both for mass transfer and
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phase continuity. This phenomenon has been observed by 
Merchuk et al (1980) and is apparently related to 
different wetting properties of the packing. Extraction 
efficiencies up to 80% have been reported (Li and Wang, 
1983) .

Design criteria have been derived by Jancic et al (1983) 
with reference to packing capacity, mass transfer and 
axial mixing in an SMV mixer used as packing in 
countercurrent extraction. The same authors, Streiff and 
Jancic (1984) showed that this extractor design has high 
throughput capacity and the height equivalent to a 
theoretical stage was comparable to the values of known 
extraction columns, requiring no additional energy input.

1.2.1.3 Chemical reactors

It is important to remember that achieved conversion and 
rate of reaction are affected by the mixing of reactants 
inside any reactor. The residence time distribution (RTD) 
provides an excellent means for characterising the reactor 
mixing pattern, and for an isothermal first order 
reaction, the yield can be determined directly. Bor 
(1971) considered the applicability of a static mixer as 
a chemical reactor and pointed out (referring to the 
unpublished experimental results by R. Laurence) that the 
spectrum of residence times is much narrower for the 
Kenics static mixer reactor than for a comparable empty
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tube, and ideal plug flow conditions are approached. 
Similar observations were reported by Jagadeesh and 
Satyanarayana (1972) where the empty tube dispersion 
number was six times that observed in a modified Kenics 
mixer. Preliminary conversion studies for a
saponification reaction were used to evaluate the reactor 
performance: as expected it lay between theoretical curves 
for a plug flow and a backmix reactor. The step response 
curves obtained by Nigam and Vasudeva (1980) also 
indicated more narrowing of the RTD than for laminar flow 
in straight tubes. Their results were only given in a 
graphical form. The first model of the RTD in a Kenics 
static mixer for Newtonian fluids was presented by Tung 
(1976) based on a theoretical distribution of fluid 
velocity, but did not take into account the number of 
elements (which has a strong effect on mixer performance). 
The data analysis in terms of dimensionless variance is 
rather ambiguous, since the tail of the step response 
curve could not be determined precisely. Another model was 
presented by Nauman (1982). In this model, Nauman 
replaced Kenics static mixing elements by planes of 
complete radial mixing. The model fitted some of the data 
of Nigam and Vasudeva (1980) and Tung (1976) fairly well 
when four elements were made equivalent to one plane of 
complete radial mixing. Nigam and Nauman (1985) extended 
this idea to the processing of non-Newtonian fluids. The 
model matched the experimental curve for carboxymethyl-
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cellulose with a relatively good fit to the tail region of 
the RTD which is a characteristic of laminar flow systems. 
Pustelnik (1986) investigated experimentally the influence 
of the number of elements and Re on the RTD curves in a 
Kenics static mixer. The results were described by a 
statistical log-normal distribution. This was very 
sensitive to changes in parameters and displayed 
significant differences between experimental and estimated 
distribution curves for a small number of elements. In 
particular the influence of the number of elements and 
the Re in the laminar flow region (Re 0.72-442) were 
strong. Contrary to the above, Kemblowski and Pustelnik
(1988) proposed a model based on the analysis of the 
flow phenomena occurring in the mixer. The model is 
similar in concept to that of Nauman (1982). It 
takes into account the flattening of the velocity 
distribution after every Kenics element as well as 
longitudinal dispersion. Again, the discrepancies between 
theoretical and experimental distribution curves were 
highest for a small number of Kenics mixing elements which 
reveals the differences between the model and real 
velocity distributions. Pustelnik and Pustelnik (1986) 
compared the RTD in a Kenics mixer with Sulzer and a Komax 
at Re=295. Their data were described using the one 
parameter axial dispersion model which showed that Kenics 
caused the most significant disturbance in velocity 
profiles followed by Sulzer and Komax. The discrepancies
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between the RTD curves of the three mixers decreased 
with the rise of the number of elements. Flaschel
et al (1985) used the same model to describe their data 
for Sulzer SMX and SMV mixers. In the Re range < 100, 
the Peclet numbers (based on the mixer's hydraulic 
diameter) were 0.88 and 0.82 respectively. In
bigger diameter reactors (300mm diameter) a certain 
threshold velocity existed below which dispersion 
due to free convection cannot effectively be suppressed 
by the use of static mixers (Metzdorf et al, 1986) .
They transformed their data into number of tanks
in series per mixer unit. In the laminar flow regime, 
a mean value of 1.2 is calculated which increases 
rapidly beyond Re 50. This confirms the plug flow
behaviour of static mixers at higher Re. Ziolkowski and 
Morawski (1987) employed a two-parameter model accounting 
for the linear velocity profile in the stream cross 
section when using several mixing devices. The gauze 
baffles produced a flow characteristic closer to plug flow 
than the perforated plate baffles or a Kenics mixer. 
However, some significant axial mixing still occurred over 
the rather short distance between elements.

The above literature concerned the macroscopic behaviour 
of the tubular reactor with static mixers and concentrated 
on determining the RTD and describing it using well 
established models. Mixing on a molecular scale in the 
reactors becomes important for systems in which the
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micromixing time and the characteristic reaction time 
constant are of the same order of magnitude (e.g. 
polymerization). Meyer et al (1988) characterised the 
micromixing time in SMX mixers by the product distribution 
of fast consecutive reactions. The mixing time was found 
to be about ten times greater in an empty tube than in a 
static mixer. In another paper by Schutz (1988) a rapid 
exothermic multiple reaction was carried out in a thin- 
film agitated reactor and a tubular reactor with static 
mixer. In spite of intensive heat transfer in the former, 
lower yields than in the tubular reactor were obtained. 
This could be explained by the rapid micromixing and 
reduced backmixing which are static mixer characteristics.

1.2.2 Automobile catalytic converter (catalytic monolith)

Although catalytic reactors have worked to the benefit of 
the chemical and petroleum industries for decades, the 
first mass produced catalytic reactor to be placed 
directly in the hands of the public is the automotive 
catalytic converter. The growing awareness of the 
potential utility of this catalytic converter in air 
pollution control has led to intensive research, 
investigating several aspects of this reactor. Therefore, 
there are comprehensive reviews covering the kinetics, 
thermodynamics, physical transport processes, performance 
and durability of the monolith. (See for example, Wei 
(1975), Kummer (1980) and Crucq and Frennet (1986)).
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1.2.2.1 History and development of automobile exhaust
gas treatment

The history of catalytic converters was reviewed by Ebel 
(1969) . Some of the early patents and publications on 
catalytic exhaust treatment date back to 1925. However, 
because at that time there was only a relatively small 
automobile population and the engines of the day were of 
low compression ratio, there was not a real automotive 
exhaust problem as there is today.

In 1949, Eugene Houdry (1957) developed catalytic mufflers 
for fork lift trucks used in confined places such as mines 
and warehouses. One of the supports was monolith- 
porcelain rods covered with films of alumina, on which 
platinum was deposited. In the late 1950's, air pollution 
became a major problem in urban and heavy industrialized 
areas of the U.S. and conclusive documentation was then at 
hand demonstrating that hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxide in 
automobile exhausts were the major cause of photochemical 
smog in the Los Angeles basin. As a result, California 
passed a law on air quality and a motor vehicle emission 
standard table (1.1) (Ebel, 1969) which was to become 
operative when at least two devices were available that 
met the requirements.
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Table 1.1 Automobile pollutant levels v Standards in 
California, 1960

Approximate uncontrolled 
exhaust emission level 

per car

Maximum exhaust emission 
level required by law 

if triggered

HC* 900 ppm 275 ppm

CO 3.2% 1.5%

N0X 1500 ppm 350 ppm

* HC = Hydrocarbons

This gave the impetus for greater efforts in automobile 
catalyst research, but the use of catalysts in automobiles 
was soon delayed as a result of a car manufacturers' 
(collectively known as Detroit) announcement that engine 
modification would meet Californian standards without the 
use of catalysts. As further tightening of automobile 
emission standards became imminent (Calif. 1966 and the 
U.S. Federal Government in 1968, see Kummer (1980)) the 
catalyst companies were encouraged to resume their 
research activities in autocatalysis as it became apparent 
that new engine modifications would probably be inadequate 
to meet the new standards (Wei, 1975) . The 1970 amendment 
to the US Federal Clean Air Act required progressively 
more stringent regulations which targeted a reduction of 
approximately 90% in emission of carbon monoxide, 
hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxide relative to an uncontrolled 
average late 1960 model year vehicle. Features of the 
legislation were the introduction of lead free gasoline in 
1974, a requirement for the emission control system to be 
effective for at least 50,000 miles. As lead has been



known to deactivate the exhaust catalyst, there was 
concern that tetraethyl and tetramethyl lead emanating 
from auto-exhausts might poison the catalyst as well as be 
dangerous to human health.

The 1970 standards were beyond the capabilities of 
existing technology and spurred a very intensive research 
effort which greatly accelerated the development of 
catalytic converters in terms of suppliers, materials and 
an understanding of their use. By 1975, production model 
automobiles in the US were equipped with converters.

The historical development is summarised in Table 1.2 
(Crucq and Frennet, 1986), which gives average values over 
the drive cycles (for which the performance is tested) 
used in the United States.

Table 1.2 Development of US Federal Emissions Regulations

Model Year CO HC NOx (g/mile)
1970 34 4.1 4
1975 15 1.5 3.1
1980 7 0.41 2.1
1981 7 0.41 1.0
1983 3.4 0.41 1.0

Future proposals
1994 0.34 0.25 0.4

Similar regulations have been adopted by the European
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Economic Community and by most other European States. 
However, the European standards are lax relative to those 
of the US.

1.2.2.2 Catalyst bed configurations

There are two principal catalyst bed configurations of the 
catalytic converter: the pellet bed and the monolith.

Burton and Garten (1977) provide a comparison of 
monolithic and particulate catalysts. The differences 
primarily manifest themselves in the relative rates of 
heat and mass transfer as well as system pressure drop. 
The latter is critical in order to minimise engine power 
losses. The high open area of the monolith structure 
(typically in excess of 60%) promotes laminar flow, 
limiting pressure drop even at the very high space 
velocities in car exhausts (2 00,000 hr"1) but at the
expense of mass transfer limitations. On the other hand, 
packings with small diameter would provide turbulent 
conditions and more external surface area to fulfil the 
requirements for rapid mass transfer from the gas stream 
to the solid surface at the expense of an excessive 
pressure drop.

Due to persistent durability problems with pellet bed 
reactors, the monolithic support has become dominant, 
accounting for perhaps 95% of all new vehicle systems 
(Crucq and Frennet, 1986).
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1.2.2.3 Catalytic monolith

1.2.2.3.1 Catalyst support

The monolithic catalyst support can be thought of as an 
integral bundle of tubes (passageways) with a variety of 
cross sectional shapes including the circle, the hexagon, 
the square, the equilateral triangle and the sinusoid. 
Their commercially important applications and 
specifications were first disclosed by Anderson et al 
(1966) for decolorization of nitric acid tail gas and 
Keith et al (1969) (1971) for auto exhaust emissions 
control (see Burton and Garten, 1977).

A typical monolith structure used in catalytic converters 
is ceramic and possesses a number of passageways per cm2 
that can vary from 30-62. At a square cell density of 
400/in2 (62/cm2) , the inside channel dimension is of the 
order of 1mm with a wall thickness of 0.25mm. Burton and 
Garten (1977) describe various methods of manufacturing 
the monolith. Today, they are principally produced by an 
extrusion process. Because the surface area of these 
ceramic products is not high enough to serve the purpose, 
the supports are first coated with a high surface area 
alumina (washcoat) of approximately 0.025mm thickness, 
which then acts as a substrate for the active catalytic 
species (deposited by impregnation). The overall 
stability of the catalyst is, to a large extent, dependent
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upon that of the washcoat in terms of surface area and 
adhesion (Crucq and Frennet, 1986). Finally, the monolith 
is canned in a stainless steel cylinder typically about 
130mm long and 130mm in diameter and fitted in an auto 
exhaust system by connecting cones.

1.2.2.3.2 The catalyst composition

The catalyst species are a balanced mixture of precious 
metals (platinum, palladium and rhodium) and promoters, 
selected on the basis of application and engine design. 
Kummer (1980) provides a comparison between noble metals 
and base metal-oxides. The former are mainly favoured due 
to their high catalytic activity and selectivity, 
particularly at low temperature and because they exhibit 
good resistance to poisoning. This has created the 
largest single application of Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) 
(see Coombes, 1990).

1.2.2.3.3 Catalyst duty

The automotive exhaust is made up of many components. A 
list of the major exhaust components and their typical 
concentration and ranges are given in Table 1.3 (Jothi, 
1983) .
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Table 1.3 Components of the automotive exhaust gas

Gases Volume %
CO 1-2
HC* 0.05-0.3
N0X 0.1-0.5
°2 (M1H•O

h2 0.3-0.7
h20 10
co2 10
so2 0.002
N2 Balance

* HC = Unburnt Hydrocarbons

In order to meet the emission control standards in Table
1.2 HC and CO need to be oxidised to C02 while the nitrogen 
oxides need to be reduced to N2. This can be achieved by 
adopting any of the three control strategies discussed by 
Crucq and Frennet (1986), based upon the use of supported 
PGM catalyst. As the exhaust emissions are strongly 
dependent on air/fuel ratio the difference between the 
three strategies lies basically in whether the engine is 
operated under lean (high air/fuel ratio), rich (low 
air/fuel ratio) or stoichiometric (14.7:1) conditions. 
The first is found to be inefficient for the removal of 
N0X, with the second being detrimental to fuel economy. 
Therefore, a three way catalyst (the name comes from the 
ability to control the three pollutants) using a
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platinum/rhodium formula (5:1) with the fuelling 
controlled closely at the stoichiometric point, using a 
fuel management system is the most viable strategy. The 
major reactions in a Three-Way Catalyst are listed in 
Table 1.4 (Jothi, 1983).

Table 1.4 Major automotive exhaust reactions on Three-Way 
Catalysts (TWC)

CO + NO 
CO + 1/2 02 
5/2 H2 + NO 
NO + H2 
H2 + 1/2 02
CO + H20
5/2 CO + NO + 3/2 H20 
5 HC + 9 NO 
4 HC + 7/2 02
2 HC + 3 H20
3 HC + 3 NO + H20

C02 + 1/2 N2 
C02
NHS + h2o 
1/2 N2 + H20
h2o
co2 + H2
5/2 C02 + NHS
3 C02 + 2 CO + 4 N2 + NH3 + H20 
2 CO + 2 CO, + H, + H-0
CO + C02 + 4 H2
C02 + 2 CO + NH3 + N2 + H2

1.2.2.3.4 Developing uses of monolithic reactors

The monolithic catalyst design has already assured its 
acceptance in very important commercial applications such 
as autocatalytic pollution control. Its design provides 
a means of maximizing superficial catalyst surface area 
while maintaining a low pressure drop. Owing to their 
extremely low resistance to flow they are particularly
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useful when large quantities of reactants must be 
catalytically processed in a short time and at low 
pressure drop (Burton and Garten, 1977). This has led to 
the development of monolithic reactors in other areas such 
as N0X abatement from nitric acid tail gas and the 
catalytic incineration of malodorous effluent gases. 
Also, their use looks promising in other areas such as:

1. catathermal (catalytically supported thermal) 
combustion which is useful for applications such as 
stationary power sources, combustion of aqueous 
wastes, low BTU gas combustion and for potential use 
in aircraft and automobile turbine (Burton and 
Garten, 1977);

2. methanation catalyst (gasification of coal)?

3. gas liquid contacting reactor (trickle phase) and 
catalytic hydrogenation of coal slurries.

1.2.3 Other means of heat and mass transfer enhancement

In section 1.2.1.2, static mixers were shown to be a 
successful tool to enhance heat and mass transfer to, or 
from, a fluid flowing in a pipe in which they are 
inserted. In fact, the whole objective is to break down 
the boundary layers near the tube wall. This increases 
the concentration or temperature gradient at the wall and 
hence promotes the heat or mass transfer rates. As 
mentioned earlier, there have been several studies on the
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use of obstructions placed in a flowing fluid to induce 
greater convective transport and mixing, for example, 
turbulence promoters or swirl flow generators (Smithberg 
and Landis (1964), Kidd (1969) and Crain and Bell (1973)). 
Also, Lin (1979) refers to a bibliography which was 
published in 1970 on the augmentation of convective heat 
and mass transfer.

Nauman (1979) gives an analytical solution to the Graetz 
problem with intermediate mixing and suggests a new device 
called a flow inverter to enhance heat transfer. Unlike 
the static mixers, inverters are used as individual 
isolated units and interchange material between the tube 
walls and centre line. He speculated that complete flow 
inversion occurring at the midpoint of the tube would 
yield the optimal enhancement of the Nusselt number.

Dudukovic and Koncar-Djurdjevic (1977, 1979, 1980) have
published a series of papers in which they investigated 
the effect of spheres and disks placed in the fluid stream 
on mass transfer rates to the tube walls. The results 
indicated complex interactions of the wake formed behind 
the object with the boundary layer at the walls. These 
interactions result in two maxima and one minimum of the 
curve for the local Sherwood number, Sh (measured by an 
adsorption method) as a function of distance from the 
object along the tube (Koncar-Djurdjevic and Dudukovic, 
1977) .
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The maximum and average Sh were lower in the case of 
spheres than for disks (Dudukovic and Djurdjevic, 1980), 
and they found a critical distance between the disks 
(dependent on tube/disk diameter ratio and Re) at which 
the drag coefficient was minimum (Dudukovic and 
Djurdjevic, 1979). However, the maximum mass transfer 
enhancement (60-80% higher than an empty tube) could only 
be attained at larger disk spacing with an excessive 
pressure drop. This information is of interest not only 
from the fundamental point of view, but also from the 
point of view of reactor design optimisation. Further 
investigations under laminar flow conditions, where the 
mass transfer enhancement is mostly needed could be of 
significant interest.

Mass transfer, and consequently conversion, can also be 
enhanced in the honeycomb monolith by slicing it into a 
number of axial segments. Wendland (1980) suggested that 
segmenting the monolith normal to the flow direction 
increased the conversion by forcing the species boundary 
layer to repeatedly redevelop (mass transfer rates to the 
catalyst surface are greatest in the flow passage entrance 
region due to small boundary layer thickness). A 
reduction of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon residuals by 
47% and 33% respectively, were reported. Nonnenmann
(1989) suggested a monolith support with largely split and 
slotted (tortuous) honeycomb passages. In this way
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turbulence is generated on the catalytically active 
surface, with resultant exchange of substances between the 
core stream and the surface contacting zone. This new 
design increased the catalytic performance, leading to a 
reduction of the total support volume with a consequent 
reduction of cost.
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CHAPTER TWO
SOME CONFIGURATIONS OF STATIC MIXERS

The literature survey in chapter 1 revealed that the 
Kenics and Sulzer static mixers have been the focus of 
substantial research effort, both experimental and 
theoretical, and that they are frequently specified for a 
variety of industrial mixing applications. Therefore, it 
was decided to compare the performance of the novel mixer 
design with those of Kenics and Sulzer.

2•1 The Kenics Static Mixer

Of the helical type static mixers, the Kenics is the 
design which is best known, and certainly more data is 
available concerning the performance of Kenics mixers than 
for any others. The element design is simple, and is 
characterized by low pressure loss per unit length. 
Kenics mixers are widely used for blending, dispersion, 
heat exchange and manipulation of residence time 
distributions in major processing industries such as: 
chemicals, refining, polymer, food, paper and waste 
treatment.

Essentially, the mixer consists of a number of alternating 
left and right-hand helices enclosed by a tubular housing. 
The helical elements have a twist angle of 180° and each 
leading edge is at 90° to the trailing edge of the one
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ahead (Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.1 Kenics static mixer
(from, Morris and Misson, 1974)

Flow division and re-orientation is the mixing mechanism 
in a Kenics type device. The offset between the elements 
divides the flow, while the twist of the helical ribbon 
effectively reorients the fluid. At each succeeding 
element, the flow is further divided, resulting in an 
geometric progression of flow division. The number of
striations produced by n elements is given by the 
expression:

S = 2n

2.2 The Sulzer (SMX) Mixer

The Sulzer mixers (SMX and SMV) fall under a different 
category to the Kenics. They are characterized by a small 
total length but a high pressure drop per unit length.
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The chief use of the SMX mixer is in the laminar flow 
regime, hence it was chosen in this experimental
investigation. A typical application of the SMX mixer is 
when the process requires intensive mixing within a short 
length, such as when mixing or blending polymers where a 
certain residence time must not be exceeded.

The SMX element has a lattice of intersecting and inter
meshing bars (crossed comb-slotted elliptic plates) 
positioned at an angle to the tube axis (see fig. 2 .2). 
Several elements, staggered in orientation by 90* make up 
the mixer. The mixing action is a result of the strong

Fig. 2.2 Sulzer (SMX) mixer
(from, Pahl and Muschelknautz, 1979)

secondary cross flow that develops behind the inclined 
bars of the comb plates. This stretches the fluid 
laterally and ensures that each successive plate achieves 
essentially a new set of divisions. With increasing 
number of elements (n) , the number of divisions (S) 
formed rises whilst the striation thickness diminishes.
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For a mixer with 4 cutting elements (m) , a 5-way split 
(quintuple division) can be achieved, giving rise to the 
following relationship between S, m and n.

S = 2 (m+l)n

2•3 UCL Static Mixer Design

2.3.1 Objective

Static mixers have been employed to promote reactions 
taking place in a single phase (McCorquodale, 1985). In 
this research, our aim is to extend the use of the static 
mixer to heterogeneous reaction situations, particularly 
those where a reactant species must be transported to a 
catalyst surface for a reaction to take place. Our static 
mixer inserts are therefore designed with the express 
purpose of transporting material to the catalyst surface 
(radial transport), and at some desired time removing it 
from the surface back to the bulk. In a tube with 
catalytic walls this will entail a radial flow outward 
followed by mixing back into the bulk.

2.3.2 Preliminary design

Material transport to the walls can be achieved by placing 
a star shaped element (a disc plate with number of cuts) 
into the fluid stream perpendicular to the direction of 
flow. The presence of the star will increase the flow
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velocity adjacent to the wall due to the reduction of the 
free cross sectional area available for flow (see Fig. 
2.3). This causes a decrease in boundary layer thickness 
at the wall.

Fig. 2.3 The UCL static mixer

At a short distance from the star, a hooded orifice 
plate is installed, which will force the flow to the 
centre of the tube where mixing takes place before fresh 
material is directed towards the wall (catalytic surface). 
The presence of the hood is intended to promote intense 
mixing between the star and orifice plate. The 
combination of a star and an orifice plate forms one 
mixing element.

2.3.3 Design possibilities and calculation

2.3.3.1 The star plate

The main design variable for the star is: the number of 
cuts (N) . This determines the Fractional Open Area (FOA) ,
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and the depth of the cut (star inner diameter). All cuts 
are made with a right angle nearest the star centre, see 
Fig. 2.4

Fig. 2.4 A star plate with 5 cuts

The relationship between the Fractional Open Area (FOA) 
and number of cuts (N) is calculated as follows:

Consider N cuts of shaded area in Fig. 2.4, where d is the 
tube inner diameter (i.e. the star outer diameter).

Angle AOC = 90* /. Y = 45*

Triangle ABD:

_ 360 _ 180 
X 2N N

6 4



A D Jsin x = ~£ / 2  or AB = — Sin x

DB   d _cos x = or DB = ~ Cos x

Area of Triangle ABD = % d2 Sin x Cos x

But Sin 2x = 2 Sin x Cos x

2
Area of Triangle ABD = h d 2Sxn42X

,2 360d S m  —N
16  (2-1>

Triangle ABO:
AB = BO since isosceles

2 . 2
Area of Triangle ABO = h —— X

2 . 2 d Sin x (2 .2)

Now consider the fractional open area in Sector ADB' : 
since all sectors are geometrically similar, this is 
fractional open area for the whole plate.

2 d2 Sin d2 Sin2 ^
Fractional f—  x ——  - ---- — ----  +------- ------
Open Area, (FOA) = ^ ----- =— §----

2Ldl 1_
4 2N
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.-. FOA - 1 - -JL [Sin ^  - 2 Sin2 *“ ] (2.3)

The tabulated results of N vs FOA (see Appendix 1) are 
plotted in Fig. 2.5.

- Depth of cut of right angled sector AOC is B'O (see 
Fig. 2.4)

B'O = B 1D — BD + BO 

= | - BD + BO

Triangle ADB, BD = “ Cos x

Triangle ABO, AB = BO = ^ Sin x

j j jDepth of cut = ~ ~ Cos x + — Sin x

= ^ [1 - Cos x + Sin x] (2.4)

where x =

2

180 
N

= §[1 - Cos f122) + Sin t1^ ) ]
(2.5)

From equation (2.5), the depth of cut is calculated for 
different number of cuts N. See Fig. 2.6, and appendix 1 
for tabulated data.
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The inner radius of the star (r) = DO = — ” B '° 
(see Fig. 2.4)

From Equation (2.4) -a[Cos x - Sin x] —

2 2 Cross Sectional Area = 7rr =  i r (D O)

= 7r[(Cos x - Sin x) 2 — ]

—  (1 - Sin 2x)

where x =

(2.6)

From Equation (2.6), the star area = zero, for N = 4

See Fig. 2.7 for star plates with different number of cuts 
(N) .

2.3.3.2 The orifice plate

The orifice diameter is calculated in relation to the star 
fractional open area (FOA). The orifice plate can be 
considered to have equal fractional open area as the star 
plate, or a percentage of it. For example, if the number 
of cuts in the star (N) = 10, and the orifice area is 50% 
of the fractional open area,

2
4 for N = °°

for N = 10, FOA = 36.85%
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If the tube diameter = d, and orifice diameter = x

then,
*x£

 = 0.3685 X 0.5
jrdl
4

^ = V 0.3685 X 0.5 

Orifice diameter x = 0.429d

2.3.4 Preliminary pressure drop calculation

The pressure drop across static mixers is an important 
design parameter, often forming the basis upon which 
several mixers' designs are compared (see Heywood, 1985), 
and may also decide on the suitability of a specific mixer 
geometry for a given mixing duty.

The pressure drop across the UCL mixer was estimated using 
the Steady Flow Energy Equation, and using a coefficient 
of discharge through the orifice to account for frictional 
losses in both the star and orifice plate. This is only 
a rough estimate, a more accurate pressure drop 
correlation based on experimental data will be established 
in chapter 3.
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Several assumptions were made in applying the Steady Flow 
Energy Equation (SFEE). These are:

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the inlet and outlet of 
the system respectively, and

P = pressure (N/m2) 
u = average velocity (m/s)
p = fluid density (kg/m3)
g = gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
z = fluid*s elevation with respect to specified

The discharge coefficient (Cd) through the orifice was 
estimated from Fig. 5.12 in ref. Coulson and Richardson 
(1977). This chart of Cd versus Reynolds number (Re) for 
different orifice/pipe diameter ratios is valid only for

Steady state conditions 
Incompressible and inviscid flow
No external heating
No external work.

2 2
(2.7)

datum (assumed = zero).

(2 .8)

where A2 and A2 are the tube and orifice (or star) open 
cross sectional area respectively (m2)
G = mass flow rate (kg/s)
Cd = discharge coefficient



a sharp-edged orifice. Since the orifice plate in the UCL 
mixer is hooded (expected to produce higher frictional 
losses than the sharp-edged orifice), the predicted 
pressure drop is anticipated to be lower than the actual. 
Also the applicability of the same chart to account for 
frictional losses in a star cut is surrounded by a 
considerable degree of inaccuracy. Nevertheless a 
preliminary prediction of energy losses across the novel 
mixer design was essential.

Pressure drop in star-shaped plate

Take a star with number of cuts (N) = 10
Fractional Open Area (FOA) = 0.3685

Let the empty tube Reynolds number (Re) = 200

where d = tube diameter = 12.6 x 10'3m
Uj = average velocity in the tube (m/s) 
p -  density of water = 1000 kg/m3 
p = viscosity of water = 0.001 kg/ms

Uj = 0.0159 m/s

and G = pUj Aa
= 1.9816 x 10'3 kg/s
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A. « tube cross sectional area « ^7- 1 4
= 1.2463 x 10'4 m2.

The star hydraulic diameter (dgt), and hence the Reynolds 
number through the star (Reit) are calculated as follows:

d _ 4 x wetted area
Sk wetted perimeter (2.9)

Wetted area = area of 1 cut in the star

The cross sectional area x FOA (m2)
N

1.2463 X 10~4 X 0.3685 .  ̂ . n-6 2-----------    = 4.593 X 10 m (2 .10)

Wetted perimeter = BD x 2 + arc BE (see Fig. 2.8)

Fig. 2.8 A star plate with 10 cuts
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BCIn triangle ABC Sin 18 = tube radius

radius (r) = ^

12.6 x 10~3

= 6.3 x 10”3m

BC = CD = 1.947 x 10’3 m

BD = +J{ 1.947 x 10”3)2 X 2

= 2.753 x 10~3 m

  Circumference ?rd _ __  . .-3Arc BE = ----- — ------  = —  = 3.956 x 10 m

—3 -wetted perimeter = (2.753 x 10 x 2) + 3.956 x 10

= 9.462 x 10”3 (2

Substitute (2.10) into (2.11) in Equation (2.9)

. A - 4 X 4.593 X 10~6 1n-3 „a , = - = 1.942 x 10 m.
9.462 x 10

',dst ust Re . = — — — —  St u

u2 = ug^ = average velocity in the star (m/s)

V U1A1 = U2A2
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where A2 = star cross sectional area

= FOA x tube cross sectional area (A1)

= 0.3685 X 1.2463 X 10-4

= 4.5926 X 10“5 m2.

u1A1 = u2A2 = u2 x FOA x A1

    n niand u2 = ul/FOA = = 0.0431 m/s

Rest 83 •7 and =0.15

From Fig. 5.12 ref. Coulson and Richardson (1977)
Discharge coefficient through the star

(C ) = 0.67 
st

From Equation (2.8)

pressure. drop in the star (AP^) = 1.792 N/m

Pressure drop over orifice plate

Say the orifice area = 50% FOA

orifice cross sectional area 
tube cross sectional area = 0.5 x 0.3685

7rdorif = 0.5 x 0.3685 where FOA = 0.3685
Trd'
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/. d^ . _ = 0.4292 x d orif

= 5.408 x 10~3 m.

r ^orif uorif
o r i f -------- Z

u2 = uorif ® average velocity in the orifice (m/s) 

(v u1A1 = u2A2 = u2 x A1 x FOA x 0.5)

FOA X 0.5 = °>0863 “S"1

where A2 = orifice cross sectional area

= FOA x 0.5 x tube cross sectional area 

= 0.3685 x 0.5 x 1.2463 x 10”4

2.2963 x 10~5 m2

d
Re = 466.7 and " "5 =0.43orif d

From Fig. 5.12 ref. Coulson and Richardson (1977)

C, =0.72
orif

From Equation (2.8)

2Pressure drop in the orifice (APQr^ )  = 6.939 N/m
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Total pressure drop in one mixing element @ Re = 2 00 

= APst + APorif

= 1.792 + 6.939 

= 8.731 N/m2

Similarly, pressure drops at Re 400,600,800 and 1000 were 
calculated and compared with both Kenics and Sulzer SMX 
pressure drop data from Grace (1971) , and Pahl and 
Muschelknautz (1982) respectively (see Fig. 2.9). Also, 
the effect of number of cuts (N) in the star on pressure 
losses was estimated (using the same method i.e. equation 
2.8) and plotted in Fig. 2.10.
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CHAPTER 3
MIXING AND PRESSURE DROP EXPERIMENTS

The objective of this experimental investigation was to 
determine the mixture quality improvement (goodness of 
mixing) and the pressure drop in the 3 types of mixers 
described in Chapter 2.

The effectiveness of static mixers is characterised by the 
efficiency of the mixing process. Efficiency is usually 
determined by using theoretical models of the flow 
process, the exception being the direct experimental 
technique which will be considered in the following 
sections.

A number of techniques have been used to assess the 
mixture homogeneity immediately downstream of static 
mixers (see literature survey, Chapter 1). One of these 
is the point measurement of a material property (such as 
temperature, electrical conductivity, etc.) across the 
pipe diameter or cross section.

It was decided to use temperature as the distinguishing 
material property. This can be achieved by blending hot 
and cold water streams, and measuring the point 
temperature at the mixer's outlet. Although this 
technique is associated with problems like the heat 
capacity of the system, conduction into or out of the test 
section, it has been employed by Wilkinson and Cliff
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(1977), and Tauscher and Streiff (1979), and was 
considered to be a simple and inexpensive approach to 
determine the goodness of mixing.

3.1 Apparatus Description

A flexible apparatus design was essential in order to 
accommodate different types of static mixers and also to 
serve a second subsequent purpose which was to measure the 
residence time distribution.

Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental 
apparatus. It consisted of two insulated polypropylene 
tanks (T2 and T2) , 4 gallons capacity each, to be filled 
with hot and cold water respectively. Both tanks were 
elevated at a height previously calculated to provide 
sufficient head for the flow rates required and to 
overcome the pressure drop across the pipes, fittings and 
mixer. The tanks were filled with hot and cold water 
directly from the mains and allowed to overflow in order 
to provide a constant head with minor temperature 
fluctuations. Since mains water was used, it was 
difficult to control temperature. However, cold water 
temperature did not differ substantially and remained 
essentially constant during any given run (±0.2°C). The 
hot water tank was equipped with a thermostatic heater 
which controlled the temperature within ±1°C.

Water was fed from the tanks through 15mm Cu pipes to
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valves, VI and V2, which controlled the flow rates 
measured by rotameters, R1 and R2. The rotameters were 
calibrated by recording the time taken for a known volume 
to flow into a measuring glass vessel. The hot water tank 
and pipe were lagged to prevent any heat losses, and the 
two streams (hot and cold) were allowed to mix only at the 
inlet of the test section (see section 3.2.). The flow 
exiting the mixer (test section) passed through a flexible 
hose and a valve, V3, and then into a collecting tank, T3, 
for discharge to a drain.

3.2 Test Section

The test section consisted of the static mixing elements 
(see section 3.3.) enclosed in a tubular housing. At 
either end of the static mixer, a spool piece made of 
perspex and designed to rotate 360° around the pipe 
circumference was located in which the pressure tappings 
(connected to a water manometer) and thermocouples TC3 and 
TC4 were introduced. The spool piece was indexed at 5° 
intervals, so that the new circumferential position could 
vary by an angle of 5° from the previous position. The 
thermocouples were of the type K (NiCr/NiAl) , 0.5mm
thickness, stainless steel sheathed; manufactured by 
Labfacility Ltd. They were fixed to a micrometer and 
hence allowed to move radially over the pipe cross section 
by screwing in the micrometer gauge. In this manner, the 
radial point temperature could be measured at different
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circumferential positions. The mixer length was
surrounded with a perspex jacket, thus preventing heat 
loss to the atmosphere. The intention was to recirculate 
mixed water from tank T3 through this jacket, thus 
providing a constant ambient temperature surrounding the 
mixer. This facility existed but has not been used.

A photographic view of entire experimental apparatus and 
the test section are shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 
respectively, and Fig. 3.4 shows a photograph of the spool 
piece.

Fig. 3.2 A photograph of the experimental apparatus
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Fig. 3.3 The test section

Fig. 3.4 The spool piece 
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3.3 Static Mixers

The static mixers used in this investigation are the
Kenics, Sulzer and the UCL design (described in Chapter 
2) .

The Kenics mixer (model %-KMR-24) was supplied by the
Kenics Corporation. The material used to fabricate the
mixer was stainless steel (SS 316 L) . The length and 
diameter of one mixing element were 21.5mm and 15mm
respectively (ie aspect ratio -1.5). The length of the 
tubular housing was 517mm, hence 24 elements connected 
together at right angles covered the full length of the 
tube.

The Sulzer SMX mixer was supplied by Sulzer Brothers Ltd. 
The material of construction was also stainless steel (SS 
316 Ti) . The length and diameter of one mixing element 
were 20mm and 12.6mm respectively (ie aspect ratio -1.5), 
hence the Sulzer housing module is slightly smaller than 
that of Kenics, ie by 2.4mm.

Ten elements of the Sulzer SMX mixer were clipped 
perpendicular to one another to cover the entire tube 
length of 200mm. In both Kenics and Sulzer mixers the 
elements were retained by a retention rod at the 
downstream end of the tube.
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UCL mixer
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the UCL mixing element 
consisted of a star and an orifice plate. The plates were 
made of brass (0.7mm thickness) and were the same diameter 
as the Sulzer elements (ie. 12.6mm) in order to fit the 
same tubular housing. The star had 10 cuts with an inner 
apex angle of 90* (ie. a fractional open area = 36.85%, 
see Chapter 2) and of 2.25mm depth, hence the inner 
diameter was 8.1mm (ie. 12.6-(2.25x2)) see Fig. 3.5a.

All Dimensions In m m

Fig. 3.5a The star

The orifice diameter was 5.4mm (50% fractional open area), 
and the hood length 3mm, see Fig. 3.5b.
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3 m m

Hood

— H 5^mm h-—
H --------- 12.6 m m ---------H

Fig. 3.5b The orifice

Three equally spaced holes (equilateral triangle based) 
were drilled in the plates to allow their mounting on 3 
flat ended stainless steel needles, 0.7mm in diameter and 
200mm in length. The star and orifice plates were spaced 
9.8mm apart by means of a 0.9mm diameter stainless steel 
sleeve cut to the required length and each star plate 
placed at an alternating orientation to the previous one, 
ie. rotated by 18°. Twenty plates (10 stars and 10 
orifices) covered the full length of the 200mm tube and 
were retained by means of 3 butterfly clips at the 
upstream end of the 3 stainless steel needles.

A photographic view of the 3 types of mixers is shown in 
Fig. 3.6.
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I ■  ■  I

a) Kenics mixer

i ■  ■  i

b) Sulzer (SMX) mixer

c) UCL mixer

Fig. 3.6 The 3 types of mixers
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3,4 Data Acquisition

The e.m.f. produced by the thermocouples (TC3 and TC4) at 
either end of the mixer block was recorded on 2 Comark 
temperature meters giving an analog signal, proportional 
to temperature, in the 0 to 1 volt output range. The 
meters were in turn connected to a 16 channel, 12 bit 
analog to digital input system (AI13, by Interactive 
Structure Inc.) which was plugged into an Apple lie, 64K 
PC. Hence, the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures were 
directly read on the PC monitor.

3•5 Experimental Procedure

Two basic experiments were carried out. These were:

1) determining the effect of number of elements and flow 
rate on the radial temperature distribution at the 
mixer's outlet.

2) measuring the pressure drop across the mixers as a 
function of number of elements and flowrate.

Each test started by filling the tanks T2 and T2 with the 
mains hot and cold water respectively, and adjusting the 
thermostatic heater in the hot tank at the required 
temperature (~50°C).

The flow rates of both streams (hot and cold water) were 
set equal and the system was allowed to reach a steady 
state. Steady state conditions were established when the
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temperature readings in the tanks and at the mixer's inlet 
and outlet remained steady to within 0.5*C and 0.2°C 
respectively, for a period of 30 minutes. Starting at the 
wall of the static mixer mounting tube, the outlet probe 
(TC4) tip traversed a diameter perpendicular to the 
trailing edge of the last element and 3mm downstream, and 
the inlet probe (TC3) traversed a diameter perpendicular 
to the leading edge of the first element and 2mm upstream; 
temperatures were measured at 1mm intervals. The radial 
temperatures were also measured when the spool pieces (at 
inlet and outlet) were rotated at 45°, 90° and 135° 
angles. Similarly, the same procedure was repeated for a 
various number of elements and flow rates.

3•6 Results

3.6.1 Mixing

The effectiveness of the 3 types of mixers was compared at 
various mixer lengths (number of elements, n) and over a 
Reynolds number range 200-2000 (see appendix 2.1, for the 
range of flow rates used).

Ideally the length of the tube (in which the elements are 
inserted) should be the same as the length of n elements, 
where n varies from 1 to 10 in the case of Sulzer and UCL 
mixers and 1 to 24 in Kenics. Due to apparatus 
limitations, this was not possible, ie. the length of the 
tubular housing remained constant and equal to the length
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of the maximum number of elements. Therefore, in order to 
conduct experiments at n < 10 (for Sulzer and UCL mixers) 
and n < 24 (for Kenics mixer) a divider was introduced so 
that the hot and cold water streams remained totally 
separate up to the leading edge of the first element. The 
divider was made of PTFE, 1.5mm thickness and had the same 
diameter as the tubular housing (12.6mm or 15mm). This 
method of stream separation is expected to reduce the 
temperature difference between the hot and cold water 
streams, since heat transfer by conduction through it is 
inevitable, particularly at low flow rates where the 
residence time is longer.

The suitability of the divider was tested by measuring the 
radial temperature profiles at the inlet and outlet of a 
200mm length tube in which the divider was introduced (see 
Fig. 3.7).

FTg.3.7 Divider suitability assessment
55

—  Inlet
.. Outlet
— Ideal separation

50

45
pe
C
3S
K

35

g 30

25

Radial position (mm)
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Over the range of Reynolds numbers used, the flow rates of 
both streams (hot and cold) were always set to be equal 
for each individual run. The hot water temperature in 
tank T2 was constant at 50°C (±1°C), while the cold water 
temperature in tank T2 varied from day to day (15-20°C) 
but, as mentioned earlier, it remained constant (±0.2°C) 
during a given run. The thermocouples TC3 and TC4 were 
tested at high flow rates (2£/min) and no temperature 
fluctuation was noticed. Their response time, ie time 
constant (measured by an oscilloscope) was found to be 
14 0ms. For the type K thermocouples (used in this 
investigation) a typical error of ±1°C is reported (Acres, 
1980). This paper also claimed that another source of 
error was the connecting leads between the sensor and the 
indicator, giving an overall system accuracy of 2-3°C.

Representation of mixture homogeneity
The success of a mixing process can be assessed if there 
is a criterion for the state of a mixture, and if this 
criterion can be obtained from a locally measured quantity 
such as temperature. For these reasons, the homogeneity 
must be measured and statistically evaluated by a suitable 
method (Grosz-Roll, 1980).

From the recorded local temperature x i at the mixer outlet, 
the mean temperature x and the standard deviation a were 
calculated according to standard mathematical techniques 
as follows:
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X 1=1

n

n a i=l
2 - x)
n

n-1

2

(3.1)

As the characteristic quantity of a mixture is the mean 
value x, therefore in formulating the mixing task, the 
standard deviation a relative to the mean value x is 
established as a criterion of the mixture quality. 
Consequently, the degree of homogeneity of a mixture is 
defined by means of the coefficient of variation

This approach to mixture quality assessment has been 
widely used; the smaller the value of V, the more 
homogeneous the mixture.

Fig. 3.8 shows a plot of the recorded radial temperature 
profiles at the inlet and outlet of empty tubes (200mm and 
517mm length). Two circumferential positions are 
presented in this figure at zero0 (vertical) and 90° 
(horizontal) to the tube axis. At the same Reynolds 
number, it can be observed that the longer the tube, the 
more homogenous the mixture is (ie. the variation 
coefficient is lower). A sample of the calculation and 
the recorded temperature profiles are given in appendix
2.2. By introducing one mixing element of any of the 
three mixer types (ie. 20mm for the Sulzer element length

V a

x
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or 21.5mm for the Kenics element) and separating both 
streams (hot and cold) so that mixing takes place only 
across the length of one element, a mixture homogeneity 
close to that of a long (200mm or 517mm) smooth tube is 
achieved, except for the Kenics where 2 or 3 elements are 
required (see Figs. 3.9, 3.10). When increasing the
number of elements, ie 4 or 10 elements, a mixture which 
is essentially perfectly homogeneous is obtained see Figs. 
3.11 and 3.12. It can be seen that because the 
temperature difference between the hot and cold streams is 
not initially high, the improvement in the mixture quality 
is not affected by increasing the number of elements 
greater than 4, ie. an essentially completely homogeneous 
mixture is easily achieved. This problem is aggravated by 
the use of the divider which causes a reduction in the 
temperature difference between both streams. As a result, 
not much information can be extracted from this type of 
experiment regarding the effectiveness of the 3 types of 
mixers. Although the radial temperature profiles were 
measured at various circumferential positions, only the 
vertical and horizontal traverse directions were taken 
into account, as the others did not show any appreciable 
difference.
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Table 3.1 shows the mixture homogeneity (variation 
coefficient) at various Reynolds numbers and mixer lengths 
(number of elements).

Table 3.1 Variation coefficients for various mixer 
configurations

Variation Coefficient

Number
of

elements

Re 200 Re 400 Re 800 Re 2000

UCL Sul. Ken. UCL Sul. Ken. UCL Sul. Ken. UCL Sul. Ken.

1 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.16 0.06 0.04 0.14 0.07 0.04 0.18

2 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.13

4 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.003 0.008

10 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003

24 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.002

The results are also presented in Figs. 3.13-3.16 showing 
the relationship between the variation coefficient and 
relative mixer length L/D at various Reynolds numbers and 
in Figs. 3.17-3.20 and 3.21-3.23 the effect of Reynolds 
number on the variation coefficient and temperature 
profile respectively is presented.

3.6.2 Pressure drop

The pressure drop across the 3 types of mixers was 
measured at various numbers of elements and flow rates 
(Reynolds number). The tabulated results for the Kenics 
and Sulzer mixers1 pressure drop, are given in appendix
2.3. For the UCL mixer, the results are given in Table
3.2 Section 3.6.2.1.
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Fig 3.24a shows a plot of the pressure drop versus the 
Reynolds number for one mixing element of the 3 mixers 
(Kenics, Sulzer and UCL). As expected, the pressure drop 
increased monotonically with an increase in the Reynolds 
number. Also, by comparing the 3 mixers, the pressure 
drop across the UCL mixer is 3-5 times that of Sulzer and 
20-50 times that of Kenics. This trend is also observed 
for higher number of elements (2, 4 and 10) as shown in 
Figs. 3.24b, 3.24c and 3.24d respectively. At the same
Reynolds number, the pressure drop increased with an 
increase in the number of elements (see Figs. 3.25a, 
3.25b, 3.25c and 3.25d). It must be noted that the
pressure head was measured at either end of the full tube 
length (200mm) whether one or ten elements were inserted. 
For the Kenics mixer, the full length of the tube was 
517mm which will produce a higher pressure drop compared 
to the shorter tube length of 200mm, but as the pressure 
losses across a smooth tube are negligible compared to 
those across the mixing element, the 3 mixer types can 
still be meaningfully compared.

In Figs. 3.26 and 3.27 the estimated pressure drop for the 
3 mixer types (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4) is compared 
to the experimental. As anticipated, the actual pressure 
losses across one UCL element are much higher than those 
predicted. This is because a hooded orifice was used 
in the experiments (while AP estimated was for a sharp- 
edged orifice), also, a star cut seemed to produce higher
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pressure losses than an orifice of the same hydraulic 
diameter.

3.6.2.1 Pressure drop estimation. UCL mixer

Table 3.2. summarizes the pressure losses across a UCL 
mixer for various number of elements (n) and Reynolds 
number (Re).

Pressure Drop (mmH20)
Re Empty tube 

200mm length
n=l n=2 n=4 n=6 n=10

200 _ 2 3 5 8 12
300 0.5 4 6 11 14.5 22.5
400 1 6.5 9.5 18.5 25 37.5
600 1.5 18 29.5 54 64 105
800 2 27 41 76 95.5 152

1000 2.5 39 57 108 138. 5 216. 5
1500 3 77 106.5 209 274 425.5
2000 5 131 178.5 355 463 732

Table 3.2 UCL mixer pressure drop (AP)

Fig. 3.28 shows a plot of the pressure drop (AP) versus 
empty tube Reynolds number (Re) (evaluated at room 
temperature) for all the runs conducted on UCL mixer.

If the data are plotted as pressure drop versus number of 
elements at various Re values (see Figs. 3.29 and 3.30) it 
is clear that a linear relationship exists between AP and 
n. However, as the leading mixing element meets either 
fully developed (or partially developed) flow, it would be 
expected that AP across the first element would be 
slightly higher than that across the succeeding elements.
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The results do not agree with this expectation. By using 
the least squares linear regression method for the 
analysis of the data, the results of these computations 
give the following equations of the regression line:

Re
Regression Line 

Intercept (LRA) slope (LRB)
Correlation
Coefficient

200
300
400
600
800

1000
1500
2000

AP=0.7890 + 1.122n 
2.1484 + 2.055n 
3.380 + 3.482n

10.732 + 9.428n 
14.951 + 13.772n 
21.094 + 19.719n 
38.551 + 39.089n
61.732 + 67.428n

0.9977
0.9987
0.9974
0.9949
0.9977
0.9979
0.9980
0.9980

Table 3.3 Regression lines and correlation coefficients 
for various values of Reynolds number

From the above table, it can be observed that all lines 
are good fits to data (ie. correlation coefficients 
approaching unity) and their slope (linear regression B or 
LRB) and intercept (Liner Regression A or LRA) are both a 
function of Reynolds number.

LRA represents the pressure drop (mmH20) in the empty tube 
(200mm length) and LRBn represents the additional pressure 
drop across different numbers of elements (n).

For an empty tube, n=0 /. AP = LRA
and for (say) one mixing element (n=l), AP = LRB
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From Figs. 3.31 and 3.32, it can be observed that the 
relationship between Re, and LRA and LRB respectively is 
non-linear. A least square fit of a 2nd order polynomial 
was found to fit the data, leading to the following 
expressions:
LRA = AP = -3.1113+0.016Re+8.1608 X 10'6 Re2 (3.2)

LRB = APn = -9 . 5016xl0_1+7 . 3500xl0"sRe+l. 3317xl0’6 Re2 (3.3)

v AP = LRA + LRBn (see table 3.3) (3.4)

AP = [-3.1113-9.5016x10'^] + Re [ 0. 016+7 . 35xl0"sn]
+ Re2 [ 8 . 1 6 0 8 x 10~6+ 1  . 3317xl0'5n] (3.5)

For empty tube 

Reynolds number (Re) =

Where d = pipe diameter = 12.6mm 
u = average velocity (m/s) 
p = density of water = 1000 kg/m3 
p = viscosity of water = 0.001 kg/ms

u = i.2% a o « ' (3-6)

—2
The pressure drop (AP) = 4 ^ (3.7)

Where Cf = empty tube friction factor = 16/Re for laminar 
flow

L = tube length = 200mm
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From equations 3.6 and 3.7 AP = 3.2 x 10"s Re N/m2
= 3.26 x 10"4 Re mmH20 (3.8)

Assume the same form of expression (3.7) for the pipe and 
static mixer, ie defines CF for pipe and static mixer

-2AP = AC. — —.. AF - F d 2

From (3.6)

AP = -̂ ^OOXlOOOxRe! ^  (3g)
12. 6x2x1. 262X108

Re2 CF
104

^  Re2CF (3.10)
10

By combining (3.5) and (3.9)

Friction factor (CF) = “““ z { [-3 .1113-9 . 5016xl0_1n] +
Re[0. 016+8.1608xl0"eRe] + Re n[7. 35xl0"s+l. 3317xl0"5Re]}

(3.11)

Hence the above expression can be used to predict the 
pressure losses in pipes and static mixers at a specific 
plate spacing (ie 9.8mm)

A UCL static mixer friction factor versus Reynolds number 
plot for n=l-10 is shown in Fig. 3.33 and Figs. 3.34-3.37 
show the agreement between the pressure drop predicted
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(from equations 3.9 and 3.11) and the actual
(experimental) pressure drop.

The above results will be discussed further, in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION (RTD) EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Introduction

The conversion achieved from a reactor of a given size is 
affected by the fluid mixing pattern within that reactor. 
The simplest design of continuous reactors is usually 
based on one of the two very specific idealized flow 
patterns (reactors) namely the Plug Flow Reactor (PFR) and 
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR). For a complete 
description of these reactors see Levenspiel, 1972. The 
concept of an ideal reactor is hypothetical; real reactors 
can seldom be designed so that they conform to these 
idealised descriptions. Some of the most common reasons 
for the behaviour of real reactors departing from ideal 
predictions are partial bypassing, the existence of 
stagnant regions, channelling or the presence of diffusion 
or turbulent eddies within the reactor (Bamford et al, 
1985).

To evaluate quantitatively the flow characteristics in 
real systems (ie allow for this non-ideal behaviour to be 
quantified and characterised) it is necessary to have full 
knowledge of the velocity and local rate of mixing of 
every fluid element within the system. A complete 
velocity distribution map for the fluid would require a 
solution of the conservation equations (mass, momentum and
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energy) which renders this approach complex and 
impractical. A more practical approach for non-ideal 
systems is to determine the mixing behaviour 
experimentally by measuring the distribution of residence 
times of the fluid leaving the flow system using the 
stimulus response technique. This experimental method by
passes the need to know the velocities of individual 
elements within the system and instead relies on readily 
measured properties of the feed and effluent streams. 
Danckwerts (1953) was the first to realize that the 
conversion achieved within a chemical reactor can be 
predicted from the knowledge of the RTD for this reactor, 
and the kinetics of the reaction taking place within the 
vessel.

4.2 Residence Time Distribution (RTD)

Consider a chemical reactor with a single inlet and outlet 
stream, and the following operating conditions:

Isothermal
Steady state
No reaction taking place.

The age or residence time is the time taken for an element 
of fluid to pass through the reactor. In general, each 
element which flows out of this system will have resided 
therein for a different time; the distribution or 
spectrum of these outlet residence times is called the
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residence time distribution (RTD) of the system and is 
denoted by E(t). E(t) is a probability density function 
and E(t)dt is the fraction of material which leaves the 
system with a residence time between t and (t+dt) (Bamford 
et al, 1985). Integration of this function yields a 
cumulative RTD function F(t).

t
F(t) = / E(t)dt (4.1)

where t0 is the minimum residence time. Therefore, F(t) 
is the fraction of material in the exit stream that has 
spent a time t or less in the system. E(t) and F(t) for 
the two types of continuous ideal reactors (CSTR and PFR) 
are shown in Fig. 4.1.

Type of 
r eac t or E(t) ( t i me ) F (t) ( - )

CSTR

--------------------------------— t

1.0

PFR

1.0

----------------------- - t

Fig. 4.1 E(t) and F(t) curves for a CSTR and PFR
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For a flow-mixing system in which no adsorption, reaction 
or change in volume flow rate occurs, one may calculate an 
average (mean) residence time which is equal to the system 
volume divided by the volumetric flow rate.

r = £ (4.2)

Where r = mean residence time (s)
V = system volume (m3)
Q = volumetric flow rate (m3 s'1)

Residence time distributions are discussed in standard 
chemical reaction engineering texts; see for example, 
Levenspiel (1972) and Froment and Bischoff (1990).

4.3 Experimental Measurement of RTDs

Several stimulus response techniques can be used for RTD 
measurements. The forcing function or stimulus is a 
tracer input into the fluid entering the vessel and the 
response is a time record of the tracer leaving the 
vessel. A tracer is any material which behaves in an 
identical manner to the process fluid flowing through the 
system but which displays some property which enables it 
to be differentiated, such as colour, electrical 
conductivity, etc. (Wen and Fan, 1975 provide a survey of 
the various types of tracers used).

The purpose of tracer experiments is to extract
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information about the system; in a chemical reaction 
engineering context, it is the mixing within the system 
which is of interest, as represented by the system RTD. 
Because flow mixing is an inherently linear process, the 
exact form of the residence time distribution which is 
recovered from a tracer-response experiment should be 
independent both of the amount of tracer used in the test 
and also of the particular functional form in which the 
tracer was introduced to the system (Bamford et al, 1985).

The most commonly used forcing functions are the idealised 
step and impulse functions; when normalised appropriately 
the response of these will give us the F(t) and E(t) 
curves respectively. Analysis of sinusoidal or random 
perturbations is more complex, but nonetheless possible, 
such methods being referred to as frequency response or 
cross correlation techniques.

Two-station measurement technique

In this investigation the two-station measurement 
technique was employed for measuring the RTD in the 3 
static mixer systems (UCL, Sulzer and Kenics). In this 
technique, the forcing function can be of forms other than 
an idealised step or impulse function. As noted by Aris 
(1959), it is in principle impossible to inject a perfect 
pulse (ie delta function) of tracer into the flowing 
system (though in practice the time of injection may be
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very short indeed). This problem can be avoided if the 
tracer concentration is measured at two points just before 
and after the system respectively. The principle of this 
technique is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

Input or £(t) 
forcing function

Tracer injection 
point

Measuring points

Output or
response

Fig. 4.2 Two-station measurement

An arbitrary, but unimodal impulse of tracer is created 
and the shape of this perturbation is monitored at a point 
as close as possible to the inlet of the system. 
Similarly, the response is recorded as close as possible 
to the system outlet. The mean residence time of the 
system residing between these two measuring points is then 
simply the difference in means of these 2 signals (f2(t) 
and fx(t)). Similarly, the system variance is found by 
analogous subtractions.
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Two types of experiments were conducted to measure the 
RTD. The first involved the introduction of a step change 
in the fluid temperature (and was found to be 
unsatisfactory) while in the second a pulse of an 
electrically conducting tracer (KC1) was introduced. As 
mentioned above, in both types of experiments, the RTD was 
recovered using the two-station technique. The two 
experimental procedures, with their results, will be 
reported in the following sections (with the first type 
mentioned briefly) while the discussion of the results 
will be deferred to Chapter 7.

4.3.1 Temperature (step-input) experiments

A step-response test can be described as follows: given a 
stream of flowing materials of a constant volumetric flow 
rate Q, assume at t=0 that all the material entering the 
system in the feed is marked with a red dye of 
concentration C0, to distinguish it from material that has 
entered prior to t=0. At the outlet, the dye 
concentration C(t) is monitored? then QC(t)/QC0 is 
the cumulative residence time distribution of the 
dye (tracer) , and for a perfect tracer (ie it behaves 
identically to the carrier fluid), the system RTD is
obtained and F(t) = •o

In this investigation, we used hot fluid (ie water @ 50«C) 
as a tracer. Although using temperature as a



distinguishing material property is associated with 
problems (as mentioned in Chapter 3, and as will be shown 
in the results) this method seemed attractive as it would 
allow us to use the existing apparatus (used for mixing 
and AP experiments) with only minor alterations to measure 
the RTD. Since we have a time record of temperature at 
both the inlet and outlet of the system (ie two-station) 
the instant of time at which the tracer is introduced 
(t=0) need not to be recorded. Also, the tracer can be 
introduced at any point upstream of the system inlet ie a 
perfect step is not necessary.

4.3.1.1 Apparatus

The experimental apparatus used for the mixing and AP 
experiments was supplemented by four 2-way solenoid 
valves. A pair of these is normally opened (ie closes 
when energized) and the 2nd pair is normally closed. The 
valves were included in the piping of the existing 
apparatus so that each fluid stream (hot and cold) is 
fitted with one normally closed (NC) and one normally open 
(NO) valve. In the case of the cold stream, the NO valve 
was connected to the inlet of the mixer and the NC valve 
to the drain pipe. For the hot stream, it was set up in 
the opposite way (see Fig. 4.3 for the experimental set 
up) . Another possibility was using two 3-way valves 
(instead of four 2-way valves) but these valves produced 
a higher AP than the ones used and hence they were
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rejected. The valves are manufactured by ASCO (UK) Ltd., 
of the type h inch (orifice diameter 9mm), brass 
construction, operated by a signal of 24 volts D-C. Their 
switch-on time (as quoted by the manufacturer) is 20-40ms, 
which represents about 1/20 of the minimum mean residence 
time in the mixer.

4.3.1.2 Data acquisition

The data acquisition system was designed so that the 
opening and closing of the solenoid valves is controlled 
by the computer (Apple lie, 64K) . Hence the PC was 
connected simultaneously to the 4 valves via a junction 
box which contained a relay, 24V supply and a switch so 
that the valves position can be overidden manually. The 
sampling (ie temperature reading) started when the valves 
were triggered by the computer (ie switched from cold to 
hot stream). The same multichannel analog to digital 
converter (AI13) used previously in the mixing experiments 
was used for the RTD measurement, ie the temperatures from 
the thermocouples TC3 and TC4 were read directly on the 
computer screen, but in this case the temperatures were 
stored in memory then printed out when the sampling ended 
(see section 4.3.1.3 for sampling interval).
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4.3.1.3 Experimental procedure

In a similar way to the previous experiments (in Chapter 
3) the experiment started by filling the tanks (T2 and T2) 
with the mains hot and cold water respectively. The hot 
water tank temperature was set at -50 °C (using a 
thermostatic heater) while the cold water temperature 
varied from day to day (ie 12-16*C) but remained 
essentially constant over a given day's operation. The 
flow rates were set to be equal in both streams (hot and 
cold) but contrary to the previous experiment, only the 
cold stream was flowing through the mixer while the hot 
stream was flowing to the drain (according to the solenoid 
valves arrangement). The drain pipes for both hot and 
cold streams were throttled (by partially clipping the PVC 
tubing) so that essentially no flow rate fluctuation takes 
place when the step change is imposed ie the pressure drop 
across the mixers and the drain pipes were balanced.

The positions of the thermocouples at the inlet and outlet 
of the mixer were set at the middle of the pipe cross 
section (the experiment was also repeated when the inlet 
thermocouple was at a different position, across the pipe 
cross section, but that did not affect the results).

Steady state conditions were established when the 
temperatures in both tanks (hot and cold) remained 
constant (±0.5°C and ±0.1°C respectively) and the 
rotameter readings did not show any fluctuations for about



30 minutes. Also, the fluid (cold) temperature at the 
mixer's inlet and outlet remained constant within ±0.1«C.

At steady state, the computer was set to run and the step 
change was imposed on the system (ie the solenoid valves 
were energized) when a PC button was triggered. At this 
same instant the computer started sampling (ie reading the 
temperatures). Temperatures were read at the inlet and 
outlet of the mixer from the onset of the step change 
until a steady state temperature was obtained. The 
sampling interval was 50ms (±lms). This was checked by 
measuring the time which had elapsed for a fixed number of 
readings to be taken. 1000 samples were taken at either 
end of the reactor which makes a total of 2000 samples, 
hence the length of a run was approximately 100 sec.

4.3.1.4 Results

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the RTD in 
the 3 types of mixers as a function of Reynolds number 
(Re) and number of elements (n) . However, only one set of 
experiments was conducted using the above described 
procedure; these were measuring the RTD in ten elements of 
the UCL mixer at a Re range of 2 00-2000. This method was 
then abandoned as the results (which follow) proved the 
inaccuracy of this technique.

The RTD can be described by an infinite set of parameters 
known as moments, which is a widely applicable method of
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analyzing and characterising linear dynamic systems. For 
a probability density function f(t) (ie impulse response), 
the nih moment about the origin is defined as

oo
X tnf(t)dt

Mn =   = X t" E(t)dt (4.3)
X f(t)dt 0 
0

where n= 0, 1, 2, 3 ...

The zeroth moment (Mq) or the area underneath E(t) is, by 
definition, unity (since all material must have a 
residence time between zero and infinity) . The first 
moment (MA) is the mean of E(t) which is the mean residence 
time or space time. As noted by Bamford et al (1985) it 
is frequently more convenient to describe a function in 
terms of its moments about the mean Mlf or centralized 
moments, rather than in terms of moments about the origin. 
These are defined by

oo
T = J (t-M )n E(t)dt (4.4)

0
The second moment about the mean (T2) , commonly called the 
variance, is the most interesting as it measures the 
spread of the distribution of residence times about the 
mean. Equation (4.4) can then be expressed as

oo
T, = X t2 E(t)dt - M 2 (4.5)

0 X
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To check the accuracy of the experimental technique the 
mean residence time determined from temperature 
experiments (ie the first moment about the origin (M2)) is 
compared with the mean residence time calculated from 
equation (4.2)

for a step response, Mx can be evaluated from

I  <T:nax - T>dt
M1 “ S AT--------  <4 -6)max

where T = temperature (- C) following a step change 
at the system inlet

max

t
Fig. 4.4 A step response

This shaded area (see Fig. 4.4) enclosed by the step 
response was calculated by numerical integration using 
Simpson's Rule (see Appendix 3.1). The equation was used 
to calculate the mean residence time of both the inlet and
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outlet curves. Hence the system mean

M = M - M
1 1  1 
sys outlet inlet

In Fig. 4.5a, the raw data for both inlet and outlet 
curves are plotted.

By comparing the mean values obtained using equation (4.2) 
and equation (4.6) at various Re values, a big discrepancy 
is seen to occur (see Fig. 4.5b).

This can be explained by the tracer (ie hot water) not 
behaving identically to the carrier fluid (ie cold water); 
therefore the tracer response and tracer input are not 
linearly related. There are some non-linear effects of 
tracer interaction in the system which do not represent 
the true residence time distribution for the system. This 
is due to the heat capacity of the system. When the step 
change in temperature is imposed, the system is subjected 
to new steady state entry conditions, which means that the 
apparatus (hence the mixer tube and elements) must be 
allowed to warm up. This results in the hot water being 
cooled as it passes through the mixer which produces a 
spread in the response curve. Also the problem is 
aggravated with the heat loss by conduction to the 
atmosphere. Therefore, for a type of system like ours, 
the method of using temperature as a tracer for RTD 
measurement is not recommended. A different approach for
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measuring the RTD had to be considered. This is reported 
in section 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Electrical conductivity (pulse-input) experiments

The simplicity of the impulse response test and ease of 
interpreting results is a strong incentive for using it in 
RTD measurements. As mentioned earlier E(t) can be 
obtained directly by injecting an instantaneous impulse of 
tracer of mass m, and by monitoring the tracer 
concentration at the outflow, f(t). It can also be 
obtained indirectly by differentiation of the F(t) curve:

E(t) = (4.7)

where Q = volumetric flow rate.

Because the tracer species should be conserved, ie the 
amount eventually eluted from the system is the same as 
the quantity entering, integrating equation (4.7) over all 
times provides a mass balance check on the tracer 
experiment. Hence,

m = J f(t) x Q dt (g) (4.8)
0

In the literature survey (chapter 1) it has been shown 
that several investigators have used a conductivity 
measurement of tracer concentration (KC1, NaCl or HCl) for 
measuring RTDs in static mixers; see for example Jagadeesh
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and Satyanarayana (1972), Metzdorf et al (1986), Pustelnik 
(1986) and Ziolkowski and Morawski (1987).

The method of tracer injection and detection in the 
system, and the calculation of the basic RTD function 
should be considered very carefully because mistakes can 
easily be made which would dramatically alter the results. 
Ziolkowski and Morawski (1987) summarized those points 
which must be taken into consideration while conducting 
RTD impulse-response tests. These are:

maintaining constant volumetric flow rate during the 
measurements;
tracer signal to be recorded at the inlet and outlet 
of the system;
minimise as far as possible, the volume of fluid 
injected;
tracer concentration to be selected carefully.

Also, rapid tracer injection (so that a turbulent squirt 
of tracer which approximates a delta input can be 
obtained) is necessary, and the tracer should be well 
mixed in the main fluid stream so that a representative 
sample (flowing through the conductivity cell) can be 
obtained. Since in the present study the tracer 
concentration was measured at the inlet and outlet of the 
system ie two stations, a delta input of tracer is not 
necessary.
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4.3.2.1 Apparatus

The apparatus layout is essentially similar to that used 
for mixing experiments with the inclusion of the tracer 
injection and detection system. The thermocouples (TC3 
and TC4) used previously in conjunction with the Comark 
temperature meters, were replaced with two Philips 
conductivity cells and conductivity meters respectively. 
The conductivity cells were of the type PW 9553/60 (for 
continuous flow measurement) with cell constants 0.86 and 
0.84 cm'1 respectively. The cells were glass bodied with 
a platinum electrode and built-in platinum resistance 
thermometer to simplify automatic temperature 
compensation. the outer diameter of the cell was 12mm, 
with the volume being 5cc. Flow sensitivity of the 
cells (up to 2.5 £min_1) gave a reading error of < 0.5%. 
The conductivity meters were of the type PW 9526. The 
autoranging facility of these meters had to be suppressed, 
and the desired range was selected manually. The 
conductivity range selected was 0 -» 20 ms cm'1, giving an 
analog output 0 -> lOOmv. These meters have an accuracy of 
± 0.15% at a reference temperature of 20°C, see Fig. 4.6 
for a photograph of the conductivity cell and meter.
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Fig. 4.6 A photograph of the conductivity cell and meter

Due to apparatus limitations ie the presence of the spool 
pieces at either end of the mixer, and the shape of the 
conductivity cells, it was not possible to take 
conductivity measurements exactly at the inlet and outlet 
of the system but at a short distance (~ 60mm) upstream 
and downstream. This time delay was taken into account in 
the data processing and calculation of results (section 
4.3.2.5).

The tracer injection port (rubber septum) was located 8 2mm 
upstream of the inlet conductivity cell. This pipe length 
(ie 82mm) was packed with Sulzer elements to ensure a 
uniform tracer concentration across the pipe cross 
section. A schematic diagram and a photograph of the 
experimental set-up are shown in Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b 
respectively.
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4.3.2.2 Data acquisition

The electric signals from the inlet and outlet 
conductivity cells are displayed on the respective 
conductivity meters. The analog signal from each meter 
(0-100 mv) is then logged on an 8 bit microprocessor-based 
analog to digital converter known as Vela (by Educational 
Electronics) which is linked to a BBC PC. The voltage 
input range on the Vela is ± 250 mv (ie 500 mv) . Hence, 
two variable gain amplifiers connected to the two channels 
of the Vela were used to amplify the output voltage from 
the meters by a factor of 5. By selecting the appropriate 
data logging programs and the sampling interval (defining 
the time between readings), the Vela records the voltage 
of the two input channels simultaneously (see section
4.3.2.3 for sampling interval and the program selected).

PC .The data are then transferred to the BBC^using the 
software supplied (Vela analysis by Data Harvest). A 
block diagram of the data acquisition system is shown in 
Fig. 4.8.

Electric signal from

outlet conductivity 
cell

0-100 mv

Data0-500 mv

processingElectric signal from
0-500 mv

inlet conductivity 
cel I

0-100 mv
Amplifier

Amplifier

Conductivity

meter

Conductivity

meter

BBC

Channel

Channel

Vela

Fig. 4.8 The data acquisition system
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4.3.2.3 Preliminary tests

Calibration tests were conducted to determine the
sensitivity of the conductivity cells and also to adjust 
the variable gain amplifiers to give an amplification 
factor which is equal for both channels (inlet and outlet) 
of the Vela. The former was determined by preparing 
different concentrations of KC1 solution (1 -♦ 13 g£_1) and 
measuring the electrical conductivity in both cells. 
Because the sensitivity (response) of both cells was
essentially linear, the ratio of their slopes will
determine the percentage discrepancy between the inlet and 
outlet readings. Looking at Fig. 4.9 a sensitivity ratio 
(outlet/inlet) of 1.08 was calculated.

Knowing the conductivity meters' analog output 
(5mv/ms cm-1) the amplifiers were adjusted so that the 
reading on the Vela (used as a voltmeter by selecting the 
appropriate program number) was amplified by a factor of 
5. Because of the relatively poor quality of the 
amplifiers, an error of ± 2% in the inlet and outlet 
amplification factor was inevitable. Fig. 4.10 provides 
a plot of the amplified signal (mv) versus tracer 
concentration (g£_1) for both inlet and outlet channels. 
It was essential to conduct the above tests since these 
errors must be taken into account when checking the 
accuracy of the experimental measurement technique (see 
Section 4.3.2.5.1).
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As mentioned earlier, the volume and concentration of 
tracer injected into the system are of prime importance 
when measuring the RTD. Therefore, a compromise between 
these two is needed. It is essential to minimize the 
volume of tracer so as not to disturb the main flow 
stream. To achieve this, a concentrated solution of KCI 
is required so that a signal of a reasonable size 
(ie covering a major section of the conductivity range (0 
- 20 ms cm'1)) is produced. However, a concentrated
solution of KCI could result in a tracer which does not 
behave in an identical manner to the process fluid flowing 
through the system ie because of density differences. 
Therefore, several runs were conducted at different KCI 
concentrations (1-4 molar) and with different volumes of 
tracer injected (0.5-2cc) for a range of Reynolds numbers, 
200 - 2000 (based on empty tube diameter) . Using a low 
KCI concentration (1 or 2 molar) will produce a solution 
which is 10% (or less) denser than H20 but, in this 
case, the volume of tracer injected (2cc) will 
represent more than 60% of the volumetric flow rate 
(2-3cc/s) at low Re values (200 and 300). However, 
if the maximum strength of KCI solution at room 
temperature (ie 3.35 molar, 250 g/£) is used, this
will allow the volume of tracer injected to be 
reduced, but the density of KCl/density of H20 @ 20°C
is about 1.16 (Perry, 1974). Another alternative was to 
increase the amplification factor (8-10) of the outlet
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channel, but this also increased the noise associated with 
the signal. Therefore, it was decided to use a 3.3 molar 
KCI solution as a tracer with a low amplification factor 
(ie 5) and inject a tracer volume which varies with 
Reynolds number. The sampling interval was also selected 
according to the Reynolds number. Since the number of 
readings/Vela channel was constant (equal to 1023, 
according to the Vela program selected), the total 
sampling time was 1023 x sampling interval. At low Re 
values a longer sampling interval was allowed so that long 
tails which are characteristic of tracer experiments could 
be accounted for. At each Re, it was necessary to observe 
that at the end of sampling, the conductivity reading of 
the inlet and outlet meters were the same as the initial 
values (ie before the tracer injection). Only at Re 2 00 
and 300 were the final readings 5-10% higher than the 
initial readings. Table 4.1 shows the volume injected and 
the sampling interval for one set of experiments (Re 200 - 
2000) conducted on Sulzer or UCL mixers, where the tube 

length was 200 mm. The initial and final readings of the 
inlet and outlet conductivity meters are also shown.

Because the length of the Kenics mixer housing was 517 mm, 
a longer sampling interval was chosen in this case at Re 
200 and 300 ie 160 and 12 0 ms respectively.
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Re Flow rate 
(cc/s)

Tracer volume 
injected (cc)

Sampling 
interval (ms)

Initial conductivity 
ms cm

Final conductivity 
ms cm

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet

200 1.98 1 120 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.68

300 2.97 0.9 90 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.65

400 3.96 0.7 70 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.63

600 5.93 0.6 50 II II 0.62 0.62

800 7.91 0.8 50 II II II II

1000 9.89 0.8 40 II II II II

1500 14.8 1 25 II II II II

2000 19.8 1.2 20 •1 II II II

Table 4.1 Typical operating conditions for RTD measurement 
in UCL and Sulzer mixers

4.3.2.4 Experimental procedure

Before starting a run, the system was flushed ie water was 
allowed to flow through the conductivity cells at high 
flow rates to remove any impurities which may alter the 
conductivity reading. The required flow rate was set, and 
the conductivity meters were adjusted to read the correct 
cell constant of the respective conductivity cells. By 
using the Vela as a voltmeter (selecting program 0), the 
steady state base line of each conductivity meter output 
was read on each Vela channel. The conductivity of H20 
was 0.61 ms cm"1, this gave an output voltage of - 3 mv 
(see section 4.3.2.3). The signal on the Vela was 
amplified by a factor of 5 so the reading on each Vela 
channel was - -234 mv (ie -250 + (3x5) « -234), see table 
4.2.
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Conductivity reading 
(ms cm"1)

Vela reading 
(mv)

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet
0 0 -250 -250
0.61 0.62 -234 -233
1 1 -224 -222

Table 4.2 Calibration data before each run

The system was then allowed to reach a steady state which 
was achieved when no fluctuation in flow rates nor in the 
conductivity readings was observed for about 20 minutes. 
At steady state the data logging program number and the 
sampling interval were typed on the Vela [the selected 
program (analog transient recorder) records the voltage of 
both input channels simultaneously as a function of time] 
which started logging the data. The tracer was then 
introduced into the system by quickly injecting a measured 
volume of KCI solution using a hypodermic syringe. The 
injection was done in the minimum amount of time (approx 
1 sec). At the end of the sampling time, data recording 
stops and the data were plotted on the BBC monitor; this 
data were then transferred to an IBM to be processed.

4.3.2.5 Data processing and results

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of these experiments was 
to determine the effect of Re and number of elements (n) 
on the RTD in the three types of static mixers. Two types



of experiments were conducted? the first measured the RTD 
in a constant tube length, starting with an empty tube and 
increasing the number of elements from 1 -► 10 (ie n = 1, 
2, 6, 10) for Sulzer and UCL mixers where the tube length 
is 200 mm. For the Kenics mixer, the number of elements 
increased from 1 -> 24 (ie n = 1, 6, 10, 14, 24) as the 
tube length in this case was 517 mm (see Section 3.3, 
Chapter 3 for the dimensions of the mixing elements). 
This type of experiment could not provide a comparison 
between the three mixer types (only between the UCL and 
Sulzer). Also, the mixing taking place in one element 
could not be described (for example by number of tanks in 
series) as this element is a small part (20mm length) of 
a long tube (200 mm or 517 mm length). In order to make 
this possible, the second type of experiment was conducted 
which measured the RTD in the three mixers at a different 
tube length ie the housing tube was the same length as the 
mixing element or elements (see Fig. 4.11). The three 
types of elements had the same dimensions and an aspect 
ratio of 1.5.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2.1, the conductivity cells 
were located at a short distance (~ 60mm) from either end 
of the mixer. This distance was taken into account in the 
calculations either by subtracting a pure time delay 
(assuming no spread of tracer had occurred in this 
tube length) or a separate experiment was conducted to 
determine the mean and variance of the inlet and outlet 
sections when linked together directly (see section
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4.3.2.5.3.2). These end effects were particularly 
important in the second type of experiment where they 
represented a major part of the system under study (ie 
when using short tube lengths) . In the first type of 
experiment, they were ignored.

4.3.2.5.1 Preliminary calculations

A sample of the raw experimental data is given in Fig. 
4.12. Before attempting to evaluate the RTD curves, the 
first thing to do is to check whether the tracer 
experiment is self consistent and that all the tracer 
which entered the system has actually flowed out. The 
advantage of using two-station measurement is that this 
information can be obtained by simply comparing the areas 
underneath the inlet and outlet curves (which must be 
equal for equal detector sensitivity) without the 
knowledge of the amount of tracer injected.

Therefore,

Inlet area (a0 in) = outlet area (a0 out)

oo oo

J f(t).dt = ; f(t) dt (mv sec) (4.10)
0 0
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Prior to calculating the areas of the inlet and outlet 
curves (using Simpson*s rule as before) the raw data of 
both curves were adjusted. For example the times at which 
the inlet curve both started (ie tracer reached the inlet 
cell, t = 0) and ended were determined. Also corrections 
were made in the base line so it started and finished at 
zero and for the removal of any small drifts in the base 
line which are caused by the detecting and recording 
apparatus. A sample of the above routine is given in 
appendix 3.2.

In Fig. 4.13 the ratio of the areas (a0 out/a0in) versus Re 
is plotted for runs conducted on UCL, Sulzer and Kenics 
mixers. (Also see Table 4.3)

FT gA  .13 Ratio of the areas v Re
2.01 
1.9- 
1.8 - □ Kenics 

o Calibration
+ UCL 
x Sulzer

Io
«**
c
oEo

1.0 -
0.9-0.8-
0.7-0.6-
0.5-
0.4-
0.3-0.2.0.1-0.0.

m=§o

24001200
Re

1600 2000800
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Re <*0 out/^O in

UCL Sulzer Kenics
200 1.14 1.18 0.99
300 1.12 1.09 1.09
400 1.11 1.11 1.09
600 1.10 1.09 1.08
800 1.10 1.09 1.08

1000 1.10 1.09 1.09
1500 1.09 1.09 1.09
2000 1.08 1.07 1.08

Table 4 . 3  Ratios of outlet to inlet areas (o0out/a oin)

It can be seen that the experimental values are in 
agreement with the sensitivity ratio ( 1 . 0 8 )  obtained by 
directly calibrating the inlet and outlet conductivity 
cells. In general (ie taking into account all the 
experimental runs) the percentage discrepancy was within 
± 2 % ,  except at low Re ( 2 0 0 - 3 0 0 )  where the accuracy was 
low. This was due to the tracer not being well mixed at 
the mixers' inlet. Separate runs were carried out to 
verify this error and will be discussed in Section 
4 . 3 . 2 . 5 . 3 .

Although in the experimental procedure it was always 
ensured that enough sampling time was allowed to account 
for the tracer tail, the areas of the f(t) curves were 
also calculated by an exponential description of the tail 
(since at large values of time, the curves will have a
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dominant time constant, which means that the tracer tail 
will be approximately exponential in form), and were 
integrated analytically to infinity (see Bamford et al, 
1985). This method (ie combined numerical and analytical 
integration) did not show any significant difference 
(within 0.5%) to that where the whole curve was integrated 
numerically. Therefore, the discrepancy could be due to 
the data logging system (Vela) which is not designed for 
experiments where high accuracy is required. 
Nevertheless, it was satisfactory within the limits of 
accuracy (5%) which is typical of any experimental 
measurement. Since the inlet and outlet f(t) curves will 
both be normalised by their respective areas to produce 
the unit area underneath, this error should not affect the 
system moments (mean and variance) evaluated in section 
4 . 3 .2 . 5. 2 .

f^ i n  -1The normalised inlet curve (E(t)) = —----------- s
; f(t). dt
o

f <t>out -1 The normalised outlet curve (E(t)) = —----------- s
J f(t)out dt o

Plots of E(t) versus time at different Re are shown in 
Fig. 4.14.

Now the moments of the inlet and outlet curves can be 
evaluated and from these, the moments of the system being 
tested will be obtained.
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4.3.2.5.2 Methods of calculation

Two calculation methods have been adopted. Both use the 
tanks-in-series model to characterize the system or to 
describe the flow-mixing process. The first (moments 
matching method) is model-independent, where the system 
moments (mentioned in Section 4.3.1.4) are calculated 
directly from the inlet and outlet curves which are then 
equated with those of the model to find the unknown 
parameter. The second (least squares fit method) involves 
fitting the tanks-in-series model predictions to the 
experimental observations of inlet and outlet curves with 
optimal parameter choices being made, using the least 
squares weighted residuals technique. The results 
obtained from both methods will be compared. First, a 
brief description of the tanks-in-series model is given, 
then the calculation procedures adopted are described.

The tanks-in-series model
Many types of models can be used to characterize non-ideal 
flow within the reactors and standard texts have given a 
comprehensive treatment of these flow models (see for 
example, Levenspiel, 1972 and 1979, also Wen and Fan, 
1975). A flow model implies certain knowledge of the 
basic flow pattern in the reactor. It assigns some 
detailed mixing characteristics to the particular RTD. 
Since static mixers are incorporated in tubular reactors 
with the purpose of approaching plug flow, a simple one
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(or two) parameter model such as the tanks-in-series can 
be used to assess small deviations from the expected plug 
flow behaviour. In the un-normalized form the model 
involves two parameters: the number of perfectly mixed
tanks, N and the mean residence time t which is defined as 
the ratio V/Q (see equation 4.2). The general transfer 
function of the model is:

where s is the Laplace variable.

N is considered as a continuous variable which lies 
between zero and infinity, which are the bounds of mixing 
associated with total bypassing and the PFR. N equals one 
corresponds to a single CSTR. For integral values of N, 
equation (4.11) can be inverted to the time domain, 
giving:

G (s) 1 (4.11)

NN 1 N-l
E(t) = (r} "7(57 * exp (4.11a)

which is the solution for the concentration of tracer at 
the exit of the last tank following a dirac delta function 
input of tracer to the first tank.



4.3.2.5.2.1 Moments matching method

As mentioned earlier, the first moment about the origin of 
the RTD E(t) is

©o
M_ = J t E(t) dt = mean residence time (4.12) 
1 0

oo 2and the second moment = J t E(t) dt (4.13)
2 0

2the variance = M2 - M̂  ̂ (4.14)

Experimental moments of higher order than second can 
seldom be used for parameter extraction since, as we will 
see later, even second order moments are subject to 
significant error when evaluation is from real 
experimental data.

If we take the example of ten UCL mixing elements with Re 
= 800, the f(t), E(t) , t(E)t and t2 E(t) data for the inlet 
curve are presented in table 4.4. The area underneath the 
curve (c*oin) was calculated numerically to be 788.9 mv sec.

.\ From equations 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14

oo
M = J t E(t) dt = 2.36 s

in 0

(using Simpson1s rule as before)
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Time (t) 
(s)

f(t)
(mv)

E(t)
Cf(t)/a0iJ(s'1)

tE (t) t2 E (t) 
(s)

0 0 0 0 0
0.05 4.106 0.005 0.0002 0.00001
0.1 8.106 0.010 0.001 0.0001
0.15 15.105 0.019 0.003 0.0004
0.2 23.105 0.029 0.006 0.001
0.25 39.105 0.050 0.012 0.003
0.3 55.105 0.070 0.021 0.006
0.35 70.104 0.089 0.031 0.011
0.4 90.104 0.115 0.046 0.018
0.45• 102.104 0.130 0.058 0.026
•

1.4 408.099 0.519 0.726 1.016
1.65 392.098 0.498 0.822 1.356
2.10• 270.095 0.343 0.721 1.514
•

21.8 0 0 0 0
Table 4.4 Tabulated values of f(t), E(t), t E(t), and t2 

E(t) at specified values of time.

M = J t2E(t) dt = 12.32 s2
in 0

T9 = M - M 2 = 6.75 s2 
in 2 ±

Similarly

M = 6.79 s
out

= 55.19 s2
out

T = 9.08 s2
2 out

The system mean = M .  - M i = 4.430 s (4.15)
out in

2and variance = To ” = 2.330 s (4.16)
out 2in
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For the transfer function (G(s)) given in equation 4.11 

the mean, M1 = r = ^ s  (4.17)

r2 2and the variance T2 = —  s (4.18)

This may be verified by using the equation

dnGfs)
j n ds = (-I)" Mn

s=0

By equating 4.15 to 4.17 and 4.16 to 4.18

System mean residence time, r = 4.4 30 s 
and N = 8.42

Hence, the system can be described by the transfer 
function,

G(S) = T 7 T -----  8.42,4.43 .
(8.42 S +

The theoretical mean residence time (calculated from 

= 4.44 s (see appendix 3.3)

ie r.. = t  ± .23%th exp

which confirms the validity of the tracer experiments
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4.3.2.5.2.2 Least squares fit method

This procedure involves the prediction of the model 
parameters (of equation 4.11a) N and r which will best fit 
the experimental inlet and outlet curves. The model 
parameter search is based on the minimization of the sum 
of the squares (S) which is formed by comparing 
experimental and model-predicted curves:

S =
all

points
E (t) . , - E (t)v 'model v 'exp (4.19)

Using the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library 
routine, E04JAF (see ref. NAG) a program was developed to 
perform this search. E04JAF is a quasi-Newton algorithm 
for finding a minimum of a continuous function, subject to 
fixed upper and lower bounds on the independent variables. 
The limits on N and r were set to be equal (0.1 - 120). 
From a starting point supplied by the user there is 
generated, on the basis of estimates of the gradient and 
the curvature of the function, a sequence of feasible 
points which is intended to converge to a local minimum of 
the constrained function. For more information on this 
algorithm, see Gill and Murray (1976) . The program was 
tested by fitting the model to an E(t) curve of which the 
N and t are known, and was found to produce the correct 
values giving S = zero.
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By applying the above procedure to the E(t) curve of Table 
4.4 (ie the same example as that used in the moments 
matching method) the optimum values of N and t for this 
inlet curve were found to be 4.337 and 1.767 respectively 
and the minimum sum of squares (S) = 0.0815.

Therefore, from equations (4.17) and (4.18)

Inlet mean, M. = 1.767 s 
in

2Inlet variance, T 0 = 0.719 s
in

The E(t)model, E(t)exp and the square of the difference 
between the two at specific values of time are given in 
Table 4.5.

t
(S)

E (t) v ' exp
(s”1)

E model 
(s-1)

r ‘ i2
model E ^^exp

0.05
0.25

0.0052
0.0496

0.0002
0.0280

0.00002 
0.0005

0.45 0.1295 0.1217 0.0001
0.65 0.2233 0.2542 0.0010
0.85
1.05
1.25
1.45
•

0.3285
0.4324
0.4971
0.5123

0.3808
0.4718
0.5168
0.5190

0.0027
0.0016
0.0004
0.00004

•
•

3.05 0.0838 0.1223 0.0015
16.8 0 0 0

Table 4.5 Tabulated values of E(t)exp, E(t)model and 
[E(t) model E(t) exp 3
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For the E(t) curve, it was realized that a pure time delay
exists (see the E(t) plots of Fig. 4.14). To account for 
this time delay, it was assumed that the system behaves as 
a plug flow for which the variance = zero. Therefore, it 
would be sensible to model the system with a transfer 
function (that takes into account this time delay) of the 
form:

7-j = mean of the continuous stirred tanks (s) 

For this transfer function:

It was possible to include the third parameter (time 
delay) in the search program as it is only a shift of the 
RTD curve by a certain amount of time. This model ie 
tanks in series with time delay was also found to fit some 
of the inlet curves at low Reynolds number (200 and 300) 
but at high Re there was no apparent time delay, ie r2 = 
zero.

- s t 2
G (s) e (4.19a)N

where r 2 = mean of the plug flow (s)

Mean, M1 (4.20)

2 2
T 1Variance = 0 + N (4.21)
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For E(t) : N = 4.948, t x = 3.729 s and t2 = 2.5 s

Therefore from equations (4.20) and (4.21)

Outlet mean, M. = 3.729 + 2.5 = 6.229 s
out

Outlet variance, T- = 2.810 s
out

System mean = M. - M. = 4.462 s
out in

2System variance = T - T- = 2.091 s
out in

From equation (4.19a), the transfer function for the 
system under test is

-2.5s
s <s> - — -i...

[ h l f  • * >1

ie r = t  -  t .  = 3.729 - 1.767 = 1.962s
out in

and N = (1.962)2/2.091 = 1.841 (see equation (4.21))

The least squares fit of the inlet and outlet curves are 
shown in Fig. 4.15, and Fig. 4.16 shows the three curves, 
ie the inlet, outlet and the system curve. These data are 
shown in Table 4.6 which also shows a comparison between 
the system mean and variance obtained from the two 
calculation methods (moments matching and least squares 
fit) .
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Least squares fit Moments

N T1 T2
Mean
M1

Variance
T2

ao Mean
M1

Variance
T2

(s) (s) (s) (s2) (mv s) (s) Cs2)

Inlet 4.337 1.767 0 1.767 0.719 789 2.36 6.75

Outlet 4.948 3.729 2.5 6.229 2.810 827 6.79 9.08

System 1.841 1.962 2.5 4.462 2.091 4.430 2.33

Table 4.6 Comparison between least squares fit and moments 
method. UCL mixer, 10 elements, Re = 800

It can be seen that both methods gave similar results, in 
particular for the first moment (mean). But, in general, 
ie for all the runs conducted, this is not the case. In 
the results section which follows this discrepancy will 
be shown and interpreted.

Using the least squares method, the number of tanks in 
series was found to be 1.841, with a 2.5 sec time delay. 
It is important to note that by expressing the tanks in 
series model with or without time delay, the resulting 
variance of the curve will be the same (as we have a dead 
time with zero variance). If the variance is normalized 
with respect to the mean residence time ie t 1 +  t 2 , the 
variance on this scale will be narrower as the magnitude 
of the time delay is big. This allows the comparison 
between the three types of mixers to be based on one 
parameter only which is normalized variance (instead of
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number of tanks (N) + time delay). Also, both calculation 
methods can now be compared on the same basis.

Therefore
normalized variance 
(least squares method) (4.462)2

2.091 0.105

normalized variance 
(moments method) (4.430)2

2.33 0.119

4.3.2.5.3 Results

For each experimental series conducted with a given type 
of mixing element, the water flow rate was varied from 
1.98 to 19.8 cc s'1, which corresponds to Reynolds numbers 
(Re) of 200 - 2 000, respectively, determined on the basis 
of the internal diameter of the empty tube (see appendix

Each experimental run (ie each flow rate) was repeated 
three times so as to assess experimental error and to 
confirm the reproducibility of the results. An example 
is given in Table 4.7 for 10 elements of the UCL mixer, at 
Re = 400.

2.1)
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Least squares method Moments method

N T1
(s)

T2
<s)

mean
(s)

variance
<s2)

variance
(mean)2

mean
(s)

variance
(s2)

variance
(mean)

1st run

Inlet 3.017 3.423 0.14 3.563 3.884 4.01 9.19

Outlet 3.864 7.671 5.04 12.71 15.229 12.98 19.85

System
(outlet-
inlet)

1.591 4.248 4.90 9.147 11.345 0.1356 8.97 10.66 0.1325

2nd run

Inlet 2.073 2.914 0.7 3.614 4.096 4.089 11.62

Outlet 3.573 7.283 5.32 12.603 14.845 13.032 22.46

System
(outlet-
inlet)

1.776 4.369 4.62 8.989 10.749 0.1330 8.943 10.840 0.1355

3rd run

Inlet 3.715 3.359 zero 3.359 3.037 4.288 16.584

Outlet 3.126 6.512 5.95 12.462 13.566 12.999 23.335

System
(outlet-
inlet)

0.944 3.153 5.95 9.103 10.529 0.1271 8.711 6.751 0.0889

Table 4.7 Results of 3 runs conducted on UCL mixer
(n = 10), Re = 400.

From the above table, we can observe that the first order 
moment (system mean) produced by both methods of 
calculation agrees within 2% for the first and second run, 
and 4.5% for the third run. This is not the case for the 
second order moment (variance) where a 43% discrepancy is 
observed in the third run (for the normalised variance) 
or 56% when the variance is unnormalised. Looking at the 
normalised variance produced by the least squares method 
(for the three runs) a discrepancy of ~ 6% is observed 
which lies between the accuracy limits of the experimental
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results. However, there is a 52% discrepancy when the 
moments method is used. This indicates that moments of 
order higher than the first are bound to be associated 
with significant inaccuracy when evaluated from 
experimental data. This error was found to be more 
pronounced when the difference in variances (spread of 
curves) between the inlet and outlet curve was small; for 
example at high Reynolds number or when a short tube 
length is used (see results section 4.3.2.5.3.1). From 
the E(t) curves shown before (see Fig. 4.14 of section 
4.3.2.5.1) we can observe that noise is associated with 
the signal. This is due to the recording instruments 
employed and could not be avoided. The noise becomes more 
and more significant at low voltages (ie the tail) where 
it represents a major portion of the signal. Although 
drift in the signal was corrected for (as mentioned in 
section 4.3.2.5.1) it could not be entirely eliminated. 
Looking at table 4.4 in section 4.3.2.5.2.1, we can see 
that the maximum values of E(t) , t E(t) and t2E(t) occur at 
1.4, 1.65 and 2.10 respectively. This shows that the
contribution of the tail of E(t) to the moments M2 and M2 
is progressively more important, and small errors in the 
tail when weighted by tn can produce substantial errors in 
M„. Using the least squares fit method, the contribution 
of the tail to the accuracy of the results is minimal.
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4.3.2.5.3.1 Long tube experiments

As mentioned before, this type of experiment was conducted 
on a constant tube length with changing number of 
elements, n. The Reynolds number varied from 200-2000 ie 
the same range of flow rates as in the experiments 
conducted previously (see chapter 3) . In this section 
results are given in graphical form? for the tabulated 
results see appendix 3. From the example given in section 
4.3.2.5.2.1, the theoretical and experimental mean 
residence times were found to be nearly equal. This 
condition was always satisfied in all the experimental 
runs which were conducted within an accuracy of the order 
± 5 % .  In Figs. 4.17 and 4.18, the theoretical and 
experimental mean residence times (calculated by moments 
and least squares methods) for 10 UCL elements and 24 
Kenics elements respectively are plotted at various 
Reynolds numbers. In Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, the normalised 
variances (see section 4.3.2.5.2) are also plotted for 
different Re values. The discrepancy between the 
variances calculated by different methods and the scatter 
of results obtained by the method of moments confirm the 
inaccuracy of using this calculation method with second 
order moments. On the other hand, this inconsistency was 
not observed in the first order moments (mean) and a good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical mean 
residence times was observed with the exception of Re 200 
and 300.
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Although these plots are only for two sets of experiments, 
this behaviour was detected in all the runs conducted and 
these sets of experiments can be considered as a 
representative sample. To explain this discrepancy at low 
Reynolds numbers, experiments were conducted using a glass 
housing and injecting a coloured tracer (KC1 solution plus 
a few ink drops). At the inlet conductivity cell, it was 
visibly clear that the tracer was not uniformly mixed 
across the probe cross section, but remained at the bottom 
of the cell. This meant that the dye concentration in the 
conductivity cell was non uniform and therefore 
unrepresentative. At the outlet, the tracer was well 
mixed (due to the mixing elements) and a fairly uniform 
spread across the probe cross section was seen. Also, a 
spread of the dye (dispersion) was recognised to occur at 
the inlet and outlet pipes ie the pipes between the 
conductivity cells and the reactor inlet and outlet 
respectively. This confirms that in this extra pipe 
length (which could not be avoided due to the limitations 
of the conductivity cell and apparatus design) the flow 
does not behave in a pure plug flow manner ie the variance 
of the distribution does not remain fixed. This behaviour 
is interpreted experimentally in the next section 
(4.3.2.5.3.2) . The above two effects were seen to 
diminish as the Reynolds number was increased.

In Figs. 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 the results of the UCL,
Sulzer and Kenics mixers respectively are summarized. The
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data are plotted in the form of normalised variance as a 
function of Reynolds number and/or number of elements (n) . 
Only for the UCL mixer have the results which are obtained 
using the moments method been plotted (see Figs. 4.21c and 
4.21d) while for the other mixers and for the remaining 
results (of the next section) only the least squares fit 
method is reported. It can be seen from Figs. 4.21a and 
4.22a that in the UCL and Sulzer mixers, a narrowing of 
the residence time distribution curves (in comparison with 
the smooth tube) is obtained by inserting only one mixing 
element. Increasing the number of elements further does 
little to reduce the spread of the curves. In the 
Kenics mixer (Fig. 4.23a) increasing the number of 
elements had a significant effect on the variance of the 
RTD curves. Looking at the effect of Re on the variance 
of the distributions (Figs. 4.21b, 4.22b and 4.23b) we
find that the three mixers behave in an analagous manner, 
in that an approximately exponential reduction of the 
variance is observed on increasing the Reynolds number. 
No significant influence of Re on the narrowing of RTD is 
observed for Re > 600, except for one and six elements of 
the Kenics mixer where a large portion of the tube is 
empty.

4.3.2.5.3.2 Different tube length experiments

In this type of experiment, the number of elements (n) for 
the 3 types of mixers was varied from 1-10 (ie 1, 2, 4, 6
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and 10) . Hence, the corresponding tube length varied from 
20-200 mm (ie 20, 40, 80, 120 and 200 mm respectively as 
previously shown in Fig. 4.11, p.147). In a similar manner 
to the previous section (4.3.2.5.3.1) the results are 
plotted as normalised variance versus Re and/or number of 
elements (see Figs. 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 for UCL, Sulzer 
and Kenics mixers respectively). Similar behaviour can be 
observed in the three mixer types at Re > 600 where little 
or no change in the variance of the distribution is 
observed (Figs. 4.24b, 4.25b, 4.26b). On the other hand, 
increasing the number of elements (or tube length) had a 
significant effect on the narrowing of the RTD curves with 
the normalised variance approaching zero (ie plug flow 
behaviour) at n = 10 (see Figs. 4.24a, 4.25a and 4.26a). 
The results obtained by the moments method are also shown 
for the UCL mixer in Fig. 4.24c and 4.24d where the number 
of tanks in series (N) [defined by equation 4.18] is 
plotted as a function of Re and n respectively. As 
expected, some scatter of the results is produced when 
using this calculation method. Nevertheless, we could see 
the number of tanks (N) varying from 1.5-3 per mixing 
element in the Reynolds number range 200-2000.

The above information (for the UCL mixer) can be 
summarized in the form of 3-dimensional plot showing the 
change in the normalised variance with Re and n (see Fig. 
4.27) .
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In Figs. 4.28 and 4.29, a comparison between the three 
types of mixers is given. These plots convey the 
information that Sulzer and Kenics outperform the UCL 
mixer at Re > 400. At Re 200, 300 and 400 the three
mixers are nearly equal in performance. No significant 
difference in the performance of the Sulzer and Kenics 
mixers could be observed.

Time lag correction
As already mentioned, there is an extra length of pipe at 
either end of the reactor which must be accounted for. 
This can be achieved by subtracting a pure time delay 
calculated theoretically (see appendix 3.3) from the 
experimental mean residence time of the total system (ie 
the static mixer plus the inlet and outlet pipes, which 
will be referred to as the first system). In this case, 
we assume that the flow in these sections behaves in a 
plug flow manner (variance = zero) and therefore no spread 
of tracer takes place in this relatively short length of 
pipe (125mm). However, this assumption can only hold at 
high Reynolds numbers where turbulent eddies could result 
in the tracer being well mixed in the radial direction 
with little significant axial mixing. In the glass tube 
experiments, the dispersion of tracer was seen in these 
inlet and outlet pipes, hence a variance of the 
distribution which is not equal to zero has to be taken 
into account ie subtracted from the first system (total 
length) variance to provide a true description of the
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mixer under test. At low Reynolds numbers, the flow is 
laminar ie a parabolic velocity profile exists. 
Therefore, theoretically, we would have a variance which 
is equal to «> since the velocity at the walls (u) is equal 
to zero.

This variance can be accounted for experimentally by 
linking the inlet and outlet extra length of pipes as a 
separate system (second system) on which RTD experiments 
can be conducted. The mean and variance (obtained using 
the same methods of calculation as before) of this second 
system can then be subtracted from the mean and variance 
of the total system length.

In Fig. 4.30a, the experimental and theoretical mean 
residence times of the extra length of pipes (second 
system) are shown to be in good agreement, and in Fig. 
4.30b the dispersion of tracer (variance) in this short 
pipe length is plotted as a function of Re. Figs. 4.31a 
and 4.31b show the mean and variance respectively of the 
second system together with those of the first system 
(inlet and outlet pipe and UCL mixer; n = 2, 6 or 10). 
The magnitude of the mean and variance of the second 
system used for correction becomes very significant at 
n = 2 as it represents a major part of the total system 
under test.

Figs. 4.32a, b and c show the normalised variance (UCL 
mixer n = 2 , 6 and 10 respectively) without any correction
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(ie as for the results plotted earlier in this section) 
when a pure time delay is assumed and, finally, when 
correcting for both mean and variance (determined 
experimentally). The data are also given in table 4.8 for 
UCL mixer, n = 10.

Extra pipe length 
(2nd system)

Total length 
(static mixer ♦ extra 

pipe length) (1st system)

1st system - 2nd system

Re
Mean
th.
(s)

Mean
exp.
<s>

Variance
(s2)

Mean
(s)

Variance
(s2)

Normalised
variance

Mean
(s)

Var.
(s2)

Normalised
variance

200 5.867 5.599 21.03 20.119 89.85 0.2220 14.52 68.82 0.3264

300 3.911 4.020 12.17 11.842 22.81 0.1626 7.822 10.637 0.1738

400 2.934 3.019 4.594 8.989 10.75 0.1330 5.970 6.155 0.1727

600 1.956 1.961 1.684 5.501 3.570 0.1180 3.540 1.886 0.1505

800 1.467 1.466 0.8660 4.425 1.987 0.1015 2.959 1.121 0.1280

1000 1.173 1.226 0.6335 3.536 1.155 0.0924 2.310 0.521 0.0977

1500 0.7820 0.8101 0.2686 2.324 0.4305 0.0797 1.514 0.161 0.0706

2000 0.5870 0.5974 0.1510 1.790 0.2030 0.0634 1.193 0.052 0.0366

Table 4.8 Means and variances of the extra length of pipe, 
total length and the corrected length at 
specified values of Re. (UCL mixer, n=10)

It can be seen that the corrected values of the normalised 
variance differ considerably from the uncorrected values, 
especially at smaller number of elements. This will 
change the result of each mixer individually but will not 
affect the comparison between the three mixer types since 
the correction is equal for all three.
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CHAPTER 5
CHEMICAL REACTION EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Introduction

The experimental investigation is undertaken to determine 
the effect of inserts of various configurations on the 
mixing characteristics, mass transfer enhancement and 
consequently conversion in a tubular wall-coated catalytic 
reactor.

In this chapter, the details of the experimental 
procedure, results obtained and their analysis are given.

5.2 Theoretical

In several practical situations, the rate of a chemical 
reaction is controlled by mass transfer of the reactants 
to the catalyst surface rather than intrinsic kinetics. 
A typical example is in a monolithic reactor used in the 
treatment of car exhaust emissions (see section 1.2.2 in 
Chapter 1) . However, as the emissions consist of a number 
of gases and the reactions are complex, oxidation of only 
one of these gases viz carbon monoxide in a 
Platinum/Rhodium coated monolith has been chosen as a 
model reaction.

The oxidation of carbon monoxide on Platinum/Rhodium 
catalyst has been studied by a number of investigators
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[Schlatter et al (1973), Harned (1972), Voltz et al 
(1973), Sishu and Kowalezyk (1974)]. The conclusions of 
various investigators regarding the kinetics of this 
reaction are rather conflicting. There is a general 
agreement however, that the oxidation mechanism changes 
with temperature and CO concentration. This is due to the 
inhibiting effect of CO. It has been postulated that the 
inhibiting effect on the reaction rate is due to a fast 
and strong adsorption of CO which inhibits the adsorption 
of 02. The most widely accepted kinetic rate expression 
for the oxidation of CO on monolithic Pt/Rh catalyst is 
that of Voltz et al (1973) which is of the form (Langmuir- 
Hinshelwood model)

kr [CO][0 ]
r =  E------ “--  (5.1)

(1 + Kco[CO]r

A monolithic reactor consists of an array of parallel 
rectangular channels (about 60 per cm2) of about 1mm2 
cross-sectional area. The channels are coated on the 
inside walls with alumina washcoat and subsequently a 
Pt/Rh catalyst is dispersed into it. The flow rate in the 
tubes is in the laminar range (Re - 150); thus making the 
reaction mass-transfer controlled. A boundary layer forms 
on the inside surface of the channels and occupies a 
larger amount of the flow area for increasing values of 
the distance downstream from the tube entrance. The 
velocity profile will eventually no longer change for
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greater distances downstream, and the flow is fully 
developed. The distance downstream from the pipe entrance 
to where the flow is fully developed, the entrance length, 
Le, has been expressed by Langhaar (1942) according to

Le = 0.0575 D Re

where D represents the inside diameter of the tube.

In the fully developed region there is no mixing between 
adjacent layers and this leads to a radial concentration 
gradient. The concentration of the reactant being maximum 
at the centre of the tube and minimum at the walls where 
reaction takes place. The main advantages of the 
monolithic reactor are high surface area per unit volume 
and a relatively low pressure drop when compared to a 
packed bed.

The rate of reaction and hence conversion in such reactors 
may be enhanced by promoting the formation of eddies close 
to the catalyst surface. This may be achieved by placing 
inserts of different configurations inside the tubular 
reactor whose walls have been coated with alumina wash 
coat and an appropriate catalyst dispersed into it. This 
would, however, lead to an increase in pressure drop. If 
the gain from increased conversion more than compensates 
for the increase in pressure drop, the performance of such 
a reactor can be attractive. The factors affecting the 
overall performance of a tubular reactor include:
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(a) heat and mass transfer characteristics of the system;
(b) operating conditions such as pressure, inlet 

temperature, flow rate, ratio of the reactants, 
adiabatic or non-adiabatic;

(c) catalyst parameters.

For a monolith catalyst, the parameters are:

i. Surface area to volume ratio,
ii. Cell density, (number of cells per unit cross 

section)
iii. Cell geometry and size,
iv. Wall thickness,
v. Catalyst composition and loading.

At very low values of the inlet temperature, the rate of 
surface reactions are negligible and consequently little 
or no catalytic reaction takes place. As the inlet 
temperature is increased above the ignition temperature, 
the surface reaction rate increases exponentially and some 
conversion is obtained. In this region corresponding to 
'A' of Fig. 5.1, the rate of the over-all process is 
controlled by the intrinsic rate of the heterogenous 
reaction, i.e. is kinetically controlled.

At higher values of the inlet temperature, the reaction 
enters the regime of mass-transfer control (region "B" of 
Fig. 5.1). The rate of transport of the reactants to the 
surface is the limiting step (i.e. the surface reaction is
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extremely fast, relative to the rate of reactants' 
transport from the bulk stream to the catalyst surface). 
According to Chapman-Enskog (1951) equation, bulk 
diffusion coefficient, D is proportional to T3̂ 2 hence the 
diffusion rate (or the mass transfer coefficient) is not 
strongly dependent on temperature. Therefore, increase in 
the inlet temperature has limited influence on the overall 
reaction rate and hence, conversion. At very high 
temperature of the bulk gas, the homogeneous gas phase 
reaction is triggered and conversion can approach 100% 
(region c).

Reaction rate

Region 'C' 
Catalytically-supported 
hom ogen eou s reactions

Region 'B' 
M ass-transfer control

Region 'A' 
Kinetic 
control

Temperature

Fig. 5.1 Reaction rate versus temperature for a typical 
honeycomb-type combustion catalyst (from, 
Thomas, 1987).
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For a reaction controlled by mass transfer, the rate of 
the reaction may be expressed as

r - Kn (Cb - Cs) (5.2)

where 3^ is the mass transfer coefficient (m/s)and Cb and 
Cg are the concentrations of the diffusing reactant 
(moles/ms) in the bulk and at the surface respectively. 
For very fast reactions, the concentration at the surface 
(CB) will approach zero and hence the rate may be expressed 
as

(5.3)

Thus, whatever the order of the intrinsic rate of 
reaction, the rate in the mass transfer controlled regime 
will be approximately first order with respect to the 
reactant concentration. Hence, the rate would increase as 
the mass transfer coefficient (3^) increases. The 
increase in 3^ is achieved by inducing eddies in the 
system which would produce mixing and hence a flat 
concentration profile.

There are only two notable semi-empirical correlations for 
mass transfer to the walls of a monolith reactor. These 
are due to Hawthorn (1974) and Votruba (1975) . Both of 
these pertain to laminar flow through honeycomb matrices 
of a monolith, in the absence of a chemical reaction. The 
two correlations are:
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Hawthorn Sh = B [1 + 0.095 *r Re Sc]045 

Votruba Sh = 0.705 (Re 7)043 Sc0'66
1 j

where B is a constant depending upon the shape of the 
monolith channel cross-section, B = 3.66 for circular
channels and 2.35 for triangular channels.

These correlations may be used to obtain an estimate of 
the mass transfer coefficient in an empty tube without 
chemical reaction but will be inappropriate in the 
presence of mixing units within the monolith channel.

5.3 Experimental Facility

The experimental equipment used in this study includes a 
tubular reactor, a preheater, furnaces, gas supply and 
monitoring system, gas sampling and analysis system and 
temperature and pressure instrumentation. A schematic 
sketch of the main experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 
5.2, and a photograph in Fig. 5.3a. Also, a photograph of 
the reactor furnace is shown in Fig. 5.3b

The preheater

The preheater is a stainless steel tube, 13mm inside 
diameter and 50cm long, packed with Kenics elements. The 
tube is enclosed in a spilt furnace connected to a 
temperature controller.
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Fig. 5.3a Photograph of the experimental apparatus

Fig. 5.3b Photograph of the reactor furnace
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The reactor

The reactor in which CO oxidation is being studied 
consists basically of a flanged fecralloy tube 1.5 cm in 
diameter and 15 cm in length. It is coated on the inside 
walls with alumina washcoat on which Pt/Rh catalyst is 
dispersed. The reactor is provided at each end with two 
0.325cm stainless steel tubes. One pair is connected to 
a differential pressure transducer for measurement of 
pressure drop across the reactor. The other pair is 
connected to the infra-red spectrometer through on-off 
valves for measurement of inlet and outlet carbon monoxide 
(and carbon dioxide) concentrations. Two thermocouples, 
one at each end of the reactor, are located for 
measurement of inlet and outlet gas temperature. The 
reactor is enclosed in a temperature controlled split 
furnace.

The preheater and reactor furnaces

The split furnaces (Model CST 10/70, Carbolite Furnaces 
Ltd) are manufactured in two halves for easing loading of 
tubes. Their maximum working temperature is 1000°C and 
power consumption is 1.8 kW. The inside bore and the 
length of the furnace tubes are 70mm and 500mm 
respectively. The temperatures of the two furnaces are 
controlled by PID temperature controllers (Eurotherm Model 
808) .
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The mixing chamber

The mixing chamber is located between the preheater and 
the reactor. It is packed with Sulzer elements. It is 
made of stainless steel tubing which is 50mm in diameter 
and 70mm in length. Nitrogen gas which is inert and is 
being used as a diluent is heated to a high temperature 
(-500 * C) separately in the preheater before being mixed 
with the reactants (CO and 02) in the mixing chamber. This 
avoids any homogeneous reaction which might occur at high 
temperature. A thermocouple is embedded which monitors 
the temperature of the mixture. It is lagged to prevent 
heat losses.

The static mixers

Three types of static mixers were used in this 
investigation: the Kenics, Sulzer and UCL designs (details 
of which are discussed in Chapter 2) . In these 
experiments the star consisted of ten cuts (N = 10) . 
Originally, the outer and inner diameters of the star were 
15 and 9.6mm respectively, but the star outer diameter (as 
for the diameter of Kenics and Sulzer elements) had to be 
reduced to 13 mm to avoid scratching the catalytic wall of 
the tube. The orifice diameter was 6.4mm (50% fractional 
open area), and the hood length 3.4mm, with the star and 
orifice spaced 11.5mm apart. The length and diameter of 
the Kenics and Sulzer SMX mixers were 21 mm and 13 mm
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respectively (i.e aspect ratio 1.6). See Fig. 5.4 for the 
various static mixers1 arrangements in the tubular 
reactor.

The gas supply and monitoring system

The gases are supplied from cylinders of oxygen (99.97 
vol %) , nitrogen (99.99%) and carbon monoxide (99.96%). 
Gas flow rates are set and monitored using Chell flow 
controllers.

Gas analysis system

Gas is sampled by 0.3 cm stainless steel tubes positioned 
at the entrance and the exit of the reactor. A pump in 
the gas-analysis unit withdraws samples to be analysed. 
A non-dispersive infrared gas analyser (Analysis 
Automation Ltd., Model 401D) is used for the analysis of 
carbon monoxide and dioxide in the gas samples.

Data acquisition

The 'IMPULSE* software package (Solartron, Schlumberger) 
is employed to monitor on an IBM-AT PC the signals from 
all instruments i.e. flow controllers, thermocouples, 
differential pressure transducer and the infra-red 
analyzer via a 20 channel input POD and PC input card 
(Schlumberger).
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Fig. 5.4 Various arrangements of the mixing elements
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5.4 Experimental Procedure

The reactor tube, empty or containing mixing units, is 
placed inside the split furnace and connected to the feed 
line. The entire line is leak-tested with soap solution. 
The flow rates of nitrogen (diluent), oxygen and carbon 
monoxide are set so as to obtain a 0.5 mole % carbon 
monoxide mixture with stoichiometric oxygen supply.

When starting a run, nitrogen is switched on and fed to 
the preheater line. The preheater and reactor furnaces 
are slowly heated until the reactor has reached a steady 
state at 300*C or 370°C as indicated by the inlet and 
outlet thermocouples of the reactor. At steady state, the 
difference between the two thermocouples is less than 
1*C.

The infra-red analyser is switched on and allowed to reach 
steady state.

Carbon monoxide and oxygen are switched on and progress of 
the reaction is followed by observing the CO concentration 
on the analyser. When a steady state is reached, gas 
samples from the inlet and exit. sections of the reactor 
are analysed and recorded.

5.5 Experimental Results

An experimental investigation into the performance of the 
wall-coated tubular reactor, with and without a static
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mixer is described. In order to compare the performance 
of the tubular reactor to a monolith, all the experiments 
have been conducted under conditions whereby there is 
dynamic similarity between a channel of the monolith and 
the tubular reactor. As the flow conditions in the 
monolith are laminar, all the results given in this 
section also pertain to laminar flow operations.

Inlet temperature, gas velocity (Reynolds number) and 
static mixer configuration were independent variables, the 
reactor exit conversion (of CO) and pressure drop across 
the reactor, were measured as a function of these.

The following range of parameters are used.

inlet temperatures Tin: 370°C, 300°C.
inlet concentration of CO: 0.5 mole %
Mean operating pressure: 101 kPa
Reynolds number (actual), Re: 100-400

The deactivation of the catalyst is checked by operating 
the reactor at a fixed set of inlet conditions at the 
beginning and end of a given set of experiments. No 
deactivation was observed during the test period of about 
100 hours.

The results are presented in terms of conversion of CO and 
pressure drop across the reactor as a function of Reynolds 
number. Thus:
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_ moles of CO in the feed-moles of CO in the exit 
moles of CO in the feed

AP = (outlet pressure - inlet pressure)

5.5.1 Identification of mass transfer limited regime

The mass transfer limited regime is identified by studying 
the effect on CO conversion of variation in inlet 
temperature for an empty reactor using an inlet CO 
concentration of 0.5 mol% and Re ■ 600. This result is 
presented in Fig. 5.5. An examination of this figure 
shows that the conversion of CO does not change 
appreciably above 300*C. This corresponds to the mass 
transfer limited region of the curve in Fig. 5.1.

F1g.5.5 CO Conversion v Temperature 
(Re-600)

1.00

0.80-

~  0.60- c oC
9

c 0.40- oo
0.20-

0.00
350

Temperature ( BC)
450 500250200
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The experiments reported in the next few sections are at 
370’C for Re of 400 and 300. At very low Reynolds numbers 
of 100 and 200, the experiments are carried out at 300°C, 
since due to the limitations of the apparatus, a steady 
state at 370 *C cannot be achieved.

5.5.2 The effect of static mixer configuration

Experimental results showing the effect on exit CO 
conversion when static mixers of the three types described 
in Chapter 2 are placed in the tubular reactor, are given. 
Six units of the star-and-orifice mixer and seven units of 
each of the Sulzer and Kenics mixer could be accommodated 
along the full length of the 15cm tubular reactor. Table
5 .1 shows the results with such inserts at various 
Reynolds numbers. The mixers themselves are not coated 
with catalyst. The Reynolds number shown is at the actual 
conditions obtaining inside the reactor (see Appendix 4) 
and is based on the empty tube diameter.

Table 5.1 Conversion and AP for mixer inserts of
various configurations

Flow
Rate
(STP)

I min-1

Re 
(actual)

Temp
•c

Empty Tube Star & Orifice Kenics Sulzer

X A5
(Torr)

X A>
(Torr)

X A>
(Torr)

X A>
(Torr)

1.61 100 300 0.86 0.56 1.0 0.77 1.0 0.70 1.0 0.74

3.23 200 300 0.73 0.58 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.73 0.99 0.90

5.27 300 370 0.68 0.68 0.96 1.27 0.96 0.84 0.98 1.09

7.02 400 370 0.64 0.72 0.94 1.72 0.95 0.87 0.96 1.27
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By examining the table it is seen that almost 100% 
conversion is obtained in each case when the mixing 
elements are present in the reactor. However, the Kenics 
mixer gives the minimum pressure drop of the three mixers 
used.

It appears that a reasonable enhancement in conversion may 
be achieved by using a smaller number of the units of each 
type with the added advantage of lower pressure drop.

5.5.3 The effect of varying mixer units

The effect on exit conversion of CO when a smaller number 
of mixer units of each type (UCL, Kenics and Sulzer) are 
used has been investigated. Experimental results are 
presented in table 5.2 when a set of three equally spaced 
units of each type of mixer are placed in the reactor.

Table 5.2 Conversion of CO and AP for mixer inserts
of various configurations using three units 
of each mixer.

Flow
Rate
(STP)

I min"1

Re
(actual)

Temp
•c

Empty Tube UCL Kenics Sulzer

X A>
(Torr)

X A>
(Torr)

X A>
(Torr)

X A>
(Torr)

1.61 100 300 0.86 0.56 0.99 0.71 0.98 0.64 1.0 0.70

3.23 200 300 0.73 0.58 0.95 0.79 0.93 0.65 0.96 0.75

5.27 300 370 0.68 0.68 0.91 1.00 0.90 0.69 0.92 0.87

7.02 400 370 0.64 0.72 0.89 1.22 0.85 0.78 0.90 0.97
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It is obvious from the results in table 5.2 that 
decreasing the number of units to half the original number 
did affect the CO conversion but not very significantly; 
however a lower pressure drop is obtained.

To investigate further the effect of decreasing the number 
of units, one set of results has been obtained by placing 
a single UCL mixer at the middle of the tubular reactor. 
The results are presented in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3

Flow Rate 
(STP)
£ min'1

Re
(actual)

Temp
°C

UCL
X

Mixer
AP

(Torr)

1.61 100 300 0.95 0.64
3.23 200 300 0.88 0.72
7.02 400 370 0.69 0.90

It is seen that at Re = 400, the conversion of CO has 
dropped to 0.69 from 0.94 for six units of the UCL mixer. 
This conversion of 0.69 is only slightly above that for 
the empty tube (0.64) under the same conditions.

The results are also presented in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7.
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CHAPTER SIX
SIMULATION OF VARIOUS FORMS OF UCL MIXER

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, results from the simulation and 
optimisation of the UCL mixer are presented. A commercial 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package known as FLUENT 
(Flow Simulation Ltd, Sheffield) operating on a SUN 3 68i 
computer has been used. FLUENT is a general purpose 
computer program for modelling fluid flow within arbitrary 
shaped geometries: simultaneous heat transfer can also be 
modelled. Suitable problems for its use often involve 
predictions outside the range of published data and where 
an experiment is time consuming or too expensive to 
conduct. Sharratt (1990) gives a selection of examples of 
the type of problem which can be undertaken by 
computational fluid dynamics. This reference also 
mentions other CFD packages that are available 
commercially, one of those is PHOENICS which we have 
attempted to use but found too expensive to install and 
complicated to utilise. In a recent paper by Tanguy et 
al (1990) simulation of the 3-D flow pattern inside a LPD 
Dow-Ross static mixer was performed using their own 
numerical algorithm.

The validity of the CFD solutions from the FLUENT software 
has been verified by comparing simulated values of
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velocity profile and pressure drop for laminar flow with 
their theoretical counterparts. The experimental values 
of pressure drop obtained with the UCL mixer were also 
compared with the values predicted using the FLUENT 
package. Finally, several arrangements of the UCL mixer 
are investigated as an initial step in trying to optimise 
the balance between mass transfer rates and pressure drop. 
The mass transfer rates, and local coefficents, could not 
be studied directly using the FLUENT software and the 
source code was not available for modification. As a 
consequence mass transfer could only be studied by analogy 
with simulations of flow and simultaneous heat transfer.

6.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Computational fluid dynamics is the solution of the basic 
equations describing the motion of fluids with the use of 
computers. During the CFD solution of a problem, the 
space in which the problem is posed is divided into a 
solution mesh consisting of cells which fill the whole 
space. With the version of FLUENT on the SUN 368i we were 
limited to a maximum of 15,000 cells. The partial 
differential equations of motion and energy are 
discretised over this mesh. This results in a set of 
equations whose solutions are the values of velocity 
components, local pressures and temperatures in each cell 
(Sharratt, 1990).
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The main features of the FLUENT code are the following:

i) It solves the steady state or transient continuity, 
momentum and energy equations in cartesian or polar 
co-ordinates for laminar and turbulent flows. 
Problems posed in two or three dimensions can be 
solved.

ii) It uses k-e or algebraic stress turbulence models.
iii) It models coupled conduction-convection (conjugate) 

heat transfer.
iv) It handles fixed, moving, isothermal, adiabatic, 

symmetric and cyclic boundaries.
v) The governing equations are discretised using the 

control volume-based finite difference method on a 
staggered grid.

The three governing equations for the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy are as below (FLUENT manual):

Mass conservation

(6.1)

where X: distance in the jth direction
U:
P

fluid velocity components 
fluid density
rate of mass addition to the fluid by 
the dispersed phase
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Momentum conservation

(6.2)

where P pressure
dynamic viscosity of the fluid
acceleration due to gravity
momentum interaction between the fluid
phase and the dispersed phase

For turbulent flows, Uj is the instantaneous fluid 
velocity: Uj may be decomposed into its mean (uj and

the effect of turbulence can be included by replacing the 
molecular viscosity by its turbulent counterpart, /*t which 
is a property of the local state of the turbulence 
(Launder and Spalding, 1972). The latter approach is used 
by FLUENT.

The energy conservation equation may be solved in 
conjunction with the conservation equations for mass and 
momentum

fluctuating (ui/) components (Reynolds decomposition) or

d x .  ̂ <7, d x .  ̂ +  ^ hD h j
(6.3)

where h enthalpy = Cp T 
temperature
specific heat at constant pressure

T
C,p



turbulent Prandtl number for enthalpy
Sh = term which includes heat of chemical 

reaction, radiation, and any 
multiphase interaction terms

6.3 Verification of CFD Solutions

The predictions of CFD can only be as good as the physical 
models used. The following criteria were employed to 
verify the CFD solutions.

i) In the converged solution (Sharatt, 1990) the total 
mass inflow matches the total outflow and values 
of the physical variables obtained are realistic. 
This was checked by simulating a parabolic velocity 
profile in a long (200 mm) tube of 12.6 mm diameter 
with a flat velocity profile at the inlet. The 
Reynolds number was 200, calculated for Nitrogen 
at 370°C, hence the average velocity (u0) was equal 
1 ms"1 (see Appendix 5 for Re calculations) . The 
radial velocity of the developed flow was compared 
with that calculated theoretically for fully 
developed laminar flow in pipes (u(r) = 2u0[l -
(r/R)2]) . The comparison of these values is presented 
in table 6.1 .
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Radial position (r) 
(m)

Theoretical velocity, ulr)^ 
(ms"1)

Simulated velocity, u(r)g % error

5.985 x 10'J 0.195 0.199 2
5.355 x 10'J 0.555 0.557 0.3
4.725 x 10'J 0.875 0.874 0.1
4.095 x 10"; 1.155 1.150 0.4
3.465 x 10'; 1.395 1.390 0.4
2.835 x 10‘; 1.595 1.580 1
2.205 x 10'; 1.755 1.740 0.9
1.575 x 10'“ 1.870 1.850 1.1
9.450 x 10"4 1.950 1.930 1
3.150 x 10"4 1.990 1.970 1

Table 6.1 Developed laminar pipe flow comparison to theory

The above run is shown in Fig. 6.1, which is a colour 
raster of the u-velocity in a 2-dimensional front 
view. This figure shows h the pipe only ie the 
centre line to outer radius. Also, the dotted line 
which appears within the coloured area of this 
diagram is due to the fact that we are simulating 
only a 36° sector of the total pipe cross section. 
This was essential so as to reduce the computation 
time needed to solve the problem, see section 6.5. 
It must also be noted that the aspect ratio of the 
plots given in this chapter is not that of the true 
system being simulated. This is done so as to 
clarify the figures.

The important thing about this diagram is that the 
boundary layer (shown in blue) is seen to be 
developing well before the parabolic profile is fully 
developed. This signifies that flow obstruction to 
enhance the mass transfer should be done relatively
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close to the tube inlet and long before flow is 
essentially fully developed.

The simulated pressure drop of a fully developed 
laminar flow in a 50mm long tube (using the above 
parabolic velocity profile as an input) of 12.6 mm 
diameter was compared with the theoretical value (AP 
= 4Cf (L/d) (pu2/2). The two values agreed within 1%
(APfiuent = 0.314, APtheor = 0.317 N/m2) . FLUENT computes 
the change in pressure relative to a reference 
pressure location; this reference location is the 
first live computational cell encountered in the 
domain ie the tube inlet. The total mass inflow and 
outflow also agreed within 1%. The mesh size in this 
case was 5760 cells, ie 40x, 12y, 12z.

ii) The solutions were repeated with a denser mesh- 
discretising the equations with smaller spatial 
divisions. The denser grids were only advantageous 
in revealing more details of the flow while the 
important features of the solution were found to be 
unchanged. This procedure was adopted in all the 
simulations until the solutions were unchanged when 
the grid mesh was made progressively more dense 
(Grid-independent solution). In simulating the UCL 
static mixer it was necessary to use a fine grid so 
as to reveal any turbulent eddies or recirculation 
which may occur at the mixing elements and also, so
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that the dimensions of the mixing elements were as 
close as possible to the real situation. 
Unfortunately, the number of grid points (nodes) were 
limited to 15000 because of memory limitations on the 
SUN 368i computer.

iii) The sensitivity of the solution to changes in the 
boundary conditions was examined. The essential 
features of the solution were found to be insensitive 
to the exact values of the inlet boundary conditions.

6.4 Comparison of Simulated and Experimental Pressure 
Drop

The validity of the CFD solutions is reinforced by the 
good agreement between the experimental and computed 
values of pressure drop across the UCL static mixer. 
According to Tanguy et al (1990) an accurate numerical 
prediction for the pressure drop should provide a high 
level of confidence in the whole simulation including 
predictions of local velocities, pressures and heat or 
mass transfer coefficients. Fig. 6.2 shows the simulated 
isothermal pressure across one UCL mixing element (one 
star and hooded orifice) in a 3-D form. The tube is 50 mm 
long and 12.6 mm in diameter. The star-orifice spacing is 
10 mm, with the star being located on the centre line of 
the tube (ie 25 mm from the inlet). The dimensions of 
the simulated star and orifice were defined to be as close
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as possible to the actual ones. Table 6 illustrates the 
similarity between the actual and simulated dimensions of 
one mixing element.

Actual dimensions 
(mm)

Simulated dimensions 
(mm)

Star Cut depth 2.25 2.52
Inner diameter 8.10 7.56

Orifice Diameter 5.40 5.04
Hood length 3.00 3.2

Star-orifice Spacing 9.8 10.2
Plate thickness 0.70 0.64

Table 6.2 Actual and simulated dimensions of UCL mixing 
element

From the above table, the deviation between the actual and 
simulated dimensions varied from 4-12%. To obtain a 
mixing element dimension which is identical to the actual, 
a finer grid should have been used, but this was 
impossible because of the limited computer memory 
available. 4 M bytes of extra memory are now being 
installed in order to overcome this limitation. 
Therefore, the number of grid points (cells) used were 
11520 (8Ox, 12y, 12z) for a 3-D grid, while the maximum 
allowed was 15,000. Fig. 6.3 displays the finite 
difference grid used in the simulations. This plot is in
2-D showing the number of cells in the x and y direction 
only, while the z direction cells are not shown so as not 
to cause overdrawing which would complicate the view.

Two UCL mixing elements were also simulated. The 
first star in this case was at 10.2 mm from the inlet. A
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comparison between the computed and experimental pressure 
drops across one and two UCL mixing elements § Re 200 is 
shown in table 6.3. This table also shows the computed 
pressure drop across one mixing element when the orifice 
is unhooded.

n
Pressure drop (mm H20)

Experimental Computed
1 (unhooded) 1.233
1 (hooded) 1.330 1.345
2 2.463 2.467

Table 6 .3 Comparison between the experimental and computed 
AP, across UCL mixer, Re = 200

Although the above simulations were conducted for a tube 
length of 50 mm while the experimental tubular housing was 
200 mm, the experimental pressure drop across the empty 
tube was scaled down to match the simulated values (since 
AP across an empty tube increases linearly with tube 
length). Therefore at Re = 200, AP = 0.7890 + 1.133n (see 
section 3.6.2.1, chapter 3) ie for number of elements (n) 
= zero, AP across a 200 mm length of tube = 0.7890 mm H20 
and for a tube length of 50 mm AP = 0.7890/4 = 0.1972 mm 
H20. The reason for not simulating an identical tube 
length to that used in the experiments was because for a 
200 mm tube the number of grid points in the x direction 
should have been - 285 (instead of 80) in order to get the 
COrr^cf'Plate thickness (ie 200/285 = 0.7 mm) and this was 
beyond the computer memory available. We can see from
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Fig. 6.2 that the pressure drop is highest across the 
orifice, which is due to the small Fractional Open Area 
available for flow, ie 50% of the star FOA. It can be 
seen from table 6.3 that the experimental and computed 
pressure drops are nearly identical, and that the computed 
AP indicates an almost linear relation between number of 
elements and pressure drop at a fixed flow rate. This 
result was not expected although experimental observations 
confirmed it. In addition, the pressure drop across the 
unhooded orifice is 9% lower than that of the hooded 
orifice.

The pressure drop when more than two elements of UCL mixer 
are placed in the tube was also simulated. In this case, 
the spacing between the elements was determined by 
establishing the length at which fully developed flow is 
achieved after interruption by the first element. The 
next mixing element was placed at about 40% of this 
length.

Table 6.4 presents the pressure drop across one, two and 
three elements when the orifices are unhooded.

Number of elements 
(n)

Pressure drop 
(N/m2)

1 24.4
2 50.7
3 78.3

Table 6.4 Number of mixing elements and pressure drop in 
UCL mixer
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It is seen that AP for two and three elements is almost 
exactly twice and three times that of a single element. 
Fig. 6.4 shows the colour raster of the pressure changes 
across tube containing three elements, but in this case 
the orifices were hooded.

In the above simulations, a long tube (150 mm) was chosen 
in order to establish the length of the redeveloping 
velocity profile. However, as pointed out earlier, this 
will not enable the true plate thickness to be simulated 
and the star and orifice are therefore thicker (1.92 mm) 
than the actual elements (0.7 mm). As a result, the 
values of pressure drop obtained by these simulations 
could not be realistically compared with the experimental 
values. Nevertheless, they confirm the trend observed 
experimentally of the linear increase in AP with the 
number of elements and they also allow us to study the 
effect of the number of elements on the heat transfer 
coefficients as will be shown in the next section.

6.5 Optimisation of UCL Mixer

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, one of the reasons 
for using CFD is to obtain relatively rapid solutions 
where otherwise an extensive experimental program would be 
required. The optimisation criterion for the UCL mixer 
is to maximise the enhancement of mass transfer while
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minimising the additional pressure drop. To optimise the 
geometry of our mixer, several parameters are involved, as 
follows:

- orifice hood dimensions
- orifice diameter
- number of cuts in the star (Fractional Open Area)
- star-orifice spacing

Each of the above parameters should have at least three 
different values in order to assess its influence on the 
optimisation criterion. This will lead to an intensive 
optimisation program since the degrees of freedom are 
high. As the convergence of the CFD solutions is 
relatively slow (typically 6 days of continuous dedicated 
computation to obtain a solution for both pressure drop 
and heat transfer) an exhaustive optimisation program was 
beyond the scope of this research work. Therefore a small 
number of simulation runs were conducted which will be 
reported.

To reduce computation time (and cost) it was essential to 
make use of any symmetry conditions which are known to 
exist in a problem. For example, using symmetry cells at 
the centre line of the tube, only half of the domain needs 
to be modelled. Also, because there is "cyclic symmetry" 
ie the flow pattern is repeated in the angular direction 
of the star, only one cut instead of ten needed to be 
modelled. This was achieved by using a domain which
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represents a single 36* sector.

The FLUENT package does not support direct mass transfer 
predictions. However, heat transfer simulations can be 
carried out. As there exists an exact analogy between
heat and mass transfer, information about the enhancement 
of mass transfer could be obtained from heat transfer 
coefficients. A functional similarity exists for Nusselt 
number, Nu, and Sherwood number, Sh.

Nu = f(Re, Pr, §) (6.4)

Sh = the same function of (Re, Sc, i ) (6.5)

where the dimensionless numbers are defined as follows:
, , k d C u

Nu = Sh = —”— Pr* = —^— Sc = —^—Nu k ' Sft D ' P k '  pD

and Re is as defined in the previous chapters

h = heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
k = thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Cp = heat capacity (J/kgK)
D = molecular diffusivity (m2/s)

This important analogy permits one to derive mass-transfer 
correlations from heat transfer correlations for 
equivalent boundary conditions by merely substituting Sh 
for Nu and Sc for Pr. The same can be done for any flow 
geometry and for laminar or turbulent flow. It should,
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however, be noted that in order to obtain this analogy one 
has to assume the following:

i) constant physical properties
ii) the velocity profile is not affected by mass 

transfer? thus there is a low rate of mass transfer
iii) there are no chemical reactions in the fluid
iv) there is no viscous dissipation
v) there is no emission or absorption of radiant energy
vi) there is no pressure, thermal, or forced diffusion.

Chilton and Colburn (1934) (see Bird et al, 1960) defined 
a j factor for mass transfer and heat transfer as follows:

k p 2/3 k p 0 /
For mass transfer, jD = (-£-) (-^) = (Sc) 7

(6.6)

_ h h — 2/3For heat transfer, ( y T ) = (Pr)
P P

(6.7)

where G = mass velocity (kg/m2s)

According to the empirical Chilton-Colburn analogy

a function of Re 
jH = jD = geometry and (6.8)

boundary conditions

This is valid for gases and liquids within the ranges 0.6 
< Sc < 2500 and 0.6 < Pr < 100. Thus, jH is evaluated by 
substituting heat transfer coefficients obtained from our



simulations. Equations 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 then permit the 
value of the mass transfer coefficient to be determined. 
The heat transfer simulations were carried out by 
specifying an arbitrary constant temperature of 873K to 
the walls, or parts of the walls, of the tube and a 
temperature of 643K to the inlet fluid (nitrogen). These 
temperatures were imposed on the converged fluid flow 
simulations. The Prandtl number (Pr) calculated at the 
fluid average temperatures was ~ 0.75.

In all the heat transfer runs, the inlet velocity profile 
was parabolic and Re = 200. Fig. 6.5 shows the profile 
of u-velocity in a 50mm length tube, we can see that the 
inlet parabolic profile remains unchanged throughout the 
tube length as expected. Looking at the colour raster 
plot of temperature (Fig. 6.6) for the same run, we can 
see that the fluid is slowly heated up as it flows along 
the tube length. FLUENT calculates an overall heat 
transfer coefficient for the individual wall cell (along 
the length of the tube) . For the above example, the 
overall value predicted by FLUENT was 28.3 W/m2K. This 
value is 15% higher than the heat transfer coefficient 
calculated from the Sieder and Tate equation (see Coulson 
and Richardson, 1977) for streamline flow.

The FLUENT code uses the volumetric average of the 
temperature of the fluid in the entire computational 
domain rather than the local cup mixing temperature in the
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calculation of heat transfer coefficients. The reason for 
this choice, as cited by Flow Simulation Ltd, is that in 
complex flows, cup mixing temperature may not be well 
defined. A brief description of the manner in which a 
heat transfer coefficient is calculated by FLUENT is given 
below.

The heat transfer from each wall cell is computed by 
summing the heat flux from each face of the wall cell 
bordered by live cells. In our case, it is only one face 
of the wall cell which is bordered by live cells

9ce11 faces q"face Aface (6'9)

where q^i = total heat transferred from the wall
cell (W)

3 "face = heat flux from each face of the wall
cell that borders a live cell (W/m2)

Aface = area of each face of the wall cell
that borders a live cell (m2)

FLUENT then reports a heat flux for the wall cell that is 
computed as:

3  "cell =  ^ell/Acell (6.10)

where AcelI = Zface8 Aface

ie the sum for each cell of the face areas which border 
live cells.

A heat transfer coefficient for the individual wall cell
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is then calculated using the temperature difference 
between the wall cell and the bulk average temperature of 
the fluid

where

h cell “ q"cell/T cell “ T b) (6.11)

“ cell

Tcell
Tk

heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
temperature of the wall cell (K)
bulk average temperature of the fluid 
(K)

Similarly, the overall heat transfer coefficient is 
computed by summing the heat flux for the individual wall 
cells and dividing by the overall average temperature 
difference, hence:

^overall ““ ^ce\\» ^cell

where ôverall = total heat transfer from the wall
cells (W)

and AToverali - Ecell6 [Acell(Tcell - Tb) J/A^n

AToverall = overall average temperature difference 
(K)

Therefore, the overall heat transfer coefficient

q_____overall 2
h = (W/m K) (6.12)
overall AT A

overall wall
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2
where A = total heat transfer area (m )

wall

= 2 A
cells cell

A comparison between the heat transfer coefficients for 
individual wall cells ie local heat transfer coefficients 
calculated by the above method (h*) and that calculated 
using the local cup mixing temperature of the fluid (hc) 
(see appendix 5) is presented in Fig. 6.7. This plot also 
shows the constant heat transfer coefficient (ht = 16.9) 
calculated according to the theoretical expression Nu =
4.1 (Coulson and Richardson, 1977), which is applicable 
only to the region of fully developed flow. Note that 
both coefficients decrease with increasing pipe length 
(L) . Only hc approaches an asymptote with increasing L. 
This asymptotic value hc = 16 is 5% smaller than the 
theoretical prediction of ht, which is within the limits of 
accuracy expected from FLUENT simulation. Because of the 
FLUENT definition of the heat transfer coefficient, this 
was not observed for hf where it continued to fall slowly 
along the pipe and approached zero for an infinite pipe 
length. Although there is a fully developed laminar 
velocity profile in the isothermal pipe, when the wall
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temperature is increased, the thermal boundary layer has 
yet to develop. Therefore, heat transfer coefficients 
decrease across the entry length (in which the thermal 
boundary layer is developing) reaching a constant value 
under conditions of fully developed flow.

In Fig. 6.8 the local heat transfer coefficient (hf) is 
plotted as a function of pipe length when one mixing 
element is inserted. The star and orifice were at 25.6mm 
and 35.9mm from the pipe inlet respectively. In the same 
figure, the effect of two stars instead of one star and 
one orifice is also shown. These are at lengths 10 and 
35mm from the pipe inlet, and the second star is rotated 
by 18° ie h of 36° with respect to the first. It is worth 
noting that these local coefficients are based on FLUENT'S 
definition, and that this plot is for one z plane in the
3-Dimensional domain. Therefore, we would have a family 
of curves similar to those plotted for each of the 12 z 
planes (since we have 12 grid points in the z direction). 
At the position between the points of the star, a maximum 
heat transfer coefficient is produced. This is due to the 
fluid moving at high velocity near the tube wall (see 
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10). At the orifice, ie at L = 35.9 mm, 
the fluid is directed towards the centre of the tube for 
mixing to take place and there is no heat transfer between 
the tube wall and adjacent fluid. As a result, we would 
have an overall heat transfer coefficient which is 
greater for the two stars case than that for the original
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arrangement. Also, the pressure drop in the former is 1/3 
smaller. As mentioned earlier, this is due to the small 
fractional open area of the orifice. In Figs. 6.11 and 
6.12, the colour raster temperature for both runs is 
shown. It must be noted that the spacing between the two 
stars is 25 mm while that between the star and orifice is 
10 mm. This was chosen so that in the former, the flow is 
allowed to redevelop within the limitation of the tube 
length. When comparing Fig. 6.6 with Fig. 6.12, in the 
former, we can see a temperature profile at the tube's 
outlet with the fluid temperature at the centre = 688K. 
In the latter, the temperature gradient is much less 
pronounced with the fluid temperature at the centre = 
799K.

In table 6.5, the pressure drop and the overall heat 
transfer coefficient are given for various element 
geometries. We can see that the presence of the orifice 
hood has no effect on the heat transfer enhancement, but 
does lead to a significantly larger AP.

Pressure drop 
(N/m2)

Overall heat transfer coefficient 
(W/m K)

Empty tube 0.314 28.3

Star and orifice (unhooded) 23.8 41.8

Star and orifice (3 mm hood) 26.2 41.6

Star and orifice (5 mm hood) 27.5 41.7

Two stars 8.5 56.6

Two stars (heated walls) 8.5 87.6

Table 6.5 Pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient for 
different configurations
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This table also shows that the heat transfer coefficient 
resulting when the star walls are heated ie the wall of 
the tube and the star walls are at the same temperature. 
This has resulted in a 55% increase in the heat transfer 
coefficient as compared to the unheated star walls. This 
is quite significant since the heat transfer area 
calculated by FLUENT has only increased by 21% ie from 
1.969 x 10'4 to 2.393 x 10'4 m2. This run is also presented 
in Fig. 6.13 as a colour raster of temperature. A uniform 
high outlet temperature is seen downstream of the second 
star, and contrasts sharply with Fig. 6.12.

In table 6.6 and Fig. 6.14 (see p.24 6) the heat transfer 
coefficient (hoverall) as a function of number of elements (n) 
is presented.

Number of elements 
(n)

Heat transfer coefficient
( ̂ overall)

0 26.7
1 37.1
2 45.9
3 57.6

Table 6.6 Heat transfer coefficient and number of elements

The pressure drop for these runs has been shown previously 
in table 6.4. From Fig. 6.14, a linear relationship seems 
to exist between hoverall and n.
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FIg.6.14 Heat transfer coeff. v n 
(UCL mixer)
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Fig. 6.15 shows the u-velocity across the three elements, 
whilst in Fig. 6.16, the change in temperature along the 
tube length is given.

From the above simulations we can conclude that the 
orifice hood does nothing other than increase AP across 
the mixer. For a similar reason, the orifice plate itself 
can be abandoned, and only stars alternating in angular 
position by 18° can be used. The optimal spacing of stars 
and of their detailed geometry still needs to be 
investigated.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Discussion

7.1.1 Introduction

The primary objective of this investigation was to design 
and test a static mixer for promoting radial mixing in a 
tubular reactor. Unlike the work previously carried out 
with static mixers, the task of the mixing elements in 
this case was to enhance the mass transfer between a 
flowing fluid and the catalyst coated walls of the tubular 
reactor where the reaction was taking place. Mass 
transfer enhancement is particularly important in the 
laminar flow regime where the rates of reactions with fast 
kinetics are most likely to be mass transfer limited. A 
typical example of this type of reaction is the catalytic 
oxidation of carbon monoxide which is one of the reactions 
which takes place during the catalytic treatment of car 
exhaust gases.

The theoretical basis for the design of a star and orifice 
mixer was presented in chapter 2. Two widely used 
commercial static mixers, namely Kenics and Sulzer, were 
chosen for comparison. The three mixers were tested for 
mixing quality, residence time distribution and pressure 
drop in liquid phase applications. Subsequent experiments 
under dynamically similar conditions were made and
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readings of conversion and pressure drop for a gaseous 
reaction system were made over a range of flow rates and 
number of elements. The purpose of this section is to 
discuss these experiments which have been presented in the 
previous chapters particularly with regard to the 
experimental techniques, the performance of the static 
mixers and finally the flow simulation using computational 
fluid dynamics.

7.1.2 Experimental techniques

The liquid phase experiments included the determination of 
goodness of mixing, RTD and pressure drop for the three 
types of mixers. These experiments were conducted using 
the apparatus described in section 3.1. This apparatus 
was subsequently slightly altered to enable RTD 
measurements to be made, but the basic features remained 
the same.

The mixture homogeneity was assessed by the point 
measurement of the material property (temperature). As 
reported by Streiff (1979) and noted by Heywood (1985) one 
of the drawbacks of using such methods is that the mixture 
homogeneity is influenced by both the sample size and the 
experimental technique employed. However, when comparing 
different types of mixers, the relative effectiveness of 
these mixers is unlikely to be affected by either of the 
above factors. As mentioned earlier there is a large
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error associated with the technique of using temperature 
as the distinguishing material property. The main sources 
of error in the mixing experiments were: the temperature 
fluctuation in the hot and cold water tanks (± l’C and ±
0.2°C respectively), the heat loss from the apparatus to 
the surroundings, the thermal capacity of the apparatus, 
and the fluctuation of the steady state point temperature 
at the mixers' outlet. Fluctuations in temperature 
occurring over periods less than 140 ms could not be 
recorded accurately with thermocouples employed. However, 
because the flow regime is laminar and the flow pattern is 
well defined, the point temperature remained constant 
within ± 0.1*C. This effect was more significant at Re > 
800 where the turbulent eddies created by the mixing 
elements were more pronounced which resulted in 
temperature fluctuations ± 0.5°C. Also, the presence of 
the thermocouples in the fluid path where the readings 
were taken was itself expected to promote mixing, but this 
was inevitable.

Measuring the standard deviation by taking readings 
appeared to be insensitive to small degrees of 
inhomogeneity. When more than two mixing elements were 
used, the standard deviation of multiple readings of 
experimental temperatures rapidly approached that 
associated with readings taken from a genuinely 
homogeneous isothermal fluid. Due to the errors 
associated with flow rate fluctuations, accuracy of
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thermocouples and temperature meters, and other sources of 
error described above, this technique was therefore 
inappropriate for studying inhomogeneity on anything other 
than a macroscale.

Using temperature for RTD measurements also resulted in a 
large degree of inaccuracy as mentioned in Section 
4.3.1.4. This was mainly due to the heat capacity of the 
system and the other sources of error that affected the 
accuracy of the mixing experiments which have been 
discussed above. The measurement of RTD using a pulse of 
an electrically conducting tracer gave satisfactory 
results within the accuracy limits expected from such an 
apparatus. The average 7% discrepancy between the 
theoretical and experimental value of the mean residence 
times is thought to be mainly due to: fluctuations in the 
experimental flow rates, the probes' sensitivity (which 
are not perfectly linear), the long tails associated with 
the signals and the Vela data acquisition system which is 
not designed to produce the high level of accuracy 
required for measuring residence time distributions. 
Since Vela is a 8 bit system, this acquisition system 
itself has an inherent error of - 0.5% (of the full scale) 
in the digitisation of the signal.

As discussed in chapter 4, ideally, the conductivity cells 
would have been located immediately before and after the 
test section. Although there was a spread of tracer in
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these inlet and outlet pipe sections, as seen from 
injecting a coloured tracer and confirmed experimentally 
(see section 4.3.2.5.3.2), these end effects were 
identical for all three types of mixers and therefore 
could be neglected when comparing their performance. They 
could also be partially accounted for by saying this extra 
piping was equivalent to a pure time delay.

The gas phase experiments were conducted in the apparatus 
described in section 5.3. The main sources of error in 
these experiments were due to the gas flow and carbon 
monoxide monitoring equipment. The accuracy of the Chell 
mass flow controllers used was ± 1% of the full scale. 
Therefore, at the low flow rates used, an error of about 
± 6% was introduced. The flow rates used were chosen to 
give CO concentrations typical of those found in car 
exhaust gases (0.5 mol%) and the total flow rate was such 
as to produce dynamic similarity between the liquid phase 
experiments, the gas phase experiments and a single 
channel in a catalytic monolith used for exhaust gas 
treatment.

As mentioned in chapter 5, due to the limitations of the 
apparatus a steady state temperature of 370°C could not be 
achieved at Reynolds numbers of 100 and 200 ie STP flow 
rates of 1.6 and 3.2 fmin'1. This required a preheater 
furnace with a maximum temperature > 1000#C, or an
additional heating system could have been installed in the
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piping prior to the preheating section. Nevertheless, the 
empty tube experiments at different steady state 
temperatures confirmed the conversion of CO remained 
essentially constant in a temperature range of 300-400°C 
for a fixed flow rate. This demonstrated that the 
catalytic reactor was working in the mass transfer, rather 
than kinetically controlled region. The accuracy of the 
infra-red analyser used for CO monitoring was ± 1% of the 
full scale reading. Again, low concentrations were so as 
to be at the same condition as that occurring in car 
exhaust gas treatment. This also introduced an error of 
10%.

7.1.3 Performance of the static mixers

The two main performance criteria of a static mixing 
device are goodness of mixing and pressure drop. These 
are always interrelated since the power requirement for 
mixing is derived from the energy dissipation within the 
unit. This applies to whatever duty the static mixer is 
expected to perform; whether it is blending, heat 
transfer, mass transfer or dispersion. However, the 
operating cost is not the only criterion that influences 
the choice of a static mixer. Other important factors 
are: the size of the equipment (and hence the capital
cost) ie the least volume needed to give a specified 
mixture quality, and also the development cost, 
maintenance cost and safety and reliability. In the final
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analysis, it is the economics of the process which is the 
deciding factor.

The reasoning behind the choice of a star and orifice type 
configuration for the UCL mixer, as well as the 
calculations for its design, were given in chapter 2 . 
However, the precise geometric form of the star and the 
choice of a star with ten cuts and the corresponding 50% 
Fractional Open Area of the orifice were arbitrary. 
Preliminary crude estimates of pressure drop across a 
single UCL element at various Reynolds numbers (based on 
superficial velocity) gave values which were higher than 
the corresponding values for Sulzer and Kenics mixers as 
predicted by the manufacturers' correlations or reported 
in previous literature (see Fig. 2.10, Chapter 2). 
However, since power consumption is not the only criterion 
in the assessment of static mixer performance, we decided 
to go ahead with this initial design in the hope that 
other factors (as mentioned above) which also influence 
the final choice of the mixing element design would be 
more favourable.

The measured pressure drops for the Sulzer and Kenics 
mixers were comparable to those reported in the literature 
(see Figs. 3.26 and 3.27, p.106) within an accuracy limit 
of ± 25%, while that of the UCL mixer was 50-100% higher 
than the preliminary estimate. In the former, this may 
have been due to the limited accuracy of the pressure
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manometer since the readings of AP are of the order of 0.1 
to 10 mm H20. In the latter the simplifying assumption of 
a discharge coefficient to predict the pressure drop and 
the neglect of the orifice hood were significant
inaccuracies.

The objective of the mixing and pressure drop experiments 
reported in chapter 3 was to determine the effect of 
number of elements and flow rate on the radial temperature 
distribution at the mixers1 outlets and on the pressure 
drop across the three types of mixers. The goodness of 
mixing depends on the accuracy of the temperature 
measurement and on the method of evaluating or quantifying 
the degree of homogeneity. The coefficient of variation
was taken as a criterion for the state of the mixture.
This was calculated on the basis of the standard deviation 
from the overall mean temperature ie the mean of both 
vertical and horizontal traverses for temperature
measurement. The coefficient of variation could have been 
calculated for each traverse direction separately, but 
this would be dependent on the angular orientation of the 
mixing elements within their housings. Another
alternative was to use the relative standard deviation
i.e. <rout/< rin as a mixing criterion. However, the standard 
deviation at the inlet would be essentially constant. It 
can be seen that for the three mixers the mixture quality 
produced through one or two elements was of such a high 
degree that a mixture which is essentially perfectly 
mixed, ie variation coefficient « 0, is produced when four
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elements are inserted. Any subsequent improvement through 
consecutive elements will not be detected by the method 
used, see Figs. 3.13-3.16 (p.100). These results only
show that two or three Kenics mixing elements would 
achieve the same degree of homogeneity as that produced by 
one Sulzer or UCL element. This is due to the geometry of 
the Kenics mixer where the improvement in mixture quality 
is related to striation thickness and this is directly 
dependent on the number of elements whereas for the Sulzer 
and UCL mixers, the mixing occurring within one element 
alone is significant. The effect of Re on the variation 
coefficient for the three mixers can only be detected for 
one or two mixing elements since at n > 2 an essentially 
homogeneous mixture is produced and an increase in Re will 
only cause scatter of the results due to the inaccuracy of 
the experimental technique. Although there is some scatter 
of the results in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18, the effect of Re on 
the mixture homogeneity is only significant in the case 
of the Kenics mixer where the coefficient of variation 
increases with an increase in the Reynolds number, which 
indicates poorer mixer performance. This trend is against 
our expectation, since the action of turbulent eddies 
should result in a more homogeneous mixture. That this 
is not so could be due to the open geometry of the Kenics 
mixing element where bypassing can occur in a short mixer 
length of only one or two elements. The increase in 
pressure drop across the static mixers relative to an 
empty tube is due to the reduction of the cross-sectional
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area available for flow, the frictional losses due to the 
surface of the mixing elements and the change in velocity 
profile these elements produce. As noted by Heywood 
(1985) from the knowledge of the surface area contacting 
the fluid stream, the changes in the cross sectional area 
for flow and the extent of the tortuous path followed by 
the fluid, one might expect the Kenics geometry to produce 
the least pressure drop at a fixed number of elements and 
a specified flow rate (see Fig. 3.24, p.104). The UCL 
mixer produced the highest AP due to the choice of a star 
with a Fractional Open Area of 3 6.85% and an orifice 
diameter which corresponds to 50% of this FOA. The 
results substantiate the expected trends for the effect of 
Re on the pressure loss for the three types of mixers 
where the contribution of the viscous and inertial forces 
to the pressure loss increases with increasing Re. As 
mentioned in section 3.6.2.1, the linear relationship 
between AP and number of elements implies that the entry 
conditions for a succeeding element are the same as for 
the preceding one. This cannot be true since a partial 
flattening of the velocity profile takes place across each 
element. This relationship would have been expected if 
the elements were spread in such a way that the flow was 
allowed to redevelop before reaching the next element. 
But, because the magnitude of the difference in AP due to 
the change in entry conditions was small compared to that 
of the AP across the element, and of the same order as the
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experimental error, the expected trend was not observed.

From the limited information that can be gathered from the 
mixing and AP experiments, the lowest pressure drop mixer, 
ie Kenics, would require a relatively longer 
homogenization length than UCL or Sulzer mixers, hence it 
would be preferred if the AP in a given pipe diameter had 
to be minimized regardless of the mixer length. The RTD 
experiments supplied more reliable information about the 
mixing behaviour within the fluid. As the flow field in 
static mixers is too complex to be predicted from theories 
of fluid mechanics (although direct calculation of laminar 
flow velocity profiles in the Kenics static mixer is now 
feasible, see Dackson, 1987) the experimentally obtained 
RTD would serve as a guide to select a model which may 
reasonably represent the flow pattern in the static 
mixers. Because static mixers promote radial mixing we 
would expect the width of the RTD to be narrower than that 
for a comparable empty tube. The parabolic flow profile 
cannot become established, and hence, ideal plug flow 
conditions are approached. However, because of the 
continuous splitting, acceleration, deceleration, changing 
of direction of flow and interaction with the mixer, the 
fluid elements which enter together do not in general 
leave together ie there still exists a spread of the RTD 
function (Tung, 1976).

The performance of the three mixers was compared using the
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normalised variance parameter. This parameter
characterises the degree of flattening of the velocity 
profile. The results obtained confirmed the influence of 
the number of elements (n) and Re on the normalised 
variance of the distributions. When using a constant tube 
length with varying n, inserting more than one element had 
no significant effect on the normalised variance of 
distributions for Sulzer and UCL mixers (see Figs. 4.21a 
and 4.22a, p.173 and 175). This is because the first 
element met a parabolic velocity profile and an 
essentially complete flattening of the velocity profile 
took place across this one element. The velocity profile 
entering subsequent elements was nearly flat, hence little 
improvement in radial mixing was achieved. Ideally, the 
mixing elements would need to be spaced at a certain 
distance calculated in relation to the length needed for 
the flow to redevelop, ie the entry length.

As mentioned in chapter 4, for the Kenics mixer, a 
continuous reduction in the variance of the distribution 
is achieved by increasing n which is anticipated from the 
shape of the mixing elements (see Fig. 4.23a). However, 
a meaningful comparison with the Sulzer and UCL mixers 
cannot be made since the Kenics housing is more than twice 
the length of the other two mixers, therefore, when the 3 
mixers are compared for a fixed number of elements, the 
entry conditions at the leading edge of the Kenics element 
will not be the same as the other two. The dependence of
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the dimensionless variance of the residence time 
distributions on the number of elements is better 
demonstrated when using various housing lengths (always 
equal to the length of the elements) . In this case, 
increasing the number of elements means that we are 
increasing the tube length over which mixing is taking 
place. The flow pattern in all three mixers tends 
asymptotically to the pattern characteristic for a plug 
flow with increasing n (see Figs. 4.24a, 4.25a, 4.26a,
p.178-181).

For the three types of mixers, the normalized variance 
decreased with increasing Re up to a certain limiting 
value beyond which essentially no further narrowing of RTD 
curves was achieved (see Figs. 4.24b, 4.25b, 4.26b). In 
other words, in the Re range 200-600, the number of 
elements required to achieve a given degree of radial 
mixing decreased with increasing Re. For Re > 600 the 
induced eddy effect only resulted an increase in AP 
without any significant improvement in the radial mixing. 
This limiting value is characteristic for a given length 
of pipe. At low Re (200-400) , which is the range of 
interest, in car exhaust gas treatment applications, the 
performance of the three types of mixers was comparable. 
The RTD gave an indication of how good the radial mixing 
was within a specific type of static mixer. It can only 
provide information about the gross pattern of flow mixing 
(macromixing) that takes place. This is particularly 
useful in any context where a first order homogeneous
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reaction takes place as the conversion of reactants is 
totally defined by the system RTD and the reaction
kinetics. For reactions of other orders the equations
governing performance are non-linear and information is 
also required on the micromixing present. A narrow RTD 
can also be obtained by the presence of a high degree of 
turbulence which alone does not necessarily mean that 
reactants are adequately transferred to the catalytic
surface. Therefore, for a heterogeneous reaction, the
degree of micromixing is also important and this will 
include a description of the interphase gas-solid contact. 
Such information cannot be obtained from RTD measurements 
with non-reacting tracer species.

The CO oxidation experiments were conducted under 
dynamically similar conditions to those existing in the 
liquid phase experiments. The insertion of the mixing 
elements along the full length of the tubular reactor 
enhanced CO conversion by 16-47% in the Reynolds number 
range 100-400. From these experiments it appeared that 
there was a certain increase in conversion which can be 
achieved regardless of the particular insert configuration 
used. This result was totally unexpected. The transfer 
of reactants from bulk to the wall of the tube, hence, the 
enhancement of mass transfer coefficient and subsequently 
conversion was expected to be dependent on the geometry of 
the mixing elements. As a result, the static mixer which 
produced the lowest AP, ie Kenics, was the most suitable.
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This suggests that the three types of static mixers used 
in these experiments may be overdesigned for the present 
function, hence a simpler mixer geometry than the ones 
used might give conversions of the same order of magnitude 
with the added benefit of a still lower pressure drop. At 
a fixed Reynolds number, reducing the number of elements 
had an effect on the conversion obtained, since fewer 
elements meant poorer mixing of material adjacent to the 
catalytic surface. These results support strongly the 
concept of using static mixers as inserts in a tubular 
catalytic reactor as a means of enhancing mass transfer, 
and consequently reaction rates, under mass transfer 
limited conditions.

In the CO oxidation experiments, the reactor tube was 
operated over the same range of Re as a single channel of 
the catalytic monolith used for the treatment of car 
exhaust gases and at an identical temperature (370°C). 
The same reaction was also conducted on a core sample from 
a catalytic monolith; this work has been carried out by 
colleagues in the department. Other methods of promoting 
radial transport of reactants to the catalytic walls of 
the monolith channel have been considered. In this work 
the monolithic reactor was sliced into several axial 
segments which were then deliberately mis-aligned so as to 
disrupt the development of a boundary layer by introducing 
new leading edges into the flow field. These help promote 
the formation of eddies close to the catalyst surface.
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As a result, an enhancement in reaction rates relative to 
a whole unsliced monolith has been observed (see Fig. 3, 
Doory et al, 1990) . It was difficult to compare the 
performance of the tubular and monolithic reactors. 
Although dynamic similarity was preserved, neither 
geometric (ie aspect ratio) nor chemical similarity 
(Bodenstein number) could also be maintained. In 
addition, the catalyst activity in both reactor types was 
not necessarily the same. However, both methods were 
shown to be successful in enhancing mass transfer leading 
to improved conversion in a mass transfer limited process.

7.1.4 Flow simulation

One of the drawbacks of the CFD package used is that it 
does not allow for direct predictions of mass transfer 
coefficients. However, heat transfer coefficients could 
be determined. FLUENT simulations also showed an 
enhancement in the overall heat transfer coefficient when 
static mixing elements were inserted into tubular 
housings. By introducing one to three static mixing 
elements, enhancement factors of between 1.39 and 2.16 
were obtained for heat transfer coefficients, while in the 
CO-oxidation experiments conversion enhancements of 
between 20% and 30% were obtained. A direct comparison 
between both results was not made. If we could double the 
heat transfer coefficient, theoretically the size of the 
equipment could be halved for a specified heat transfer 
duty (process intensification). This would result in
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a reduction of the capital cost but with an increase in 
running cost (pressure drop), a balance between the two is 
needed. A small number of simulation runs were conducted 
to try to optimise the geometry of the UCL mixing element. 
It was clear that the idea of using an orifice plate to 
follow the star plate is not advantageous. The objective 
was to bring the reactants from the tube walls back to the 
centre of the tube to be mixed before being directed to 
the walls again. It was apparent that the fluid leaving 
the star plate at high velocity would hit the walls of the 
orifice plate where the velocity would drop considerably 
and the impact with the hood would not result in any 
turbulent eddies near the wall (in contrast to our 
expectations). Therefore, it was anticipated that a 
series of stars alone would produce a bigger enhancement 
in heat transfer at a lower cost (AP) than if an orifice 
plate was used. At a certain distance the fluid may still 
need to be brought back away from the wall towards the 
bulk in order to be mixed with fresh reactants and then 
directed towards the catalyst surface once more. The 
element spacing is also important not only from the heat 
transfer enhancement point of view ie the entry length, 
but also from the viewpoint of pressure drop. As reported 
by Dudukovic and Koncar-Djurdjevic (1979) when the 
distance between the elements approaches zero, the drag 
coefficient for one element is approached, and twice that 
value is observed if the elements are spaced at a large
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distance. A higher increase of AP corresponds to higher 
increase of heat transfer coefficient and vice versa. For 
some intermediate distance between the elements (depending 
on Re) the drag can be minimized and the heat transfer or 
mass transfer enhancement per unit pressure drop is 
maximized.

Due to the long computing convergence times needed for 
solutions of fluid flow in the UCL mixer (typically 150 
hours), the element spacing could not be optimised. A 
major difficulty in the simulation of flow through static 
mixers is the generation of the grid mesh. Simple 
configurations like the UCL and Kenics mixers can easily 
be generated, but configurations such as that of Sulzer 
mixer are almost impossible to describe. The geometry of 
the UCL mixer needs to be substantially altered since it 
results in a AP which is significantly higher than that 
produced by the other mixers and without any advantage in 
the mass transfer enhancement.

7.2 Conclusions and Recommendations

7.2.1 Conclusions

The conclusions from this study are:

- Using temperature as the distinguishing material 
property for the assessment of mixture homogeneity, 
or using thermal energy as a tracer for RTD
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measurements in static mixers, is accompanied by a 
large degree of error. This practice is not
recommended.

The experimental results show that within 
experimental errors, the tanks-in-series model with 
time delay gives a good prediction of the residence 
time distributions in the three types of static 
mixers studied. A time domain least squares fit
method is to be preferred to the moments method for
the evaluation of the mean and variance of the 
distribution.

Within the Re range 200-400 the degree of flattening 
of the velocity profile produced by the Kenics,
Sulzer and UCL mixers (from RTD measurements) is 
comparable.

Static mixers can be successfully utilised to enhance 
conversion in a wall-coated catalytic reactor where 
the reaction is mass transfer limited.

The enhancement in conversion appears to be 
insensitive to the mixers' geometry, therefore, a low 
pressure drop mixer can successfully perform this 
task at the lowest running cost.

CFD simulations using the FLUENT software are useful 
in gaining an insight into a particular problem 
but should not be regarded as a rigorous and exact
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numerical solution. These simulations have proved 
invaluable in improving the mixing element geometry, 
and a rigorous optimisation program could eventually 
lead to an optimum mixer design.

A substantial change in the geometry of the UCL 
mixing element is required so as to overcome the high 
pressure drop characteristic of the original 
geometry.

7.2.2 Recommendations for future work

The following areas of future work on the topic 
investigated in this study are suggested:

- Static mixers of simpler configurations than those 
studied should be designed, optimised using CFD 
simulations and then experimentally tested. The 
elements may have the shape of a gauze or mesh 
similar to that used for HNOs production.

Mass transfer coefficients should be measured 
experimentally in the wall-coated tubular reactor 
with mixers of various configurations, then results 
could be compared with those obtained from CFD 
simulations.

The mixing elements themselves may be coated with 
catalyst to provide more surface area for reaction. 
The enhancement in conversion could then be weighed
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against the capital and running cost.

These types of mixers should be tested for liquid 
reactions operated in the mass transfer limited 
regime.

The FLUENT source-code could be expanded to allow for 
direct evaluation of mass transfer coefficients. The 
software could also be used to predict residence time 
distributions.
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NOMENCLATURE 
(Unless otherwise stated in the text)

Notation Units
A Area (m2)
C Concentration of reactants (moles/m3)
Cd Discharge coefficient (-)
Cf Empty tube friction factor (= 16/Re) (-)
CF Static mixer friction factor (defined (-)

by eqn. 3.11)
Cp Heat capacity (J/kgK)
d or D Diameter of the tube (mixer) (m)
E (t) Residence Time Distribution function (s_1)
E(t) Normalised inlet curve (defined in (s'1)

p.152)
E(t) Normalised outlet curve (defined in (s_1)

p.152)
f (t) Impulse response (mvolts)
F(t) Cumulative RTD function (-)
G Mass flow rate (kg/s)
G(s) Transfer function of system (-)
h Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
k Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
1^ Mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
L Length of tube or mixer (m)
m Mass of tracer (kg)
M„ nth moment about the origin (-)
n Number of mixing elements (-)
N Number of cuts in the star (-)
Q Volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
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R Radius of the tube (m)
Re Reynolds number (= pdu//i) (-)
s Laplace variable (-)
S Sum of squares (defined by eqn. 4.19) (-)
t Time (s)
T Temperature (°C)
Tn nth moment about the mean (-)
u Average velocity of fluid (m/s)
V Volume (m3)
x Fractional conversion (-)

Greek Letters
AP Pressure drop (mm H20,N/m2, Torr)
p Viscosity of fluid (kg/ms)
p Density of fluid (kg/m3)
a Standard deviation (defined by (-)

eqn. 3.1)
t System mean residence time (s)

Subscripts
exp Experimental
in Inlet of system
max Maximum
Orif Orifice
out Outlet of system
St Star
th Theoretical
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APPENDIX 1
TABULATED DATA FOR THE NUMBER OF CUTS (N) IN THE STAR

Table Al.l Fractional Open Area (FOA) and Number of 
cuts (N)

N FOA (%)
4 100
5 79.30
6 65. 05
7 54.84
8 47.26
9 41.44

10 36.85
11 33.14
12 30.09
13 27.55
14 25.39
15 23.54
16 21.93
17 20. 53
18 19.30
19 18.20
20

•

17 .22 
•

•

•

60
•

5.41

Table Al. 2 Depth of cut/tube radius v Number of cuts (N)

N Depth of cut/tube radius
4 1
5 0.779
6 0.634
7 0.533
8 0.459
9 0.402

10 0.358
12 0.293
16 0.214
20 0.169
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APPENDIX 2
RANGE OF FLOW RATES, SAMPLE CALCULATION *

AND TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE MIXING EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Calculation of flow rates

Re = 200 =

where p = density of water at room temperature
= 1000 kg/m3

d = tube diameter =12.6 mm (for Sulzer and UCL 
mixers)

p = viscosity of water at room temperature 
= 1 x 10's kg/ms

u = 0.0159 ms'1

2?rd -4 2Cross sectional area of the tube = — —  = 1.24 63 x 10 m

.*. volumetric flow rate = 1.982 x 10 m s

= 119 cc min 1

For the Kenics mixer, d = 15 mm
at Re = 2 00 u = 0.0133 ms"1

Cross sectional area = 1.7662 x 10'4 m2

volumetric flow rate = 2.349 x 10'6 m3s_1
= 141 cc min"1
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The flow rates corresponding to the Re used are given in 
table A2.1

Flow rate (cc min-1)
Re UCL Sulzer Kenics
200 119 119 141
300 178 178 211
400 237 237 282
600 356 356 423
800 475 475 564

1000 593 593 705
1500 890 890 1057
2000 1187 1187 1409

Table A2.1 Re and flow rates used in mixing and RTD 
experiments

2.2 Sample calculation of the variation coefficient
Example: Empty tube, 12.6mm diameter, Re 3 00.
Radial point temperature (T2) at the tube outlet was taken 
at zero* (vertical) and 90° (horizontal) circumferential
positions as in table A.2.2.

Re == 300
Vertical (0°) Horizontal (90°)

Radial position T_ * C T0°C
(mm)
1 34.7 32.2
2 35.1 32
3 35.4 32.6
4 35.7 32.9
5 35.7 32.7
6 35.1 31.9
7 32.1 29.8
8 29.5 29.8
9 29.4 32.6

10 29.4 32.6
11 29.4 31.9
12 29.4 31.8

Table A2.2 Temperature v Radial position (Re = 300)
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The mean temperature (x), calculated according to:

x =

n
S
i=l xi

n

where n = number of data points = 2 4  
Xj = local temperature (*C)

/. x = 32.22‘C

/ S (X± - X)
The standard deviation ( a ) = ----

= 2.181* C

Variation coefficient (v) = 3 = 2 *181 = 0.07
x 32.22

2.3 Tabulated results for the pressure drop across Sulzer 
and Kenics mixers

Pressure Drop (mm H20)

Re n=l n=2 n=4 n=6 n=10
200 0.5 1 1.5 2 3
300 1.3 2 2.5 3 6.5
400 2 3 4 5.5 12
600 4 6.5 10 15 31
800 6.5 9.5 15 23 44

1000 9 14 21 32 62
1500 16 26 41 60 118
2000 28 45 66 98 190

Table A2.3 Sulzer mixer pressure drop
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Pressure Drop (mm 1^0)

Re n=l n=2 n=4 n=6 n=10 n=14 n=24
200 __ _ _ _ — 0.5 1
300 - 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 1 1.7
400 0.3 0.4 0.6 1 1.7 2.7 5.5
600 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.7 4.3 6.6 12
800 0.5 0.8 2 3.5 7.7 10.5 20

1000 0.9 1.3 3 5 12 15 28
1500 2.5 3.2 7 11 26 30 58
2000 5 6.5 13 18 42 48 99

Table A2.4 Kenics mixer pressure drop
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APPENDIX 3
SAMPLE CALCULATION AND TABULATED RESULTS 

FOR THE RTD EXPERIMENTS

3•1 Mean residence time calculation for a step response
curve

Time
(s)

Temperature (T) 
(•C) ■̂max ~ ^CC)

0 13 34
0.1 14.5 32.5
0.2 15.5 31.5
0.3 17.0 30
0.4 19.2 27.8
0.5

•

•

•

21.7
•

•

•

25.3
m

•

•

•

•

6.8
•

•

46.8

•

•

•

0.2
6.9 46.9 0.1
7 47 T■‘•max 0

Table A3.1 Raw data for the inlet curve

The data (Tmax - T) was integrated numerically using 
Simpson*s rule, which states that for an odd number, n, of 
equally spaced points

j  y(t)dt - § [y1+yn+4(y2+y4+--+yn_1> + 2 (y3+y5+--y n-2)]

where h (the time interval between successive points) =
0.1s
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7
j (Tmax~T)dt “ ^3^ [34+0+4(32.5+30+25.3+...+0.1)

+ 2(31.5+27.8+...+0.2) 

= 40.17 * Cs

From equation 4.6, chapter 4

40.17Mean residence time, M1. ATin max

where AT = 47 - 14 = 34*C max
M = 1.18s

in

Similarly, for the outlet curve, M- = 6.24s
out

System mean residence time, M- = 6 . 2 4 - 1 . 1 8
sys

= 5.06s

3.2 Sample of the calculation routine to account for the 
drift in the signal

Example: UCL mixer, n = 10, Re = 800 ie same example of
chapter 4, table 4.4

The voltage reading (range - 250 -► + 250 mv) for the inlet
curve as a function of time is given in column 1, table
A3. 2.

In column 2, the base line is corrected for the steady
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state Vela reading (ie before the tracer injection), so 
that the voltage range is 0 ■» 500 mv. The moving average 
of 10 data points is then taken for the data at the start 
and end of curve, and plotted as a function of time.

From Figure A3.1 we can visually observe that the average 
value starts to increase at t « 5.15 ie the curve takes 
off at t = 5.65. Similarly the curve ends at t = 27.4s 
(see Fig. A3.2). For t < 5.6 the average f(t) was found 
to be -0.1062, and for t > 27.4 the f(t) average = 0.0051 
as shown in column 3.

Steady state and time correction Drift correction

t(s) mvolts +237 mvolts t(s) mvolts t(s) Drift (mv) f(t)(mv)
■4 (3)-(4)

1 2 3 4 5

0 -237 0 0 -0.1062 0 -0.1062 0
0.05 -237 0 0.05 4 0.05 -0.1059 4.106

2.15 -237 0 0.10 8 0.10 -0.1057 8.106
2.20 -241 -4 0.15 15 0.15 -0.1054 15.105
2.25 -233 4 0.20 23 0.20 -0.1052 23.105
2.30 -237 0 • ■

5.50 -237 0 2.15 251 2.15 -0.0952 251.09
5.55 -237 0 2.3 208 2.3 -0.0945 208.09
5.60 -237 0
5.65 -233 4 m
5.70 -229 8 5.5 12 5.5 -0.0781 12.08
5.75 -222 15 5.55 8 5.55 -0.0779 8.08
5.80 -214 23
6.2 -84 153 .
7 171 408 .
7.5 88 325 21.8 0.0051 21.8 0.0051 0
7.75 14 251
8 -57 180
12 -225 12
27.4 -237 0

Table A3.2 Processing of raw data

Due to the noise produced by the detecting and recording 
system, the curve does not start and finish at zero.
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There is a drift in the base line from t = 0 t = 21.8. 
If we assume that the increase in the drift with time is 
linear, therefore the straight line equation can be 
applied. The drift (y) can be calculated as a function of 
time and then subtracted from the whole curve as follows:

and intercept c = - 0 . 1 0 6 2

y = 0 . 0 0 5 1 X  -  0 . 1 0 6 2 ,  see column 4.

In column 5, the corrected data is shown, and now the 
curve starts and finishes at zero.

3.3 Calculation of the theoretical mean residence time

a) UCL mixer, n = 10

Mass of 10 UCL mixing elements (m) = 11.7 x 10"3 kg 

Density of brass as quoted by the workshop (p )

drift (y) mx + c

slope (m) 0.0051 - (-0.1062) 
21.8

8379 kg m'3

11.7 x 10 
8379

-3
1.396 x 10”6 m3Volume of elements = —

P

Volume of pipe = x L = 2.492 x 10 5 m3

where -3d = pipe diameter = 12.6 mm = 12.6 x 10 m
L = pipe length = 200 mm = 0.2 m
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Volume for fluid flow = Volume of pipe - Volume of elements
= 2.492 X 10~5 - 1.396 X 10-6 
= 2.352 x 10”5 m3 (3.1)

The volume of the extra pipe length at the reactor inlet 
and outlet was calculated as follows:

At the inlet:
—3extra length of pipe = 25.5 mm = 25.5 x 10 m

-3diameter of pipe = 12.6 mm = 12.6 x 10 m

3volume of pipe = 3 . 1 7 8 x 1 0 m (3.2)

Volume of conductivity cell = 5 cc = 5 x 10 m

h volume of conductivity cell (ie after the platinum3electrodes) = 2 . 5 x 1 0  m (3.3)

total volume at the inlet = (3.2) + (3.3)
= 5.678 X 10”6 m3 (3.4)

Similarly, at the outlet, total volume
= 5.927 x 10”6 m3 (3.5)

total extra volume = (3.4) + (3.5)
= 1.161 x 10~5 m3 (3.6)

-5 3From (3.1), volume of reactor (V ) = 2.352 x 10 m 

theoretical mean residence time for the reactor (r)



_g 3 "1where Q = volumetric flow rate = 1.978 x 10 m s  for 
Re = 200, see appendix 2)
.*. r = 11.89s (3.7)r

. . -5 3From (3.6), volume of extra piping (Vp) = 1.161 x 10 m

theoretical mean residence time for the extra piping
V

(ie time delay) = —^ = 5.87s (3.8)

From (3.7) and (3.8), total theoretical mean residence
time = 11.89 + 5.87 

= 17.76 s

In table A3.3, the theoretical and experimental mean 
residence times for UCL mixer are given:

Re Tth

(s)
êxp.(least sq.)

(s)
T exp. (moments)

(s)
200 17.76 20.12 20.12
300 11.84 11.84 12.01
400 8.88 8.99 8.94
600 5.92 5.50 5.24
800 4.44 4.43 4.41

1000 3.55 3.54 3.53
1500 2.37 2.32 2 .36
2000 1.78 1.79 1.90

Table A3.3 Theoretical and experimental mean residence 
time, UCL mixer, at various Re
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b) Kenics mixer, n = 24

Mass of 24 mixing elements (m) = 0.123 kg

Density of steel 316L as quoted by the manufacturer ( p )

= 7931 kg m”3
TT1 QVolume of elements = — = 1.551 x 10 m
P

2ird -5 3Volume of pipe = ——  x L = 9.131 x 10 m

where d = 15 mm 
L = 517 mm

Volume for fluid flow = 9.131 x 10 5 - 1.551 x 10 5

= 7.580 x 10"5 m3 (3.9)

Similar to the UCL mixer, the volume of the extra pipe 
length at the reactor inlet and outlet

= 1.125 x 10’5 m3 (3.10)

From (3.9) and (3.10),
total volume (V) = 7.580 x 10 5 + 1.125 x 10 5

= 8.705 x 10“5 m3 (3.11)

— 6 3 -1at Re=200, volumetric flow rate (Q) = 2.349 x 10 m s
VTheoretical mean residence time = q  = 37.06s
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In table A3.4. the theoretical and experimental mean 
residence times for the Kenics mixer are given

Re Tth

(s)
rexp.(Ieaat >q.)

(s)
* exp. (momenta)

(s)
200 37.06 44.78 44.65
300 24.70 28.16 27.91
400 18.53 17.95 17.81
600 12.35 12.29 12.42
800 9.26 9.69 9.64

1000 7.41 8.23 8.27
1500 4.94 5.51 5.56
2000 3.71 4.16 4.25

Table A3.4 Theoretical and experimental mean residence 
time, Kenics mixer, at various Re

3•4 Tabulated results for the RTD experiments

a) Long tube experiments

Normalised variance

Empty tube n=1 n=6 n=10 n=14 n=24

Re Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics Kenics Kenics

200 0.4005 0.2247 0.2921 0.3086 0.1316 0.2740 0.2783 0.1307 0.2220 0.2283 0.1068 0.0907 0.0507
300 0.2497 0.1743 0.1910 0.2002 0.1219 0.1816 0.1761 0.1102 0.1626 0.1508 0.0966 0.0711 0.0366
400 0.1874 0.1833 0.1433 0.1733 0.1147 0.1271 0.1008 0.1033 0.1330 0.0871 0.0722 0.0520 0.0273
600 0.1906 0.1159 0.1142 0.1176 0.1138 0.0907 0.0716 0.0779 0.1180 0.0758 0.0504 0.0403 0.0229
800 0.1590 0.1077 0.0958 0.1010 0.0937 0.0800 0.0650 0.0741 0.1015 0.0651 0.0502 0.0367 0.0202
1000 0.1370 0.0916 0.0955 0.0923 0.0808 0.0778 0.0599 0.0658 0.0924 0.0554 0.0444 0.0289 0.0199
1500 0.1027 0.0654 0.0670 0.0809 0.0513 0.0664 0.0591 0.0418 0.0797 0.0441 0.0312 0.0276 0.0173
2000 0.0854 0.0554 0.0540 0.0654 0.0446 0.0499 0.0427 0.0348 0.0634 0.0341 0.0259 0.0238 0.0154

Table A3.5 Normalised variance at various Re and number 
of elements, for the 3 types of mixers
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b) Short tubes experiments

Normalised variance

n=1 n=2 n=4 n=6 n=10

Re UCL Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics UCL Sulzer Kenics

200
300
400
600
800
1000
1500
2000

0.6970
0.6211
0.5012
0.3677
0.3640
0.3327
0.3322
0.3260

0.7500
0.5503
0.4471
0.3293
0.3114
0.2962
0.2712
0.2771

0.6656
0.6208
0.4077
0.2905
0.2794
0.2839
0.2682
0.2635

0.6476
0.5211
0.3709
0.3156
0.2962
0.2783
0.2848
0.2585

0.5654
0.4870
0.3303
0.2445
0.2241
0.2157
0.2104
0.1970

0.5442
0.4756
0.3758
0.2402
0.2028
0.2153
0.2039
0.2042

0.4252
0.3332
0.2715
0.2106
0.2000
0.2000
0.1935
0.1882

0.4358
0.3410
0.2512
0.1580
0.1508
0.1409
0.1373
0.1317

0.5221
0.2717
0.2127
0.1598
0.1460
0.1322
0.1294
0.1235

0.3489
0.2704
0.2099
0.1598
0.1520
0.1477
0.1424
0.1339

0.3568
0.2436
0.1517
0.1115
0.1044
0.1034
0.0978
0.0921

0.4325
0.2588
0.1899
0.1244
0.1081
0.1075
0.0987
0.0911

0.2220
0.1626
0.1330
0.1180
0.1015
0.0924
0.0797
0.0634

0.2283
0.1508
0.0871
0.0758
0.0651
0.0554
0.0441
0.0341

0.2260
0.1356
0.1005
0.0727
0.0632
0.0645
0.0613
0.0538

Table A3.6 Normalised variance at various Re and number 
of elements, for the 3 types of mixers
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APPENDIX 4
CALCULATION OF FLOW RATES FOR CO OXIDATION EXPERIMENT

Re_ .__ , = Re___x ^STP
actual STP ^actual

For Reactual - 300

, ReSTp = 300 x
PSTP

#*a-4.lla1 = M = 3.10 x 10 kg/ms (Perry, 1974)actual @ 370>c

-5/i = 1.67 x 10 kg/ms
N2 @ STP

ReSTp = 300 x 3-10 x 10II
1.67 X  10

= 300 X  1.86 = 558

R _ 558 . ^ T P  d "STP
^STP

1.2507 x 15 x 10~3 x u
1.67 x 10”5

•** USTP = °‘4967 ms”1

3where p -  1.2507 kg/m
N2 @ STP

-3d = tube diameter = 15 mm = 15 x 10 m
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Volumetric flow rate § STP = u STpx cross sectional area
-4= 0.4967 x 1.7662 X 10

= 8.773 x 10’5 m3s“1

= 5264 cc min 1

For N2, CO and 02 concentrations = 99.25%, 0.5%, and 0.25% 
respectively the volumetric flow rates are given in table 
A4.1

Flow rate @ 
(cc min"1,

STP

^eactual n2 CO °2 Total
100 1601 8.06 4.03 1613
200 3202 16.12 8.06 3226
300 5225 26.32 13.16 5264
400 6967 35.09 17.55 7019

Note: Re = 100 and 200 are calculated at T = 300°C

Table A4.1 Re and flow rates used in CO oxidation 
experiment
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APPENDIX 5
CALCULATION OF THE LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT USING

CUP MIXING TEMPERATURE

The cup mixing temperature (T^) was calculated using the 
equation:

R
27r J u(r) T(r) rdr

T = -------------------b R
2tt J u(r) rdr

0

where u(r) = velocity in the x direction at radial
position r (ms-1)

T(r) = temperature at r (K)
R = tube radius = 6.3 x 10-3 m

From FLUENT, u(r) and T(r) are known for different axial
points along the tube length

For a 50mm length tube, we have 80 cells in the x 
direction. Hence, 0.64mm/cell ie 50/(80-2) (where 2 cells 
are subtracted which are the input and output cells).

If we take an axial position x = 9.6mm, Tb was calculated 
as shown in table A5.1.
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r
(m)

u(r)
(m/s)

T (r) 
(K)

u(r)xT(r)xr u(r)xr

5.985 X 10"3 0.199 843 1.004 1.191 X 10"3
5.355 X 10‘3 0.557 779 2.323 2.983 X 10‘3
4.725 X 10"3 0.874 719 2.969 4.129 X 10"3
4.095 X 10'3 1.150 677 3.188 4.709 X 10"3
3.465 X 10'3 1.390 655 3.155 4.816 X 10"3
2.835 X io-3 1.580 647 2.898 4.479 X 10'3
2.205 X 10'3 1.740 644 2.471 3.837 X 10"3
1.575 X 10"3 1.850 643 1.873 2.914 X 10'3
9.450 X 10'4 1.930 643 1.173 1.824 X 10"3
3.150 X 10’4 1.970 643 0.399 0.620 X 10‘3

2=21.453 2=31.5 X 10-3

Table A5.1 Calculation of cup mixing temperature

2 [u(r) x T(r) x r] x 2 i r d r = 0.0849 (5.1)

and 2 [u(r) x r] x 2irdr = 1.2463 x 10'4 (5.2)

From (5.1) and (5.2)

T . ------ °’0849 = 681 K
@ 9.6mm 1‘2463 x 10'

Similarly, = 689.4 K
@ 12.8mm

v Q = m Cp AT

where Q = heat flux (W)
m = mass flow rate (kg s"1)
Cp = specific heat of air 0 370#C = 1087 J/kgK

The mass flow rate = 6.231 x 10’5 kg s'1 
calculated as follows:
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Re = 200 = P dU

sp -  density of air § 370*C = 0.5 kg/m' 
d = tube diameter = 12.6 x 10~3m 
u = average velocity (ms'1)
/x = viscosity of air § 370 *C = 3.15 x 10'6 kg/ms 

u = 1 ms'1

Cross sectional area of the tube = 1.2463 x 10'4 m2 
volumetric flow rate = 1.2463 x 10"4 m3/s and 

mass flow rate = 6.231 x 10'5 kg s'1

/. Q = 0.5689 W 

v Q = h A A T

where h = heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
A = surface area for heat transfer = 1.266 x 10"4 m2

AT - T - T. = 873 - f689’4 + 681) = 187.8 K
wal1 average 2

9 6 +  12 8heat transfer coefficient at 11.2mm (ie — 1--- -— “ )

= 23.9 W/m2K .
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